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Forewords
Reform of local government has been, and continues to be, one of Ukraine’s most successful policies.
At the same time, however, it has been one of the most prolonged and most difficult. Though the
European Charter of Local Self-Government was signed by Ukraine in 1996, and related primary legislation
promulgated in the same year, real progress had to wait until the Revolution of Dignity in 2014.
The breakthrough comprised an ambitious package of reforms aimed at strengthening municipalities via
a process of voluntary amalgamation, thereby increasing their capacities, and decentralisation of certain
competences. As a result, municipalities across Ukraine are now able to shape public services on their
territory, including schools, health care provision, and social protection measures; to plan how community
resources, including natural resources, are used; and to build a local economy which matches needs and
potential. The contrast with the situation only a few years ago, where significant decisions below the level
of central government were limited to regions and larger cities, is stark.
The reform has led to dramatic changes in the landscape for local and regional development. Following the
local elections of October 2020, there are now 1,470 local self-governments with increased competences
and resources. Municipalities are thus better able to fulfil their self-government mandates, including
development-related activities such as planning, financing, and implementation of concrete projects. The
Ukrainian government continues working to ensure that an appropriate strategic framework is in place
to allow municipalities to realise their goals. To this end, a new State Regional Development Strategy was
approved in 2020, subsequently followed by an Action Plan and new regional-level planning documents.
Looking to the future, further primary legislation is planned to bring Ukraine closer to the provisions of
the European Charter of Local Self-Government. MinRegion continues work on draft laws to secure the
reform’s success and ensure effective coordination and cooperation across all levels of government. Here,
Ukraine counts on support from its international partners as it seeks to bring new impetus to the reform
process.
I am particularly grateful to the U-LEAD with Europe Programme for the dedicated support it has provided to
both municipalities and state administration for the implementation of local self-government and regional
policy reform. It is particularly gratifying that these Ukrainian initiatives are explored in such breadth and
depth in this publication, and that they are, in addition, set in an international context. Relevant experience
from abroad provides valuable food for thought, thus engaging the stakeholders of a reform that affects
us all. I believe that the contents of this compendium will be of great interest to its target audience, and I
hope that many readers will join in policy discussions in the future.
Oleksiy Chernyshov
Minister for Communities and Territories Development of Ukraine
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The European Union is committed to supporting Ukraine’s long-term structural reforms, thereby working
towards a prosperous and modern Ukraine while bringing sustainable improvements to citizens’ lives and
living standards. This commitment is set out in the Association Agreement concluded between the two
parties in 2014.
Local government reform is not only a key long-term structural policy of the Ukrainian government, but it is
also deeply connected with core European values. The principle of subsidiarity – i.e. that “decisions are taken
as closely as possible to the citizen” – is enshrined in the Treaty on European Union. It is also a cornerstone of
the European Charter of Local Self-Government, the provisions of which U-LEAD with Europe helps to put it
into practice.
Despite significant challenges, progress has been impressive. Indeed, the readiness of citizens to take on
responsibilities at municipal level and the tangible results that this brings about have made local government
reform one of the most popular policies since the Revolution of Dignity. Even though the process of
amalgamating large numbers of small municipalities into large units has been finalised, the central aim of the
reform remains at the top of the political agenda, namely, to spark a development dynamic across the country
and improve the provision of, inter alia, education, health care, and municipal services.
Since 2016, U-LEAD with Europe has been supporting Ukraine in the formulation and implementation of all
aspects of the local government reform. Recipients of advice and capacity building are individual municipalities,
their representative bodies, and central government organs. During this time, U-LEAD with Europe dealt with
the most pressing issues related to strong local self-government, in particular accompanying the process
of amalgamation with specialized expert advice, guide municipalities as they assume new competences,
support local and regional development policies, and facilitate horizontal and vertical coordination across
state bodies and between different levels of government.
U-LEAD with Europe’s approach to capacity development builds on an ample network of specialised experts.
It functions not only as a source of training, advice and consultation on local self-government topics, but also
as an enabler of information exchange and dialogue among stakeholders. This latter aspect is considered
crucial for the effective and sustainable progress of the reform. For example, learning from peers is often
the most persuasive method of spreading new practices, while exposure to experiences from outside the
Ukrainian context can stimulate new thinking.
As part of its exchange and dialogue initiatives, U-LEAD with Europe organised two substantial conferences
in December 2019 and December 2020. These two editions of the “International Expert Exchange” brought
together renowned policy makers, independent experts, practitioners, and academics in order to enrich the
debate on local government reform in Ukraine. The first edition addressed issues of territorial reform (e.g.
amalgamation), local self-government, and local development, while the second edition focused on people
and trust, institutions and governance, and finance and responsibilities.
The contribution contained in this compendium represent the essence of the presentations made and
discussions held during the mentioned International Expert Exchanges. They are the manifestation of U-LEAD
with Europe’s commitment to stakeholder engagement and dialogue. I am of the firm opinion that the essays
and articles can spark valuable reflections and contribute to more transparent, accountable, and responsive
multi-level governance in Ukraine.
Bastian Veigel
GIZ Programme Director of U-LEAD with Europe
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All aspects of local government reform have been subject to continuous discussion since the
breakthrough in 2014. For instance, how should pre-existing municipalities be amalgamated; which
competences should be transferred to the local level; or what mechanisms should be put in place to
increase the f inancial autonomy of local administrations? An obvious point of reference for Ukrainian
stakeholders has been the lessons learned f rom similar reform efforts in other countries. Conversely,
the Ukrainian experience is of signif icant interest to the international expert community given the
number of municipalities affected and the reform’s wide-ranging scope.
The International Expert Exchanges held in 2019 and 2020 allowed for a dialogue between, on the one
hand, Ukrainian policy makers, mayors, experts, and professionals, and on the other, international
researchers and practitioners. The papers in this compendium cover the issues addressed by
speakers during the two conferences, and they have mostly been written by the speakers themselves.
Compilation and publication serves not only to preserve key discussions at a crucial juncture in the
local government reform, but also to inform future progress. Even though some of the papers were
written in early 2020, all of them are still considered substantially relevant to the current state of play.
The compendium’s subject matter follows the themes of the International Expert Exchanges, which
can be broadly divided into issues which fall under local government reform per se (e.g. amalgamation,
transfer of competences) and local development. Within this publication the reader will f ind a variety
of styles ranging f rom substantial academic texts to shorter essays based on personal experience.
While this reflects the authors’ diversity – researchers, independent experts, and practitioners are
to be found among their number, it is also a testament to the complexity of the local government
portfolio and the various stakeholders concerned.
The f irst chapter, “Theory and Practice of Local Self-Government Reform”, examines, inter alia,
amalgamation and decentralisation of competences. Here, an overview of territorial reform in Europe by
Paweł Swianiewicz is followed by academic studies of local self-government reorganisation in Estonia,
Denmark, Germany and Poland conducted by researchers at European universities. The Ukrainian
experience is covered in articles f rom Viktor Tymoshchuk and Pavlo Ostapenko on, respectively, the
decentralisation of administrative services and criteria for assessing municipal capacity. The chapter
commences with an interview with Georg Milbradt, special Envoy of the German Government for
decentralisation, good governance and public service reforms in Ukraine.
“Local development: Institutions, Finance and People” addresses topics related to “development”,
here understood to encompass not only improving social, economic, and environmental conditions,
but also public service delivery and municipalities’ ability to fulf il their mandate (including access to
f inance). The chapter starts with Florian Hauser, Team Leader of the Centre of Thematic Expertise on
Public Administration Reform at the European Commission’s Directorate General for Neighbourhood
Policy and Enlargement Negotiations, sharing his thoughts on why the quality of public administration
is always a factor of crucial importance. Papers follow on sectoral issues, such as monitoring territorial
development (José L. Cervera), provision of education (Andriy Zakaliuk), and municipal f inances. Given
its importance, signif icant attention is paid to this last topic, both f rom the point of view of theory (see
Manuela Söller-Winkler on the f inancial autonomy of local administrations) and practice (Oleksandr
Slobozhan, Howard Harding, and Iryna Ozymok). Lazar Dzamic considers how society and individuals
should increase literacy in f ields such as statistics and creativity to prepare for the future, while the
chapter closes with two articles on trust (Sof ia Opatska, Olena Stiazhkina) and a dialogue between the
philosopher Volodymyr Yermolenko and the writer Larysa Denysenko on the same theme.
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Compiling in single volume contributions f rom such a wide range of sources – for example, f rom
academics, independent experts, teachers, and deputy ministers – may seem over-ambitious to some.
We, the editorial board, are of a different opinion however - that diversity of ideas, expertise, and
experience stimulates new thinking and innovation, and thus brings added value. Just as myriad
voices have inspired and influenced local government reform in Ukraine, so the 23 articles in this
compendium, while providing the reader with a broad perspective and many points of view, all bear
upon better future for municipalities and regions.

Editorial board of Compendium
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Next steps of local
self-government reform:
development of
municipalities
Interview with Georg Milbradt, Special Envoy of the German
Government for decentralization, good governance and public service
reform in Ukraine

Question: Dear Professor Milbradt, active support of the European Union and
the German Government in general, and of you as Special Envoy of the German
Chancellor for the decentralization reform in Ukraine during the last years in
particular, were important contributions to the success of the amalgamation
process. What are your feelings after the first local elections in Ukraine that
were executed on the new territorial-administrative basis? Are you satisfied?
G.M.: Ukraine reached an important milestone, but not yet the final goal of establishing an efficient citizen-centred local self-government. As you know, Ukraine, as with the whole Soviet Union,
was overcentralized and under-governed, and in reality, a “top-down” country. For a European
development, we need more “bottom-up”. Therefore, the first step was to create capable hromadas as a precondition. Many Ukrainian settlements and villages were not able to fulfil the duties
of self-governance because of the lack of competences, money and trained personnel. Especially
in the countryside, ‘amalgamation’ or merger of villages and small cities into capable units was
an essential step. It is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition. In the end, the new territorial
structure of the local level had to be decided by the Verkhovna Rada because voluntary mergers
alone could not solve the problem. However, for a forced amalgamation by law, consultations are
indispensable. Because of the coronavirus-crisis, the government and the parliament could not
organize this in a very extensive way. Nevertheless, in my opinion, this territorial re-organization
of the local level was successful. That does not mean that every decision was indisputable. Compared with other European countries, Ukraine was farsighted and very courageous in creating
bigger units. In some other Central or Western European countries, governments were not
so courageous and did not dare to make such big steps forward. The second element was
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the decision of the Verkhovna Rada on the territorial re-organization of the rayon level. That was
a necessary consequence of the territorial reorganization of the local level. Unfortunately, this reform was not so intensively discussed and connected with a structural and functional reform.
Because of the current Constitution of Ukraine, it was only possible to create larger rayons. I think
competences and internal structures of the enlarged rayons should be discussed later together
with a constitutional amendment. I am not totally convinced that even the very large cities with
oblast significance (500.000+) had to be integrated into the enlarged rayons. This makes the new
rayon level very non-homogenous with big differences in size between the new rayons. Nevertheless, this discussion can only be solved with constitutional amendments and then by ordinary
laws defining competences and the structure of this level. Because of capable local units. more
of the old rayon competences can be transferred to the hromadas, but on the other hand there
are certain elements even of self-government which cannot be transferred. Maybe some oblast
competences could be given to the rayons and thereby closer to the people.

Question: I remember our experiences in Slovenia where I come from. During
the EU accession negotiations, It took us up to 7 years to get better acquainted
with the mindset of European values: the bottom-up approach, the importance
of consultations, and the inclusion of the local population before decisions
on important public and even private investments, and the way how local
self-government should organize decisions on the local level. How long does
it take in a country in transition before these values will be really lived by
citizens, politicians, and administrations?
G.M.: It is all about people, you have to change mindsets. It is not enough to introduce new laws;
all must get acquainted with this new approach. Many grew up with the old Soviet system. The
old mentality has not vanished with independence. Therefore, we all have to learn a new system
step by step. That takes the time of at least one generation. Ukraine had some experience with
local self-government in the past; the Magdeburg law was introduced in cities during the Polish
rule but was abolished during Russian rule and unthinkable in Soviet times. Ukraine’s development was different compared with other ex-communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe
like Slovenia, Poland, or the Czechia. All these countries had elements of local self-government
and sometimes very strong self-government before the war. For these countries, it was easier to
re-introduce old structures because people remembered them. In Ukraine it is more difficult. The
country lost the first 20 to 25 years after independence for real reforms and now must hurry
to catch up with its Western neighbours. Therefore, it was an important first step to begin with
voluntary amalgamation after the Revolution of Dignity. However, it was clear from the beginning
that voluntary amalgamation alone will not solve the whole problem. It is the start of a solution,
and therefore in the end you need to finish territorial re-organization by law. This was not done
under the old government, Therefore, the new team had to solve this problem from the very beginning. The result is impressive. The next step is to define, guarantee, strengthen and protect
local self-government: the legal environment beginning with amendment of the Constitution,
amendment or revision of the laws on local self-government, local state administration, local
civil service and other important laws to bring them in line with this idea of local democracy.

Chapter 1. Theory and Practice of Local Self-Government Reform
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Question: The International Expert Exchange conference, organized by the
U-LEAD with Europe programme, should not only promote the decentralization
reform within Ukraine but also show countries outside Ukraine that this
reform is something that they may learn from. Could one compare the
decentralization reform here now in Ukraine with similar reforms that were
done in some other countries, like Estonia, Poland, Germany? Are there some
common points?
G.M.: All ex-communist countries had the same problem of over-centralization because of the
communist doctrine, “democratic centralism”. All these countries had to re-organize their internal
political, economic and social structures. For centuries, most parts of Ukraine were integrated in
a centralized state. As other countries had different historical experiences and different cultures,
the starting points and therefore the solutions are different, but the ideas are the same. One has
to adapt them to the local conditions and this includes mindsets, tradition diversity, the size of
the country etc.. One cannot compare a country like Estonia with 1.2 million people with Ukraine
with around 40 million inhabitants. Therefore, Ukraine has to find its own solution and cannot
copy and paste. The country can look to other countries and learn especially from others’ mistakes
to avoid them. There is a similar discussion now in Moldova which has very similar problems as
Ukraine. For the government and stakeholders in Moldova, Ukrainian reforms are very interesting.
Belarussians are looking to Ukraine too and even Russians. If Ukraine has economic and social
success with these reforms and becomes a very attractive country, then it will influence and maybe pressure these neighbours to introduce similar reforms. Then the people in these countries will
look at Ukraine and say, well it is possible even with our background to establish local self-government and not only Russki mir.

Question: Professor Milbradt, you said that you are primarily speaking about
post-Soviet and post-socialist countries, but isn’t there also maybe a difference
between let’s say strong local self-government or much more centralized
states? If we look to EU Member States, we have different solutions. France
does not support the bottom-up approach so much. Are large countries
more careful with strong bottom-up tendencies and therefore tend towards
more centralized solutions? Do smaller countries promote self-governance as
opposed to large countries? Or would this be too much of a simplification?
G.M.: Size is not as important as history and culture. Many Latin countries tend more to centralized solution. However, France of today is not the France of the French revolution and Napoleon
200 years ago. The country has changed. It began under de Gaulle in 1969 when the first attempt
of regionalization failed. Later governments made important steps towards more decentralization. The regions and departments are not pure state administrations, like in Ukraine, but have
self-government as well. A dual system exists, the prefect as head of the state administration
and the president of the council as head of the self-government administration with executive
powers. This dual system functions very well. However, France never re-organized the local level,
still 35,000 local units exist, as they did not dare to execute a territorial reorganization of the local
level. The French solution is many intermunicipal co-operations of different types. All European
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countries which were originally very centralized, including the United Kingdom, have moved in
the direction of decentralization during the last 50 years. Even West Germany reorganized the
local level, in the 1970s. The old territorial structures, some dating back to Medieval times were
no longer capable of solving new challenges. West Germany had to solve the same problem as
Ukraine – how to create capable units of self-government on the local as well as on the sub-regional level. The solutions are different, but the direction is the same in all European countries.
The main ideas and all the different experiences were brought together in the European
Charter of the Local Self-government in 1987. This Charter was signed and ratified by all European countries and became binding international law and a sort of “Bible”. As Ukraine has
signed this Charter, it is the reference for further reforms, especially the legal reforms in Ukraine
I have mentioned before.

Question: You mentioned the European Charter of the Local Self-Government
as a good concept. But people understand the concept differently in place
and in time. Are there differences in understanding this concept among
the Ukrainian decision-makers? Is this simply our task, as foreign technical
assistance, to support such discussions in Ukraine in order to understand
each other and the concept better?
G.M.: Yes, I think more discussion in Ukraine make sense: what does local self-governance
really mean, what does it include. It is not only about more money and competences itself;
government must function and fulfil its tasks. In a real democracy, counterweighing powers
are necessary. One needs transparency, more engagement and participation of the local population. One must introduce instruments that enable the local population to be heard and to
be involved in the local decisions. We need better understanding of the new competences,
checks and balances. If one gets competences, one gets also responsibility, and one has to
be politically accountable as well, not to those above, that is the old structure – for example,
to make reports to Kyiv - but to your local population. Citizens must be able to influence
and control local politics. More transparency, new forms of accountability are necessary, a
better understanding of the role of administration. The administration is not the lord, but
the servant of the people. Ukraine must generally re-organise the administration, not only
the local administration. The new rules should be incorporated in a law on administrative
procedures. That includes for instance, transparency that the people get all the information
concerning their case. One has to look at how money is spent. The ProZorro system for public procurement in Ukraine is a good example. In the end you need a new balance between
the new competences and increased the influence of the local population in a self-controlled
system. As an example, the income side of the budget and the expenditure side are logically
connected, but often citizens do not take this into account. Therefore, local fees and taxes, and
local shares of national taxes, like in the Personal Income Tax in Ukraine, are good means. It is
not the anonymous state who pays but the local citizens. As it is their money, the local citizens
are more interested in how and for which reasons it is spent. Decentralization combined with
prudent rules and procedures, will improve the overall governance and lead to economic and
social progress in Ukraine, which will make the country more resilient.
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Question: You have mentioned that the reform is done for the people, it is
not done for its own purpose. In August 2020, the State Strategy for Regional
Development was adopted by the Cabinet of Ministers. In assessing the
strategy, the Kyiv School of Economics recommended better coordination,
vertical and horizontal, when preparing such state strategies. How do you
see the pre-conditions for the local and regional development? Will the
decentralization reform strengthen the endogenous potentials of the country
and of its people at the local level for development?
G.M.: Decentralization with autonomy and responsibility will certainly improve local economic
development. If, for instance, the mayors and the local council know that the hromada gets more
local taxes through economic development, they are interested in local economic development.
Hromadas will find solutions for small- and medium-sized businesses. The oblasts and the national government can concentrate their efforts more on large companies. This leads to some sort of
fragmentation within the government and between levels of government. To overcome these
difficulties, one needs not only vertical cooperation between the specialists on the different levels,
but also improved horizontal cooperation beginning at the level of the Cabinet of Ministers. The
staff of the different ministries should cooperate more closely and better understand the different
goals, procedures, experiences, constraints and problems of their colleagues in other ministries.
For instance, if there is a discussion about new structures for local self-government, one has to
have in mind consequences for health – organization of hospitals, for education – organization of
schools, or on courts, police etc. For coherent and successful strategies, more cooperation is necessary. The more competences are transferred and executed by organization with some degree
of autonomy, the more cooperation is necessary. The country must find a new balance between
autonomy, cooperation, and coordination. “Command and obey” may be used for military
leadership, but for modern states, companies and societies one needs more to be successful,
especially coordination, cooperation, and participation.

Question: When we are talking with local mayors, a lot of them still do not
believe in the long-term success of decentralization. Without success of other
important reforms, such as the justice reform, then all the other reforms may
be endangered.
G.M.: Decentralization is not a solution for all problems of Ukraine, it is only a step and decentralization will not function if the country does not have clear definitions of competencies which can
be enforced by independent courts. In my personal opinion, decentralization is a very strategic
reform for Ukraine and therefore, I would not underestimate the influence of the newly created
structures for future development. That does not exclude that other reforms are necessary, especially the fight against corruption and a real reform of the judiciary. My hope is, that changing
mindsets will facilitate other reforms as well.
Interview led by Andrej Horvat, GIZ Deputy Programme Director, U-LEAD with Europe
The interview was taken in November 2020
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What benefits territorial
reform can actually
provide
Author: Prof. Paweł Swianiewicz
Paweł Swianiewicz, a professor of economics, heads the Department
of Local Development and Policy at the Faculty of Geography and
Regional Studies, and the Doctoral School of Social Sciences at the
University of Warsaw. Between 2005 and 2010, he was president of
the European Urban Research Association (EURA). Currently he is a
member of the Steering Committee of the Standing Group on Local
Government and Politics of the European Consortium for Political
Research (ECPR). Swianiewicz’s teaching and research focus on local
politics, local government finance, and territorial administrative reforms
in Europe. His empirical research concentrates on Poland, as well as on
comparative studies of decentralization and local autonomy in Central
and Eastern Europe.

SUMMARY
Territorial reforms are among the most politically difficult, since they typically meet with resistance. And yet, they have been common across Europe. At least 20 European countries have
undertaken municipal territorial reform during last two decades alone.
Researchers do not all agree in their conclusions on the actual outcomes of the reforms, nor
do they share the optimism of many politicians advocating for the amalgamation of municipalities. While most studies are unanimous that municipal territorial reforms bring savings in
administrative costs, other economic gains from such reforms are less obvious and depend
very much on specific local conditions and the details of the implemented changes. Moreover,
there is little doubt that municipal mergers can reduce people’s interest in local public affairs,
and the level of trust and satisfaction with the way local governments work. In short, they can
have negative effect on local democracy.
To complete territorial reform requires coordination with other dimensions of the reconfig-
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uration of local government, such as functional decentralization and inter-governmental finance. In European practice, different models have been applied of “coupling” territorial with
other reforms. Sometimes functional decentralization comes first and requires territorial adjustments; in other cases, territorial reform stimulates functional or financial decentralization.
Most amalgamation reforms have been implemented in a top-down manner by central governments, although some were either voluntary—even if spurred by incentives—or at least
had a voluntary phase. Ukrainian reform belongs to the most successful, at least in Central and
Eastern Europe, in terms of achieving a large proportion of amalgamations through voluntary
agreements among local governments.

TERRITORIAL REFORMS IN EUROPE
This article summarizes the experience of recent territorial reforms in Europe through an extensive review of existing reports and academic studies. The focus is not on any particular case, but
on a comparative perspective gathering lessons learned from reforms implemented in various
countries. This article limits the discussion even further to boundary changes at the municipal
level, leaving aside those concerning provinces, counties or districts. Evidence and conclusions are
presented so as to allow their application to Ukraine’s reform.
Territorial amalgamation reforms are among the most politically difficult. As Paddison (2004, p.
25) notes: It is almost a law of local boundary restructuring, that there will be powerful forces intent on maintaining the status quo. Part of the reason is institutional inertia. Baldersheim & Rose
(2010) conclude: Once institutions are established, they set limits to the future choices that are
available. This resistance may be explained on a rational choice level. Consolidation reform means
a reduction in the political posts available, such as mayors and councillors. For others, it can mean
the loss of prestige or even job security. As Paddison (2004, p. 34) states bluntly: Local (municipal)
elites are unlikely to vote for territorial suicide, thus resistance to change is a very common pattern. Moving to concrete examples of emotions and opposition often raised by territorial reforms,
one of the most extreme cases was a hunger strike in the town of Dorothea, during Swedish municipal boundary reform in 1970s (Brink 2004). In one of the Länder in eastern Germany, the amalgamation of counties brought out the largest street demonstrations since the fall of the Berlin
Wall. There have been other examples of conflicts involving mass participation by local residents
over amalgamation reforms across Europe in recent decades.
Given this kind of opposition, it is surprising how often such reforms have been implemented in
Europe since World War II. The first wave of European territorial consolidation reforms took place
between the 1950s and 1970s, in several countries in Western Europe, mainly the more northern
ones: Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and Germany.
There were two major factors beyond those reforms. First, rooted in the economy of scale paradigm, stressed that local services could be delivered more cheaply and in better quality by larger
local administrations. But perhaps even more important was the “adjustment logic” of the reforms. After the end of WWII, Europe saw the “rise of the welfare state,” in which public provision
of a number of services, especially those related to social welfare, like education, healthcare and
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social protection, grew in importance and coverage. In several countries, local governments were
expected to play a central role in this model, so territorial restructuring became necessary since
very small local governments were unable to take responsibility for the new functions related to
the new welfare state.
Meanwhile, developments in Central and Eastern Europe were very different. In the beginning
of 1970s, the process of territorial consolidation took place throughout Eastern and Central Europe. That change was largely inspired by a very strong, widespread belief in economies of scale
among communist governments. Polish communities were amalgamated in 1973 and their number reduced from more than 4,000 to about 2,400. In Hungary, the number of municipalities went
from 3,021 in 1962 to 1,364 by 1988. In Czechoslovakia, the number of municipalities was similarly
reduced from 11,459 in 1950 to 4,104 by 1988. In Bulgaria, the number of municipalities went from
2,178 in 1949 to 255 at the end of 1980s. Similar reforms took place in Romania and Yugoslavia. Of
course, East European territorial reforms were introduced in an authoritarian, undemocratic way,
without any broad public debate or consultations.
The beginning of 1990s was marked by territorial fragmentation in many of these countries, a
process that might be seen as a reaction to all the forced amalgamations of 1970s1. When the
number of municipal governments at the beginning and the end of the decade are compared,
it’s clear that the numbers more than quadrupled in Croatia and Macedonia, more than tripled in
Slovenia, more than doubled in Hungary, went up more than 50% in the Czech Republic and 30%
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. More modest territorial fragmentation could be seen also in Slovakia,
Romania, Ukraine, and some other countries. What is important is that all of these cases were
the driven by bottom-up pressure from local communities. Territorial fragmentation was never
a process planned by central governments, although perhaps the one exception to this rule was
Romania, where the break-up of municipalities was encouraged by the central government at the
end of 20th and beginning of 21st century. Indeed, the central governments did not interfere much
in this process, considering that to block municipal secessions would be a violation of democratic
principles and local autonomy.
This period of territorial fragmentation was obviously endogenous in nature, being as it was related to the post-communist transition, but at the same time it had support in the more general
trend in Europe. Erlingsson et. al. (2015: 210) note that at the beginning of 1990s, it was a common view that the era of large administrative structural reforms was over (see also Marcou 1993),
and the trend was rather the reverse. In Sweden, a centre-right government won the election in
1991 and subsequently took a favourable stance towards municipal secessions, that is, the wish to
move back to smaller—and greater numbers of—geographical units.
But the dominant trend soon changed again in favour of territorial amalgamation. During the first
two decades of this century, territorial reforms leading to substantial reductions in the number of
municipalities have been introduced in some 20 European countries, including:
• Northern Macedonia (2002)

Since most break-ups of municipalities were reversing amalgamation decisions made previously, the process is sometimes
referred to as “de-amalgamation.”
1
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• Georgia (2006)
• Denmark (2007)
• Latvia (2009)
• Greece (2011)
• Albania (2015)
• Ireland (2015)
• Estonia (2017)
• Northern Ireland (2017)
To that list can be add reforms in parts of federal countries, where municipal boundaries are often
decided on a regional, not federal level. In this same 20-year period, municipal amalgamation reforms were implemented in:
• 5 German Länder
• 1 Austrian Land
• 5 Swiss cantons
In some countries, reforms did not take place in any one particular year, but the number of local
governments has been reduced step-by-step, sometimes by a few mergers every year, and the
number of municipalities nowadays is substantially lower that 20 years ago:
• England
• Finland
• the Netherlands
• Iceland
Last but not least, some countries have undertaken municipal boundary reforms very recently
and the process has not been finished yet:
• Armenia
• Norway
• Cyprus
• Ukraine2

This new wave of territorial reforms has often been motivated by demand for cost saving and financial austerity measures, especially true of reforms implemented after the 2008 financial crisis.
But other arguments by the proponents of the reforms have focused on the capacity of local administrations to deliver good quality services to their communities.
2
Please note that the article was written in early 2020 when the process of amalgamation in Ukraine had not been
completed yet.
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As a result of the processes described here, the number of municipalities in Europe has been fluctuating. Available data from 40 European countries shows that the total number of municipalities
in 1990 was around 116,000. With the reverse trend towards territorial fragmentation in Central
and Eastern Europe, the numbers grew to 120,000 in 2000, but then started to go down again, to
around 106,000 in 2014 and 102,000 in 2018. The magnitude of changes in territorial organization
of individual European countries is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Municipal territorial reforms in Europe since 2000
average population size
of municipality

proportion of municipalities:

Before
(year - size)

after
(year - size)

below 1,000
before

after

before

after

Albania

2011- 10,840

2016 - 73,000

5%

0%

73%

5%

Armenia (unfinished)

2015 - 3,445

2019 - 6,243

49%

26%

97%

92%

Austria - Styria

2013- 2,254

2015 - 4,256

38%

6%

98%

95%

Denmark

2006 - 20,027

2007 - 55,582

0%

0%

48%

4%

Estonia

2016 - 6,343

2017 - 17,118

19%

4%

92%

59%

Finland

2000 - 11,441

2018 - 17,721

5%

5%

76%

68%

Georgia

2006 - 4,358

2007 - 67,489

24%

0%

96%

6%

Greece

2010 - 10,573

2011 - 33,241

11%

4%

79%

25%

Iceland

2000 - 2,281

2014 - 4,401

75%

57%

96%

92%

Ireland

2013 - 167,466

2014 - 183,166

0%

0%

0%

0%

Latvia

2008 - 4,326

2010 - 17,819

39%

0%

95%

69%

Luxembourg

2001- 3,747

2018 - 5,902

25%

1%

94%

90%

Northern Macedonia

1994 - 16,444

2004 - 24,389

4%

0%

58%

38%

Netherlands

2000 - 29,542

2018 - 45,213

0%

0%

23%

6%

Norway

2015 - 12,070

2020 - 15.078

6%

6%

73%

68%

Switzerland - Fribourg

2000 - 994

2017 - 2,315

76%

38%

99%

98%

UK - England

2001 - 139,572

2011 - 163,589

0%

0%

0%

0%

UK - Northern Ireland

2014 - 70,788

2018 - 171,058

0%

0%

0%

0%

below 10,000
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THE IMPACT OF TERRITORIAL
REFORMS
What gains and benefits were expected from these reforms or promised by those who initiated
them? The first promise was related to economies of scale, which suggested that economy of
scale exists not only in industrial production but also in services delivered by local governments.
In fact, the most direct empirical evidence is related to administrative services. So, the assumption
was that the provision of services by larger local governments might be cheaper. The concept of
economy of scale is based on the distinction between constant and variable costs of services. A
high share of constant costs allows for minimized marginal costs with an increase in the scale of
production. The scale effect is more visible in services in which constant costs play a more important role, and so, changes in the scope of local government services may change the optimal point
in a U-shaped curve (Bikker and Van der Linde 2016; Hirsch 1968).
The second aspect potentially important in times of economic turbulence is related to economic
resilience and the ability to manage finances and economic development. Here, there was also a
belief that larger local governments might be more efficient in this respect (Keating 1995, Walsh
1996), so the demand for territorial reforms could increase in times of economic crisis.
Another important promise of the reformers was that large local governments would have greater capacity to deliver a wider scope and better quality of services. One of the reasons would be
attracting more highly qualified administrative staff that might be more specialized than in very
small town-hall administrations (Keating 1995, Sharpe 1995).
Democratic arguments are less often raised by reformers. But in some cases it is suggested that
amalgamation reform may have a positive impact through the increased competitiveness among
local elites and increased public interest due to the larger scope of local government functions3.
However, this contrasted in Robert Dahl’s classic 1967 work:
“The smaller the unit, the greater the opportunity for citizens to participate in the decisions
of their government – yet the less of the environment they can control. Thus, for most citizens,
participation in very large units becomes minimal and in very small units it becomes trivial.”
Consequently, scholars commonly believe that in decisions on the size of local governments, there
is a trade-off between economic and democratic performance.
Projections by proponents of reforms are often based on insufficient data or on simplistic interpretations of evidence. In particular, many politicians use simple comparisons of the performance
of smaller and larger local governments as an argument supporting reform. The assumption is
that the worse performance of smaller local units may be overcome by territorial reform. There are
several examples of this kind of logic, including in the 2013 report of the Polish Ministry for Public
Administration, whose arguments are illustrated in Figure 1. Both total and operating expenditures per capita are higher in small communities. Therefore, proponents of the reform argued,
amalgamating the smallest municipalities would bring significant savings in public spending.
3

See e.g. Verba and Nie 1972, Kjær 2007, Ryšavy and Bernard 2013, Newton 1982.
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Spending per capita in Polish municipalities
Figure 1. Per capita spending in Polish municipalities and population size, 2010
and
population size (2010)
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Source: Ocena sytuacji samorządów lokalnych (2013), Warszawa: Ministerstwo Administracji i Cyfryzacji. [Evaluation of the local government situation] http://eregion.wzp.pl/sites/default/files/ocena-sytuacji-samorzadow-lokalnych.pdf
The problem with this argument is that the correlation visible in Figure 1 is not necessarily the consequence of a causal relationship between size and per-capita spending. There might be several
other reasons that should be verified before coming up with a final conclusion. First, the figure
does not tell us anything about the quality of services. Second, alternative organizational arrangements of various services lead to different accountancy practices: for instance, if a service is outsourced to a municipal company, spending on that service is not visible in the municipal budget
report. Thirdly, the difference in expenditures might be not due to size difference but, among
others, due to the fact that smaller local governments often administer sparsely populated areas,
which contributes to higher unit costs of services and skews statistics. Thus, the merger of two
sparsely populated municipalities would not contribute to cost savings.
Scepticism towards a simplistic belief in economies of scale is evident in several World Bank reports, concluding that population size is not a decisive variable in determining the cost or quality
of public services: where populations are geographically dispersed, there are few economies of
scale to be gained by incorporating them into a single larger jurisdiction (Fox, Gurley 2005). There
might be also several other reasons beyond the seeming relationship that are very difficult to observe and that make suspect any conclusions based on such simple comparisons in relation to the
impact of territorial reforms. The complexity of these relationships is illustrated in Figure 2.
These complications do not mean that academic studies have nothing to say about the results
brought by past territorial reforms. Most academics agree that the most reliable results in terms of
identifying causal relationships can be brought about by quasi-experimental statistical methods.
Over the past 10 years, there have been close to 50 such studies published, identifying the various
effects of territorial reforms in different countries.
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Figure. 2. Relationship between size of local government and unit costs of provided services
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The conclusions from those studies confirm that territorial amalgamation reforms contribute to
a definite reduction in administrative costs4. But when it comes to the costs of other services, capacity for financial management and quality of delivered services, the results are much less clear:
different studies have led to different conclusions, depending on specific local conditions. Still,
several studies are almost univocal in discovering the negative impact of amalgamation on local
democracy: after amalgamation, local residents became less interested in local issues and their
trust and satisfaction with their local administration’s performance went down.
At the same time, larger local government units saw the level of electoral competition go up. It has
been also observed that local governments tended to make costly financial decisions, related to
borrowing and investments, directly before amalgamation, especially if it was top-down imposed
by the central government. As A. Tavares (2018) concluded:
“The survey of the literature recommends caution regarding the expectations of amalgamation reforms, and not the unbridled optimism we often see in consultancy and governmental
reports.”
Still, the conclusions of such studies cannot be simply extrapolated to other countries. Most of
the quasi-experimental studies in Europe were tested on data from Scandinavia—Denmark, Finland and Sweden—, followed by fewer studies from Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland and
Austria, and only sporadic ones from Central and Eastern Europe—two studies on Poland. Existing
analyses rarely include cases of amalgamation of very tiny local governments, that is, of communities with fewer than 500, which were not that rare in the case of Ukraine. So, we cannot be sure
Comprehensive reviews of studies referred to in this section may be found, e.g., in: Swianiewicz et al. 2017, Tavares 2018,
Gendźwiłł et al 2020. See reading list at end.
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that the conclusions drawn from mergers of larger municipalities would be confirmed in Ukraine
as well. Most likely mergers of very tiny towns and villages would bring more visible economic
gains. In any case, the recent decentralisation reforms in Ukraine provide a unique laboratory for
potentially very useful academic studies in this respect.

VOLUNTARY OR COMPULSORY
AMALGAMATIONS?
Territorial reforms can be classified in several ways, depending on the various approaches to
implementation: the time span between decision and implementation, the depth of territorial
changes, and so on. But the distinction that might be especially interesting from the point of view
of Ukraine is between bottom-up, voluntary—even if often inspired and incentivised by the central
government—mergers and top-down, compulsory ones in which a decision by the central government or legislature is imposed on local communities, sometimes against their will. Some elements of listening to opinions of local communities have to be present in every reform, since the
European Charter of Local Self-Government stipulates that public consultations over boundary
changes are mandatory. But the results of such consultations need not be binding, so, in practice,
there is leeway for top-down, forced reforms.
The distinction between compulsory and voluntary reforms is quite useful, but the borderline between the two types is not fixed. Political pressure and strong incentives, both financial and functional, as well as ways of sanctioning municipalities that are not spontaneously enthusiastic about
the reform—financially, through the modified inter-government transfer system—are sometimes
so strong, that this approach is not much different from coercion. The institutional framework is
an important factor. In several European countries, legal regulations do not allow for municipalities to be forced to merge. Belgium, Iceland, Spain, most Swiss cantons, Bulgaria, and the Czech
Republic are examples. But in several other cases, such as Denmark, Sweden, Ireland, Greece, Latvia, Estonia, Albania, and Georgia, reforms have at least partly been imposed by the centre.
In several countries, territorial reforms had two consecutive stages: voluntary and compulsory. In
the first phase, local governments were allowed to freely negotiate mergers with neighbours, and
the only limitation was that the new local government unit had to meet certain criteria defined in
central or regional—in case of federal countries— policy. In the second phase, those local governments who had not submitted acceptable proposals on their own, were in a position to be forced
to merge according to a top-down plan. This was the case with Danish, Norwegian and Estonian
reforms. And this is the case with the current Ukrainian reforms, as well. In several cases across
the continent, attempts to stimulate voluntary reforms through incentives failed. In Poland, for
instance, strong financial incentives introduced over a decade ago have resulted in only one municipal merger. Attempts to incentivise voluntary amalgamations also failed in Greece and Latvia.
In some very strict circumstances, highly institutionalized inter-municipal cooperation could be
seen as an “escape” from amalgamation. Finland is a good example of such a process, but perhaps the best-known case of overriding difficulties related to territorial fragmentation by well-de-
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veloped inter-municipal cooperation is France (see e.g. Hertzog 2018).
It is not easy to define what are the conditions for successful voluntary amalgamations, but definitely a proper combination of financial and functional incentives can help. Ukraine’s decentralisation reform introduced since 2015 may be considered one of the most successful attempts to
stimulate voluntary amalgamations. Strong incentives that definitely contributed to this success
included:
- additional financial transfers available immediately after the reform;
- the right to take over responsibility for important additional functions or competences
provided until then by a higher tier of administration—the county level;
- greater financial autonomy for local communities, as amalgamated local governments were
included in the general system of inter-government transfers allocated by a formula.
But voluntary amalgamations, if not sufficiently coordinated, present a danger that has been
clearly observable in Ukraine. They can lead to chaotic results and asymmetrical territorial organization, in which new, enlarged territorial units exist next to small local governments that refused
to join the merger process. This can make the provision of some public services for the entire area
extremely complicated and inefficient. That is why the second stage, compulsory amalgamation,
is so important to the overall success of the reform.

THRESHOLD CRITERIA
FOR AMALGAMATED MUNICIPALITIES
Territorial reform plans often include the minimum criteria that have to be met by the reorganized
local government administrations. Similar criteria have typically been introduced in countries
where there were no plans for territorial reforms but there was pressure to fragment municipalities, that is, secessions or de-amalgamations. In such cases, the threshold defined the criteria that
had to be met by the units applying to break away from a larger local unit.
The most typical criteria are related to minimal population size, although they can be defined
at very different levels. In some countries the threshold is very low, such as 1,000 residents in the
Czech Republic, 1,500 in Romania, 3,000 in Slovakia, and 4,000 in Latvia. The mid-range thresholds
have been defined, such as 5,000 in Slovenia and Estonia, 6,000 in Bulgaria, and 10,000 in Greece.
Estonia provides a good example of a country in which the general threshold is accompanied by
several exceptions in case of a special local situation. The general threshold is 5,000 residents, but
a lower number, starting at 3,500, is allowed for: municipalities located on islands, communities
of “cultural significance,” and larger territories with especially low population density. In still other
countries, the population threshold is defined at a much higher level, such as 15,000 in Lithuania
and 20,000 in Denmark.
But population size is not the only type of criteria openly formulated. A review of European reforms
shows that criteria related to existing technical and social infrastructure, the expected financial vi-
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ability of new local governments—this criterion is very differently applied—, positive demographic
dynamics, and even maximum distance to the city hall. Some reforms, such as Swedish, Albanian
and Latvian, made a clear reference to central place theory and the expectation that new municipalities should have a natural urban centre. Latvia even added an additional definition of the
minimum population size of such a centre.

COUPLING WITH OTHER REFORMS
Territorial reform is rarely an end in itself, so boundary changes generally go hand-in-hand with
other changes in relations among different levels of government. There are two types of arguments that come up in this situation. First: enlarging local government units means they should
have greater capacity to provide various services, and the scope of their functions will also widen—decentralization leading to more functions. If, after amalgamation, larger units have greater
capacity, they can be offered a higher level of autonomous decision-making. This autonomy can
concern providing various individual services, but it can be also related to financial management,
that is, increased financial autonomy regarding tax policies, borrowing regulations, decisions on
spending structures, and so on.
The second argument is based on the reverse causality: decentralisation of a wider scope of functions or financial decentralisation can lead to demand for larger organizational and/or management capacity in local governments. This, in turn, can lead to an “adjustment type” of territorial
amalgamation, in which territorial reform follows or tries to catch up to earlier decisions concerning the allocation of functions. This logic of “adjustment reform” has often been used to interpret
the earlier wave of amalgamations of the post-WWII era, such as in Scandinavia and in the United
Kingdom5. The more interesting question is whether this same logic can be applied to interpretations of territorial reforms implemented in 21st century Europe.
More detailed empirical evidence makes it possible to conclude that, in most cases, boundary
changes have been interconnected with broader changes in local government systems.
Table 2: Relationship between municipal territorial reforms and broader changes in local
autonomy or policy scope
Changes in local autonomy and/or policy scope
parallel with or shortly after territorial reforms
Increase in local
autonomy and/or policy
scope in the decade
before territorial reforms

no

yes

5

no

yes

Unfinished reforms

Incentivized decentralisation reforms

Austria (Styria), Georgia,
Ireland, Latvia

Albania, Armenia, Denmark,
England, Estonia, Greece, Ukraine

Adjustment reforms

Continuous decentralisation reforms

Finland, Iceland,
Netherlands, Norway

Macedonia

Sharpe 1979, Kjellberg 1985, Askim et al 2017.
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These interconnections may be either in the form of adjustments, where earlier changes in the
direction of greater municipal autonomy call for subsequent territorial amalgamation, or incentivized decentralisation, where the expanded functions of municipal governments go together
or shortly after territorial consolidation. Where changes have taken place before the territorial
reform, but continued in subsequent periods, this might be called “continuous decentralisation
reform,” in which territorial amalgamation is just one, albeit very important, component. There
have also been some exceptions to that rule, such as territorial reforms that are difficult to explain
through the logic of functional decentralization.

CONCLUSION
Ukraine’s territorial reform definitely belongs to the group of incentivised decentralisation reforms.
Newly amalgamated municipalities are expected to take over a much broader scope of functional
responsibilities, mainly inherited from counties, and are also given a much stabler, broader base
of financial resources.
A few more steps are necessary to consider Ukraine’s reforms to be successfully completed. First is
to finalize the administrative or compulsory amalgamations in a way that will not raise too many
conflicts with and within local communities and that will result in a comprehensive map of territorial reorganization. Second is to clarify the future relationship between the counties and amalgamated municipalities, given that the lowest level of government is effectively taking over most
of the functions previously provided by the counties. Third is the highly recommendable step of
introducing a fully-fledged monitoring system to track the impact of the reforms, which would
help to plan any further adjustments, gauge the positive effects and mitigate negative ones.
On a positive note, looking at the Ukrainian experience through the lens of a wider European perspective, it’s clear that a successful completion of the reform in Ukraine is possible.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The article is a comprehensive analysis of the administrative reform process in Estonia. The author describes a situation in the country before the reform (from an economic, administrative,
territorial point of view), explains the evolution of the processes preceding the start of the reform,
and brings the reader to the point of country’s history when the need to increase and harmonise
the capacities of Estonia’s municipalities become obvious to the most of stakeholders. Administrative reform, which started in 2016, was divided into four stages, and the author describes all of
them as well as the achieved results. At the end of the article, nine general learning points identified based on Estonia’s experience of administrative reform are named. The paper would be especially valuable to all interested in the international experience of conducting complex reforms,
organisation of administrative territories and local governance.

6
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BACKGROUND
Administrative Reform had been circulating in Estonian society for decades when it finally took
off in June 2016. That was when the Riigikogu or Parliament passed the Administrative Reform
Act.6 This had been preceded by a long list of reform plans and attempts, and can be seen as the
result of nearly 20 years of evolutionary development.
The population of Estonia was 1.329 million as of 2020. With a territory covering 45,227 km², Estonia’s population density 30.5 inhabitants per km ². The territory of Estonia is divided into 15 maakond or counties, which are administrative units without separately elected representative bodies
or any other significant independent powers.
Figure 1. Population density 2016 (Source: Statistics Estonia)
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Compared to the rest of the European Union and OECD7 countries, regional differences
within Estonia are high, with 32% of the population living in th capital, Tallinn (Figure 2).
7
Eurostat Regional Yearbook, 2018, Regions at a Glance, OECD 2018 (https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/oecdregionsand-cities-at-a-glance-2018_reg_cit_glance-2018-en#page1)
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Figure 2. Population distribution in municipalities, as of Jan. 1, 2017
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With economic activity and attractive jobs concentrated in larger urban areas, regional disparities in economic growth have been deepening. Together, a declining and greying population,
and concentration in urban areas have weakened the development prospects of municipalities
in rural areas. The movement of jobs into cities, the globalization of the business environment,
growing mobility in daily work and leisure, and longer commute routes have led to a need to deal
with the challenges of local development, including the development of new kinds of capacities.
The tradition of Estonian local government in its present form dates back to the 19th century and
the Rural Municipality Act of 1866, and continued in the independent Republic of Estonia until
1940. Conceptual work on establishing the basic principles of modern local government started
in the late 1980s. Since 1993, a one-tier local government system has operated in Estonia since the
reorganization of the legal foundations and revenue base of local government. By autumn 1993,
when all the administrative units were granted their status, there were 256 towns and rural municipalities in Estonia, each with the autonomy to make decisions and organize issues of concern
to the local community.
Regardless of size, local governments were expected to offer the same functions throughout Estonia and provide the same services to their residents. Since 2018, when county governments were
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terminated, local authorities in the centre of the county were assigned new functions for joint implementation: they were now responsible for the registration of divorce, marriage, name-related
procedures, and even change of gender. According to current Estonian law, local authorities in
each county are also expected to jointly plan the development of their county.
In order to decentralize powers, local governments have the power to form municipalities or city
districts on their territory, with limited self-government functions. These formations are regulated
by local government statutes. Local government territories are divided into population centres:
cities, towns, small towns, and villages.
According to the Local Government Organisation Act8, local government has the right, the authority and the duty of a democratically elected body to independently organize and manage local issues according to law, based on the legitimate needs and interests of the residents, and with
a view to the specific development of the local government. The activities of local government are
organized and managed by a representative body elected by the residents: this elected council
approves the executive body. Local governments may also delegate some of their duties to private
or non-profit organizations. In addition, they may form organizations to provide services, act as
shareholders in such organizations, and become members of foundations or non-profit organizations.
Estonia’s National Audit Office has consistently emphasized the need for administrative reform.
Over the years, its audits have demonstrated that there is no hope for positive change in the capacities of local governments without such reforms.9 10 The Chancellors of Justice also pointed to
the problem of Estonia’s local government system in terms of protecting fundamental civil rights.
They had found that a large share of Estonia’s local governments were unable to ensure equal
quality and access to public services.11
At the Pärnu Management Conference in 2011, it was declared that “the observation of the reality
of local governments leads to an irrefutable conclusion: many of them are not real, but illusory.
Objectively and subjectively, they are unable to perform their functions and provide high-quality
public services to the people living in their territory. In short, administrative reform is indispensable.12” The Local Government Capacity Index13 also showed that there was an obvious need to
increase and harmonize the capacities of Estonia’s municipalities.14
Local Government Organisation Act https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/509012014003/consolide
Riigikontrolli tähelepanekud haldusreformi läbiviimise riskide kohta. (ENG: The National Audit Office’s observations on
the risks of implementing administrative reform) https://haldusreform.fin.ee/static/sites/3/2017/09/kovid_haldusreformi_
riskid_riigikontroll.pdf
10
Riigikontroll (2012), Avalike teenuste pakkumise eeldused väikestes ja keskustest eemalasuvates omavalitsustes. (ENG:
National Audit Office (2012) Preconditions for the provision of public services in small and remote municipalities)
11
Õiguskantsler (2009), Postimees 2.03.2009 (ENG: Chancellor of Justice (2009), Postimees 2.03.2009) http://www.postimees.
ee/88980/oiguskantsler-haldusreformi-labiviimine-naitab-riigivoimu-tugevust
12
Jüri Raidla Pärnu Juhtimiskonverentsil 2011. (ENG: Jüri Raidla Pärnu at the Management Conference) http://www.delfi.ee/
news/paevauudised/arvamus/juri-raidla-eestiriigi-pidamist-on-vaja-radikaalselt-muuta.d?id=59748604
13
Sepp, V., Noorkõiv, R., Loodla, K. (2009), Estonian Local Government Capacity Index: Methods and results, 2005-2008. Cities
and rural municipalities in figures, pp 10-42, Statistics Estonia. https://vana.stat.ee/publication-download-pdf?publication_
id=18268
14
Noorkõiv, R., Ristmäe, K. (2017), Kohaliku omavalitsuse võimekuse indeks 2013, Artiklite kogumik, Eesti kohalik omavalitsus
ja liidud - taastamine ning areng 1989-2017, Lk. 310-341. (ENG: Noorkõiv, R., Ristmäe, K. (2017), Local Government Capacity
Index 2013, Collection of Articles, Estonian Local Government and Associations - Restoration and Development 1989-2017,
Lk. 310-341.
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Following the failure of yet another reform attempt, two studies were commissioned by the
Ministry of the Interior in 2015, to assess the location and accessibility of private and public
services,15 and to map the competences and specializations of local government staff and
their professional development needs.16 Meanwhile, awareness of the ageing and declining
populations of the majority of local authorities grew, along with the understanding that
this was a long-term trend.17 An older population and sparse density in a territory meant
higher per capita service delivery costs. Clearly, the uniform provision of services cannot
be resolved by local governments with a lower tax base without the subventions f rom the
state. As each ministry wants to ensure the provision of its own services, more targeted allocations will inevitably be needed as the gaps among local governments grow. This, in turn,
means reducing the autonomy of local governments, as the income base grows dependent
on decisions made by the central government. But, given the resources available to the
state, it is unlikely that the state will be able to provide signif icantly more funding to cities
and rural municipalities in the near future without redistributing functions between the
central government and the local governments.
In Estonia, the share of local governments in total public spending is close to 25%, compared to Denmark with 64%, in Sweden 47%, in Finland 41%, and in Norway 34%.18 About
a third of the local government revenues in Estonia comes as a central government grant.
Moreover, Estonia has the lowest share of local tax revenues in Europe: 3.5%—compared to
Sweden, with 55.1%, Finland 46.2% and Denmark 35.4%).19 Also the Local Autonomy Index
for Europe20 and comparative national analyses21 show that the shortcomings in autonomy
of Estonia’s local government system mainly come f rom weak f inancial independence, and
generally the limited contribution of local governments into policy design at the central or
regional level.
An OECD report on the state of public governance in Estonia22 showed that, given the number of tasks performed by municipalities, the small number of inhabitants in those communities is a problem. The typical concerns of the small local governments included: having
few employees, but many tasks and, therefore, selective execution; f ighting consequences
rather than taking preventive action; and needing to provide f inancial support to residents

15
Tartu Ülikool RAKE (2015), Uuring era- ja avalike teenuste ruumilise paiknemise ja kättesaadavuse tagamisest ja teenuste
käsitlemisest maakonnaplaneeringutes. (ENG: Tartu Ülikool RAKE (2015), Study on Spatial Location and Accessibility of
Private and Public Services and Addressing Services in District Plans)
https://skytte.ut.ee/sites/default/files/ec/teenuskeskuste_uuringu_lopparuanne.pdf
16
ATAK ja Geomedia (2015), Kohalike omavalitsuste ametnike ja töötajate kompetentside kaardistamine ja koolitusvajaduse
hindamise analüüs. (ENG: ATAK ja Geomedia (2015), Mapping the competencies of local government officials and
employees and analysis of training needs assessment).
17
Eesti rahvastikuprognoos 2040: neli positiivset stsenaariumi (2014). Statistikaamet (ENG: Estonian population forecast
2040: four positive scenarios (2014). Statistics Estonia)
https://statistikaamet.wordpress.com/2015/10/06/eesti-rahvastikuprognoos-2040-neli-positiivset-stsenaariumi/
18
Subnational Governments in OECD countries: Key Data, 2015 edition, OECD.
19
Subnational Governments in OECD Countries: Key Data, 2018 edition
http://www.oecd.org/regional/Subnational-governments-in-OECD-Countries-Key-Data-2018.pdf.
20
http://local-autonomy.andreasladner.ch/
21
Ladner, A., Keuffer, N. , Baldersheim, H. (2016), Measuring Local Autonomy in 39 Countries (1990–2014), Regional & Federal
Studies, 26:3, 321-357.
22
OECD (2011), Estonia: Towards a Single Government Approach, OECD Public Governance Reviews, OECD Publishing.
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/oecd-public-governance-reviews-estonia-2011_9789264104860-en
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instead of services. There were not enough specialists with the necessary qualif ications,
and workloads were too small workloads to allow for specialization. 23 At the same time, red
tape has increased, resulting in more work on documents and less contact with residents.
Still, local government councils and executives in Estonia were considered well-structured and
fairly powerful participants in civil society.24 In larger local governments, the dominant power distribution was more pluralistic, while in smaller ones it was more elitist.25 The lack of rotation of the
elite might mean that people trusted their electors, were satisfied with their decisions, and do not
want local political change. In larger local governments, coalitions among various political parties
or electoral coalitions had to be formed in order to come to power. Thus, arguments that small
local governments mean more democracy than larger ones or that local government mergers are
a threat to local democracy and to voters’ ability and opportunities to control local government
and the local elite turn out not to be true from these findings.
In conclusion, the lessons from failed reform attempts and a broad knowledge-based understanding of the need for change and possible solutions for the local government system in Estonia
contributed to the implementation of administrative reform. It was also important that politicians
demonstrated the willingness to agree on reform in 2016.

THE GOALS OF ESTONIA’S
ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM
When the Government was formed after the 2015 election, undertaking administrative reform was included in the coalition agreement, although the question of specif ic merger
criteria was left open. As the parties had not put down specif ic principles, there was an
opportunity to shape suitable rules during discussions. The coalition agreement appointed
the Prime Minister to be in charge of the reform, taking on the role of a negotiator to identify common interests and establish the position of Minister of Public Administration.
The Administrative Reform Act set out goals26 that were rather general: the purpose was to
support an increase in the capacity of local governments to offer high quality public services, using regional conditions for development, increasing competitiveness, and ensuring
more consistent development.
The expert committee set up to prepare for the reform drew up a “goal tree,” indicating the
priorities the reform was to contribute the most to (see Figure 3).

Haldusreformi seaduse eelnõu seletuskiri (ENG: Explanatory memorandum to the draft Administrative Reform Act).
https://www.rahandusministeerium.ee/sites/default/files/KOV_haldusref_maavalitsus/hrs_eelnou_seletuskiri.pdf
24
Sootla G., Küngas G. (2007), Effects of Institutionalisation of local policymaking: A study of Central Eastern European
experience, in Franzke, J., Boogers, M., Schaap, Linze (Eds), Tension Between Local Governance and Local democracy, Reed
Elseiver (Business), The Hague.
25
Sootla, G., Kattai, K., Viks, A. (2015), The size of municipalities and democracy: An institutional approach, 23rd NISPAcee
Annual Conference, May 21-May 23, 2015, Tbilisi, Georgia.
26
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/121062016001
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Figure 3. Goal tree for local government reform in Estonia
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The goal tree established the importance of local governments assuming a greater role in organizing local life and improving their capacity to do so. The goals included greater choices in the
organization of local life, greater democratic responsibility and more territorial alignment. This
meant greater financial autonomy, stronger strategic and organizational leadership, increased
subsidiarity, and sufficient population groups for services to be effectively provided. At the “root”
of all this were five pillars: changing the functions of local governments, funding, ensuring professional capacity, establishing levels of cooperation, and, finally, organizing administrative territories. Changes to the borders of local governments were only one of the measures in the reform
package for developing Estonia’s local government system.
The reform was designed to be implemented in several stages.27 The first stage, a prerequisite
to the next stages, was the re-organization of the local government layout by merging local
communities. Next came the restructuring of regional administrations; third were changes in
the functions of local governments. The fourth and final stage was changing in the funding of
local administrations. Given goals that were all important at the same time, but which would be
27
Viks, A. (2018), The Design of the Process of Administrative Reform, Collection of articles on administrative reform 2017
in Estonia, pp. 22-48, Ministry of Finance. https://haldusreform.fin.ee/static/sites/3/2019/01/lg_reform_eng_finale_screen.pdf
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difficult to implement simultaneously, this approach has been suff iciently conf irmed by
comparative analyses of local government reforms, 28 and that knowledge was used in the
design of Estonia’s reform.
Local government has two major roles in a democratic society: (a) self-organization to develop the community and democracy; (b) the provision of public services, supporting the
economic activity of the municipality, and eff iciency. The main question here was—and not
only in Estonia but in all democratic societies—how to ensure that the two roles are organized effectively and sustainably, together with the necessary mechanisms and balance
between the two.

SETTING THE CRITERIA
The Administrative Reform Act introduced a minimum population size of 5,000 inhabitants
per local administrative unit, and 11,000 as a recommended size. Exceptions were foreseen
for cases where the territory of the new local government would be more than 900 km² and
the combined population would be at least 3,500, and for island administrations. For other
criteria, it was recognized that the law did not need to prescribe changing circumstances
in detail, and the central government should not limit the autonomy of the local government to organize and manage local life. There is no ultimate ideal population size for local
government, but the size should reflect the context of a specif ic time and place, based on
evidence and political agreement. 29
A similar approach, determining reform criteria only by population numbers, had been applied in other countries, such as Finland and Denmark. This meant that the content of the
reform had to be determined by each local government itself: identifying logical merger
options, negotiating various aspects of local life, and offering solutions to build up the new
local government.

MERGER CONTRACTS
The Administrative Reform Act required all merging local authorities to conclude merger
contracts in which issues and solutions that were important to the merging sides were
agreed on, including future investments. The law gave the merger contract a central role,
laying the foundation for the new local administration to put together a development plan
and budget strategy. Contracts were concluded for four years and could be amended with
the support of a majority of at least two-thirds of the relevant council members.

Caulfield, J., Larsen, H.O. (2002), Local Government at the Millennium, Leske+Budrich, Opladen: Germany.
Sepp, V., Noorkõiv, R. (2018), Central Criteria for Administrative Reform: Why stipulate 5,000 and 11,000 residents?,
Collection of articles on administrative reform 2017 in Estonia, pp. 135-174, Ministry of Finance. https://haldusreform.fin.ee/
static/sites/3/2019/01/lg_reform_eng_finale_screen.pdf
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MERGER GRANTS AND
SOCIAL GUARANTEES
The Estonian government had been promoting the merger of local governments since the 1990s,
in order to achieve the formation of functional towns and rural municipalities with larger territories and populations. Based on the Administrative Reform Act, merger grants were paid to those
local governments that opted for a voluntary merger in 2016. The rate of the grant for municipalities with the minimum population size was €100 per resident, instead of the more typical €50.
The minimum merger grant sum was €300,000 and was capped at €800,000 for each merging
municipality, as opposed to the standard €150,000 and €400,000. As a one-time bonus, municipalities that either had at least 11,000 residents or incorporated an entire county as a result of a
merger would receive an additional €500,000.
The outgoing chairs of local councils, and rural and urban mayors were paid one-off compensation on the expiry of their terms. If the person had been in the position for less than one year before the announcement of the new local council election results, the compensation was six times
the average monthly salary for that over the previous two years; if the length of service was one
year or more, the compensation was 12 times the amount.

STAGES OF THE REFORM
Administrative reform was divided into four stages. The first of these, and the prerequisite for
subsequent stages, was re-organizing the borders of municipalities and cities via mergers. Then
came the restructuring of regional administrations. Next came changes in the functions of local
administrations and, finally, changes in their funding.
The boundaries of local governments were also changed in two stages: 1) voluntary mergers and,
2) the mergers initiated by the Government of Estonia. The voluntary stage of the reform lasted
until January 1, 2017. By then, local government councils that were unable to meet the criteria had
to submit a request for a merger decision to the county governor. A month later, the Government
issued a regulation to approve the mergers based on local initiative. The second part of this stage,
mergers initiated by the Government, lasted from January 1 to July 15, 2017. During that time, the
government proposed mergers to local governments, and by May 15, they had to respond to the
proposal.
In some cases, the community wanted to merge with a different local government. This happened with 26 villages. Several local governments ran surveys to find out which merger option
their residents preferred, but several local councils rejected the wishes of the people and blocked
the transfer.
All mergers entered into force after the next local council election. By June 15, 2017, all local governments had to hold elections in their communities. Where this did not happen, the county
administrator took over responsibility. In mid-July, 90 days before the elections, the Government
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proposed changes to the administrative territorial structure. All the changes were implemented
on the day that the results of the local council elections were announced in October 2017. The
changes to the functions and organization of local administrations entered into force on January
1, 2018, when the new administrations started work.
During the first stage of the reform, local governments had considerable discretion in choosing
their merger partners.30 Each local government had to find the best way to organize local life, respecting its historical experience and the identity of the community. On one hand, decision-making and freedom were given to the local level to make more suitable choices from the viewpoint
of their community. On the other, this led to some mergers with questionable interconnectedness, since they were not based on shared activity spaces, where the centres and hinterlands of
influence would be linked. Previous merger experiences and personal relationships among community leaders also played a role in the formation of mergers.
At the stage of voluntary mergers, 160 local governments or about 80% out of 213 decided to
merge voluntarily: 183 rural municipalities, 30 cities and 47 merger areas. Before the mergers,
23 local governments fulfilled the criteria and four islands applied for exemptions under law not
to join with any other local government. By the beginning of 2017, 26 local communities did not
meet the minimum population criterion of 5,000 inhabitants and did not request merger decisions. After the voluntary stage, there should have been 102 local governments in Estonia.

THE PROCESS
The Minister of Public Administration, acting under the Ministry of Finance, was responsible for
the administrative reform and its criteria. With the Minister’s directive, a Committee of Experts
was set up to actually prepare the Administrative Reform. In order to provide guidance for the
reform, three regional committees were also set up.
During the preparations, the Ministry of Finance drew up guidelines for local authorities, which
contributed significantly to solving the issues on the ground and streamlining the process. Local authorities also had access to free consultations, assistance in managing the merger process
and support for research. Local governments could engage merger consultants free of charge
and received support in using the services of merger coordinators. Most local governments
made use of this assistance provided by the state.
The Administrative Reform also led to some court actions when some local governments argued that the reform conflicted with the Constitution. The legality of the reform was debated
twice in the Supreme Court. First, whether the Administrative Reform Act that established the
general conditions for implementing the reform, including the authorization of the Government
to decide on the forced mergers of local governments, was in accordance with Estonia’s Constitution. When the Supreme Court declared the Administrative Reform Act constitutional on
30
Laan, M., Kattai, K., Noorkõiv, R., Sootla, G. (2018), Merger Negotiations Initiated by Municipal Councils, Administrative
Reform 2017 in Estonia, Collection of Articles, pp 179-266.
https://haldusreform.fin.ee/static/sites/3/2019/01/lg_reform_eng_finale_screen.pdf
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December 20, 2016, it was clear that the reform would not be reversed.
Next, some local governments challenged the forced merger procedures in the Administrative
Court and the Supreme Court. The Constitutional Review Chamber of the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional and invalid only the cap of €100,000 for covering the costs of Government-initiated mergers foreseen in the Administrative Reform Act. Since administrative-territorial
re-organization was a national issue, the Constitution required that the costs be borne in full by
the central government. On other issues, the Supreme Court dismissed the suits. The share of
voluntary mergers could have been higher, as some of the local governments stopped merger
preparations in the expectation that the Supreme Court would overturn the Administrative Reform Act. As a result, some municipalities did not have enough time after the Court decision to
conclude negotiations by the deadline.

THE RESULTS
Since Estonia’s administrative reform, there are 79 municipalities: 15 towns and 64 rural
municipalities.
Figure 4. Local governments in Estonia after Administrative Reform

Country border
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Former country border
Transfer of territory
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Government-initiated exemption
Criterion met, not merging
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Source: Ministry of Finance

About two thirds of the current local administrative units or 51 new municipalities were formed,
during this process. All told, 45% of Estonians live in these municipalities, covering 91% of the country’s territory. The population distribution after this process is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Changes in number of inhabitants and territory of local governments
Local governments

in 2017

after the reform 1.01.2018

Total

213

79

< 5,000 inhabitants

169

17

5,001 – 11,000 inhabitants

28

34

> 11,000 inhabitants

16

28

Average population

6,349

17,152

Median population

1,887

7,739

Average territory (km²)

204

550

Median territory (km²)

180

512

Mergers led to new names for the local administrative units as well. In 51 voluntary mergers and
36 non-voluntary mergers—71% in all—the name of one of the merging towns among rural municipalities was retained as the name for the new entity. In four cases, the name was preserved
and the categorial term was changed. In 11 cases or 22%, a new name was given to the new municipality.
One unintended consequence of Administrative Reform was the need to change village names,
as there could not be villages with the same name within one municipality. A total of 50 village
names were changed and 9 villages were combined. Two new villages were created when the
settlements were transferred from one municipality to the another. Altogether, there were such
transfers in seven counties during the reform in a total of eight municipalities, and the process
involved 26 villages. There were many more cases of villages that were not able to complete the
transfer due to opposition in the local council. As of 2020, several villages were continuing to
request the transfer process. After administrative reform, rural municipal or city districts were
formed in only about 10% of municipalities.31 The formation and development of such districts
and community councils is not widespread and this process has become more complicated than
expected.
In the local council elections held in October 2017, 1,729 city and municipal council members were
elected from among 11,804 candidates. The average age of those elected was 49.5, with 1,234 (71%)
men and 495 (29%) women. Turnout for the election was 53%.
Meanwhile, Administrative Reform led to the loss of 335 jobs in local governments or 9%, going
31
Lõhmus, M., Sootla, G., Noorkõiv, R., Kattai, K.(2018), Detsentraliseeritud valitsemis- ja juhtimiskorralduse mudelid kohaliku
omavalitsuse üksustes - aasta pärast haldusreformi (ENG: Lõhmus, M., Sootla, G., Noorkõiv, R., Kattai, K. (2018), Models of
decentralized governance in local government units - one year after the administrative reform).
https://www.rahandusministeerium.ee/sites/default/files/KOV_haldusref_maavalitsus/osavallad_ ja_kogukonnakogud_
ulevaade_12.2018.pdf
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from 3,762 jobs to 3,426.32 In terms of both the number and percentage, the largest decrease is
understandably the positions of chief administrators and secretaries in local governments. The
proportion of staff involved in the organisation and provision of services has gone up, while proportion of support staff went down. Local governments need to continually invest in the professional development of their staff, to make the public administration system more people-centred,
flexible and efficient, to make better use of local development advantages, and to cope with socio-economic differences within the country.
Merger grants for local governments conducting voluntary mergers were worth €64.6 million.
Of this amount, about €50 million covered local government investments agreed in merger contracts, €8.6 million went to severance payments, and €6 million covered other expenses.

THE LESSONS LEARNED
Lessons can be learned from the reforms in every country, but the homework needs to be done
locally in order to identify suitable solutions for particular circumstances.
At least nine general learning points can be identified based on Estonia’s experience of administrative reform:
· Things will happen when there is political will and favourable public opinion.
· Communication is key. Make sure clear information is available and a proper
communication plan is carried out. It is extremely important to communicate why
the reform is taking place and what will be improved for residents as a result.
· Encourage co-creation by engaging broad expertise and
knowledge, and involving different stakeholders.
· Base mergers on unambiguous criteria, including clear conditions
to allow for exceptions. Then stick to the reform goals.
· Set up a clear, realistic reform timeline and communicate it widely. Ensure
voluntary change management through incentives and recognition, with
clear rules that reflect both best practices and negative experiences.
· Encourage local municipalities to make their own agreements
about their future through merger contracts.
· Provide government support to local leaders and local governments. Offer assistance
in the form of merger consultants and coordinators, as well as help providing all
necessary information, process design, organizing info days, seminars, and research.

32
Viks, A. (2019), Haldusreformi käigus toimunud kohaliku omavalitsuse ametiasutuste teenistuskohtade muutused.
Rahandusministeerium. (ENG: Viks, A. (2019), Changes in the places of employment of local government agencies during
the administrative reform. Ministry of Finance)
https://omavalitsus.fin.ee/static/sites/5/2020/02/Ametikohtade-muutus-reform.pdf
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· Make it known and understood that the new local governments will be compensated
should they have less state support compared to pre-reform levels.
· Be prepared to deal with the additional tasks the reform entails: registering name
changes, territorial changes, changes in statistics and data registries, and so on.

FURTHER TRENDS
With its Administrative Reform, Estonia moved towards an administrative arrangement that is
more common in northern Europe, where the size of municipalities is relatively larger and their
functions include the provision of more extensive services than in southern Europe. Now that the
administrative-territorial stage of the reform has taken place, changes in local governments and
their administrative powers are at the heart of the next steps of the reform. This gives more place
to solutions regarding the quality, accessibility and efficiency of public services, as well as the development of local democracy, and the balance of local and central government policies.
In reviewing the responsibilities of central and local governments, the principle of subsidiarity, of
doing the things at the lowest administrative and political level possible, and as close as possible
to the inhabitants, is key. Unless residents participate in decisions affecting them directly, local
government loses its meaning.
At the same time, the opposite of decentralisation is centralisation and it is important to put both
of them into practice (see Figure 5).33 The functions of local government can be carried out at
different territorial levels, starting from community activities within the local government up to
national-level cooperation. In all this, the main decision-making is about which tasks should be
performed by local governments and which ones should be delegated to wider-scale regional
level. It is also a question of choice, whether the county or township level is a suitable level of cooperation or a larger territorial unit is more appropriate.
Figure 5. Suggested follow-up to Administrative Reform
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Local governments have the responsibility to use taxpayers’ money to achieve certain goals and
to do so efficiently. One of the prerequisites for it is fiscal autonomy, including expanding the
local revenue and tax bases. The current tax system in Estonia has become a barrier for municipalities. The local governments’ revenue generating opportunities and the allocation principles
of the Equalization Fund need to be revised because, among others, national funding for completing certain tasks should take the actual location of specific needs more into account. More
decision-making power should also be given to the local level in situations where the central government provides ad hoc aid to local governments. Resources should be channelled into the local governments’ revenue base and the Equalisation Fund. Incentives should also be offered to
increase local governments’ motivation to develop their particular business environment.
National support is needed for innovative reorganization among local governments and for smart
solutions to service provision, including pilot projects where necessary. Also, the IT capacity of administrations needs to be increased, as well as the use of IT solutions to develop local web portals,
e-services and e-voting systems, and to bring auto-filled e-forms into use.

To conclude, administrative reforms are a unique phenomenon that is connected to historical administrative practice and the future vision of individual countries. Its implementation depends on
the combination of consensus and political will at a specific moment.

Further Readings
Administrative Reform Act.
Local Government Organisation Act.
Administrative Reform 2017 in Estonia, Collection of Articles

The article was written in January 2020
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SUMMARY
In Denmark, major structural reform began on January 1, 2007. The existing 275 municipalities
were amalgamated into 98 in a fairly speedy process. Less than three years after a commission
published a white paper with recommendations on the principles for amalgamating municipalities, the municipal map of Denmark was redrawn and the new municipalities were up and running.
The decision to reform was made by the central government, which decided that the new municipalities had to have at least 20,000 inhabitants. However, it was left up to the municipalities
themselves to determine which neighboring municipalities to team up with in order to meet this
minimum size. Supplementing the hard criterion of size, the municipalities were also guided by
a soft criterion, cohesion: preferably, the new municipalities were to fit with already existing patterns of local identities, commuting or consumption. If neighboring municipalities were already
cooperating and had strong bonds, they were expected to amalgamate with each other. Also,
one loophole was allowed: smaller municipalities located on islands could be exempted from
meeting the size requirement.
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Meanwhile, the input of an arbitrator was offered, with a highly respected former mayor and
minister travelling to some of the harder cases and facilitating discussions as to how to draw the
new map. The map of Danish municipalities was finally redrawn. Even though not everybody was
equally satisfied with the new borders, criticism has been minimal, as center-periphery tensions
within each of the new amalgamated municipalities was anticipated from the start. However,
even though new political cleavages have formed along geographical lines, there have also been
patterns that might mitigate potential conflicts, such as the mobilization and election of a good
number of councilors from the periphery during the first local elections in the newly-formed
communities. Successfully implementing the amalgamation was a very complex balancing act,
and the window of opportunity for amalgamations will probably not open again anytime soon in
Denmark.

THE DANISH CASE
Denmark is a Scandinavian country with 5.7 million inhabitants. Political decentralisation is quite
strong and local governments account for half of all public expenditures. On January 1, 2007, major structural reform was launched to reduce the number of municipalities from 275 to 98, and the
number of provinces from 14 to 5.
The municipal map of Denmark had been stable since the previous amalgamation, in 1970, when
more than 1,100 municipalities were merged into 275, but at the beginning of the new millennium
discussions resumed about redrawing the map once more. The number of municipalities was
reduced from 275 to 271 back in 2003 when the five municipalities on the remote island of Bornholm merged. This amalgamation was voluntary and based on a local referendum held in 2001,
where 74% of the population voted in favor of establishing the municipality of Bornholm.
This voluntary amalgamation was one of the factors stimulating a broader debate that started
in the summer of 2002. This led to the establishment of a committee to investigate the structure
of the public sector in Denmark. Based on the committee’s white paper published in January
2004, a political deal was made in Parliament in summer 2004 and the reform process was finally launched at the beginning of 2007. Reducing the number of municipalities from 271 to 98 of
course means that the average size of Danish municipalities has significantly increased, going
from 20,000 to 55,000.
Table 1. Local government structure in Denmark pre and post 2007 reform.
Pre-reform 2006

Post-reform 2007

Number of municipalities

271

98

Number of provinces

14

5

Average number of inhabitants per municipality

20,027

55,582

Percentage of municipalities with < 10,000 inhabitants

47.6%

4.1%

Percentage of municipalities with > 30,000 inhabitants

14.8%

74.5%

Source: Calculated based on official records from Statistics Denmark.
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The size of municipalities is very often the feature of amalgamation reforms that attracts the most
attention. This is warranted, since the size of a municipality is important in relation to its functions
and not the least how it can take over more public sector tasks as a result of amalgamation. In
the Danish case, municipalities supplemented their responsibilities for daycare centers, public
schools, elder care, water and sewage systems, local roads, and social service with, for instance,
specialised social care and unemployment services. The population size of the municipalities also
determines if and how the supposed fruits of merging can be reaped, such as economies of scale.
Between the decision to increase the size of the municipalities and potential positive impacts,
there are, however, several important steps, first among them being the decision as to who
should amalgamate with whom. And deciding who should amalgamate with whom is far from
trivial. A new map will not materialize just by choosing the size of the new municipalities, as specific borders must be drawn between the new municipalities. For many citizens, this is important.
For some, the assessment of the new municipality will probably depend on which neighboring
municipalities are selected for merging. In this paper on the Danish case, the focus will be on how
this necessary and important, yet often somehow overlooked, process of amalgamating municipalities was undertaken.

ANALYSIS
The approach
Although Denmark was among the European countries that began to talk about altering
its municipal structure nearly two decades ago and its amalgamation is now fully implemented, the def initive history of this structural reform has yet to be written. Many aspects
of the reform have, so far, not been systematically evaluated and the f inal verdict cannot be
made as to whether the reform was successful in economic, democratic and professional
terms. However, a number of studies have been conducted focusing, for instance, on political trust, 34 internal eff icacy, 35 satisfaction with local governments, 36 economic effectiveness, 37 local party systems, 38 and so on. In this paper, the focus is on how the new borders
between the current larger municipalities were drawn, as this question has not been systematically investigated. The few studies touching upon the geographical dimension of the
new map are mentioned but apart f rom these, the paper builds on the legal rules, political
agreements and historical accounts of the process. Hard facts have been supplemented
with author’s assessments based on observations concluded in the research process.
34
Hansen, S.W. (2013). Polity Size and Local Political Trust: A Quasi-experiment Using Municipal Mergers in Denmark.
Scandinavian Political Studies, 36 (1), pp 43-66.
35
Lassen, D.D., & Serritzlew, S. (2011). Jurisdiction Size and Local Democracy: Evidence on Internal Political Efficacy from
Large-scale Municipal Reform. American Political Science Review, 105 (2), pp 238-258.
36
Hansen, S.W. (2015). The Democratic Costs of Size: How Increasing Size Affects Citizen Satisfaction with Local Government.
Political Studies, 63 (2), pp 373-389.
37
Blom-Hansen, J., Houlberg, K., Serritzlew, S., & Treisman, D. (2016). Jurisdiction Size and Local Government Policy
Expenditure: Assessing the Effect of Municipal Amalgamation. American Political Science Review, 110 (4), pp 812-831.
38
Kjaer, U., & Elklit, J. (2010). Party politicisation of local councils: Cultural or institutional explanations for trends in Denmark,
1966-2005. European Journal of Political Research, 49 (3), pp 337-358.
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CRITERIA FOR REDRAWING
THE MAP AND ITS PACE
January 9, 2004 marked an epochal date in Danish municipal history. On this day, the commissioned white paper on the future structure of Denmark’s public sector was published. Then-Minister of the Interior Lars Løkke Rasmussen later proclaimed that reform would be initiated and that
municipalities were going to be amalgamated. Nothing was formally decided until June 24, when
an agreement was reached between the government and its parliamentary coalition, but the
signal was clear and unmistakably already in January: smaller municipalities would soon cease to
exist.
However, even though it was now clear that municipal amalgamations were in the horizon, this
brought up a new question: Who should amalgamate with whom? For the process of changing
an existing municipal structure into a new one raises at least three questions: 1) How long should
the process of redrawing the map take? 2) Who should make the decision who joins with whom:
municipalities voluntarily or the central government by fiat? 3) Which criteria should amalgamations be based upon?
In terms of pace, the process of redrawing the map was quite fast. Once political agreement was
reached in June, the municipalities were given until the end of December to negotiate with their
neighbors and report to the Ministry on how they planned to proceed, meaning who they wanted
to amalgamate with. Based on these preferences, a first draft of the new map was produced by
the beginning of March 2005 and after further negotiations, described below, the map was finalized in June 2005. Given that the question of who merges with whom is far from trivial—some
would argue that for the municipalities themselves it is almost existential—the process was clearly quite fast.
The government was operating under a deadline, as local elections, according the electoral law,
were scheduled for November 15, 2005. By having the new municipalities ready for this date, the
elections would be held for councils in the new municipalities. This meant that in 2006, the newly-elected councils took over the functions of planning committees for the new municipalities
with full responsibility for all municipal tasks. The new structures became effective as of January
1, 2007, while the old councils continued for all of 2006 as sort-of “caretaker governments” before
stepping down January 1, 2007. This transitional arrangement appears to have been unproblematic.
In terms of choice, the process of having the municipalities themselves negotiate with their
neighbors and make an official request as to who would merge with whom proved to be a fairly
open and voluntary process. Indeed, municipal councils were occupied with these considerations
and negotiations in the fall of 2004, trying to find out whom they should “marry.” Should a smaller
rural municipality merge with the city located to its west or to its east? Or should it invite other
neighboring rural municipalities to merge with together to avoid being a part of a large urban
center?
In fact, the amalgamations were not totally voluntarily. First of all, choosing who to amalgamate
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with was the second part of the process, as the first part—whether there should be an amalgamation at all—had already been decided at the central level. Secondly, there were certain constraints
in the choices available in the form of criteria laid out by the government and constraints from
neighboring municipalities. The bottom-up process of finding a suitable partner or partners was
a series of interconnected games, a kind of puzzle to be solved since some neighboring municipalities might have different plans—as in, “sometimes you like your neighbor more than your
neighbor likes you.”
In terms of the formal criteria amalgamating municipalities were to meet, these were quite
straightforward. The new municipalities had to be made up of neighboring municipalities and
have a total of at least 20,000 inhabitants. To be accepted for this criterion, an existing municipality could enter a binding partnership with a neighboring municipality of more than 30,000 inhabitants, although municipalities consisting of an island did not have to meet the size requirement
for a partner-municipality. This was the main hard criterion, but other recommendations were
also given to municipalities. While the formal minimum size was set at 20,000 inhabitants, the
government recommended that municipalities aim at 30,000 inhabitants.
A “soft” criterion was added when the Minister recommended that municipalities aim for cohesion, meaning the new municipalities should be formed by communities that were already linked
through common patterns such as trade and commuting. In other words, the newly amalgamated municipalities should not start from scratch but already have bonds and some sense of “belonging” together. This criterion was soft since it was supposed to guide the municipalities into
establishing relatively coherent amalgamated municipalities, although there were no specific indicators as to what “cohesion” more specifically meant.
Formally, it was up to the national parliament to pass a law establishing the new municipal map
and who was to merge with whom, which happened on June 29, 2005. In short, this process can
be described as initially a top-down process where the central government decided that municipalities were going to amalgamate. This was followed by a bottom-up process where the municipalities themselves negotiated with neighbors. In another top-down process, the final decision
was made centrally, including the resolution of cases where local processes could not come up
with a new arrangement.

SOLVING THE DIFFICULT CASES
In most cases, the Danish puzzle was relatively easy to solve: several smaller rural municipalities
merged with the larger, more urban municipality in their area. In terms of inhabitants, the new
municipalities met the hard criterion: often the population size actually exceeded the minimum
of 20,000 and even the recommended 30,000, simply because this was inevitable when a number
of smaller municipalities who could not together reach 20,000 merged with a larger municipality
that already met this size requirement.
As for cohesion, in many cases this was also met. The neighboring urban center was already the
place, where kids attend secondary school, people took part in the cultural life, went shopping,
and so o n. However, there were also difficult cases, where drawing the new map was far from a
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self-evident “no-brainer” and where different solutions were possible. These difficult cases can be
grouped by three distinct characteristics:
1. The islands. Apart from the peninsula of Jutland, Denmark consists of more than 400 islands, just over 70 of them inhabited. Before the reform, five of these islands were municipalities of their own—in two cases more than one municipality—but with less than 20,000
inhabitants. These islands are surrounded by the sea and they have a very strong local identity,
making it difficult to claim that merging with a municipality on mainland Denmark would
form a cohesive municipality. To solve this problem, a loophole was included in the legislation:
if a municipality formed a partnership-agreement with a larger neighboring municipality, the
smaller municipality could be exempted from the size requirement. All of the five islands with
less than 20,000 inhabitants chose this option, so that today, five islands have their own municipality despite their small size while some of their tasks, not least in regard to social policy,
are taken care of by the larger municipality that they were already connected to by a ferry. Also,
two mainland municipalities used the model, resulting in a total of seven out of the current 98
municipalities not meeting the 20,000 inhabitants-criterion.
2. The “in-between” municipalities. These municipalities could go looking for mergeable
neighbors in different directions, since they were situated in-between two major urban centers. A new municipality to the north could make as much sense in terms of cohesion as a new
municipality to the south, which gave them a choice. But even there, problems could arise.
For instance, the southern part of the small municipality amalgamating to the north might
have felt less connected to the northern neighbor than to the southern one. In order to “fix”
these cases, municipalities could be split: even if such an option was not explicitly promoted,
at least there was no criterion that only entire municipalities could merge. Thus, in some cases
a local referendum was held in parts of smaller municipalities over whether to follow the main
part or join another amalgamation. In 19 municipalities, this led to a minor adjustment of the
borders. In some cases, the municipalities themselves asked the residents in smaller parts for
their opinion, but in 12 cases a local referendum took place upon the recommendation of an
arbitrator.
The government had asked a highly respected individual, Thorkild Simonsen, to act as a mediator. A former Interior Minister from a different party than the then-Government, Simonsen
was also the former mayor in one of the bigger Danish cities, but was no longer in office. He
travelled to the municipalities where there had been a lot of debate and discussed with locals
whether there was broad popular support for the suggestion to amalgamate reported from
the council to the government. In some cases, these talks resulted in the council calling a local
referendum.
3. The “trouble-makers:” These were municipalities who would not or could not find anybody
to merge or cooperate with, and did not meet the size criterion. Three municipalities did not fit
into the puzzle after the voluntary part of the process. One of the municipalities did not want
to participate in amalgamation since they had the lowest municipal tax rate in Denmark and
a merger with neighboring municipalities would inevitably result in higher taxes. The central
government had to then include this municipality in an amalgamation already formed by its
neighbors. The two other municipalities were neighbors, but one of them refused to merge
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with the other, because the second municipality had just gone through a major scandal with
the mayor overspending, making risky investments with municipal funds, and leaving his municipality with a huge debt. The central government forced these two municipalities to merge
after agreeing to subsidize the new municipality and allowing them to continue with two different tax rates for an interim period.
Once these difficult cases were solved, the amalgamation was finalized and the new map of Denmark could be presented with 98 municipalities instead of 271, as shown on the map. In fact, 239
municipalities were amalgamated into 66 new municipalities while 32 of the original municipalities continued in their original form: the seven small municipalities that were exempted, and 25
larger municipalities that remained unchanged, including Denmark’s three largest cities.
Figure 1. Map of Denmark and its municipalities before and after amalgamation

In all, less than three years after a commission presented its white paper with some ideas and suggestions, Denmark’s new municipalities were up and running. A lot of political decisions had been
made, including which functions the municipalities should have in the new structure and how
the new borders should be drawn. Some local politicians were likely happier about the outcome
than others, but in general the new map was accepted as a reasonable solution. Most Danes were
prepared to accept and live with the result.
The final assessment is that, even though it was a huge and difficult task to merge municipalities
and satisfy everybody with the new map, the task was carried out quickly and successfully with
not too much dissatisfaction. In retrospect, a few minor blemishes can be pointed out. Firstly, the
area around the capital Copenhagen in the easternmost part of the country was almost unaffected by the reform. The municipality of Copenhagen itself did not merge with anyone and many of
the surrounding municipalities in the metropolitan area did not merge, whether with the capital or with each other, as many of them have populations just a little over 20,000. The municipal
structure in the area of Copenhagen has been debated for many years, so it was odd that almost
nothing changed in this area, while the rest of the country was engaged in a major redrawing of
municipal borders. This also means, in terms of spatial configuration, that municipalities in the
western part of the country are now larger than in the eastern.
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Secondly, there were a few municipalities that could not agree on a name for the new municipality and five of them ended up with a hyphenated name. So when the five municipalities of
Ringkøbing, Egvad, Videbæk, Skjern, and Holmsland merged into one municipality that named
itself Ringkøbing-Skjern, the hyphen seems signal that they did not entirely meet the cohesion
criterion in the same way as many other municipalities where the name of the largest city or a distinct name for the area was chosen. Two of the five municipalities changed their names soon after
amalgamation and got rid of the hyphen, but Ringkøbing-Skjern and two others are still hyphenated, with division not only at play in local politics but even built into the name of the municipality.

POTENTIAL INTRA-MUNICIPAL,
CENTER–PERIPHERY TENSIONS
The phenomenon of hyphenated municipalities points to a more general concern regarding the
amalgamation of municipalities, namely whether merging several municipalities into one might
unleash political tensions between the center of the new municipality, that is, the more urban municipality, and what is now the periphery of the new municipality—the smaller municipalities on
its outskirts. The smaller municipalities were used to having their own center with a town where
the town hall, the local school, and so on, were located, but now there might be fears that municipal activities and institutions will also be merged and located in the more urban part of the new
municipality.
A recent study has demonstrated that the sense among residents of belonging to the municipality has not, on average, been affected by amalgamation, but also that this differs between those
living in the center municipality and those on the periphery. Living in the periphery apparently
makes Danes feel less attached to the new municipality than does living in its center.39 This suggests at least a potential for conflicts along this political cleavage: maybe the old borders survive
in the heads of the councilors and residents, even after they have been removed from the official
map. In general, even though there has been debate in some municipalities over how activities
and investments have been distributed among the old municipalities now amalgamated into
one, so far, this has not evolved into dog fights.
Three potential explanations can be put forward as to why the center-periphery tensions have
remained somewhat under control:
1. The soft criterion of cohesion: This has encouraged the establishment of municipalities
where bonds between the different parts of the new municipality already existed. Even though
the old municipality is now a part of a municipality with a diferent name, it might be more acceptable if this is the city where residents were already commuting to work, where they did
some of their shopping and where “their” football team is based.

Hansen, S.W., & Kjaer, U. (2020). Local territorial attachment in times of jurisdictional consolidation.
Political Geography, p 83.
40
In Denmark, preferential votes are important for the selection of candidates.
39
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2. The first local elections: In the newly amalgamated municipalities, voters in the periphery
were more mobilized to cast a preferential vote40 for one of their local candidates. This meant
that the smaller parts of the amalgamated municipalities ended up with more candidates
elected to local councils than their share of the population would have suggested. Indeed, in
around half the amalgamated municipalities, councilors living in the periphery actually outnumbered councilors living in the bigger city.41
3. The question of City Hall: While in some amalgamated municipalities, a new City Hall was
built in the center to host the amalgamated municipal administration, in many municipalities
the opposite strategy, “keeping the lights on,” was followed.42 This was a concept according
to which the municipal administration was reorganized, but at the same each and every one
of the old city halls was still used, with case handlers and civil servants still working out of the
buildings.
It’s hard to say exactly how dramatic the political fights over how to design the new amalgamated
municipalities have been. Or how disappointed some Danes might have been to see public activities and investments moving away from their town and into the city in the center of the new municipality. But the tensions resulting from the new center-periphery cleavage seem not to have
been overwhelming, and the establishment of relatively coherent municipalities, reorganizing
without moving all activity to the center at once, and making room for the periphery to mobilize in
local elections seem to have smoothed transformation from one municipal structure to another.

AMALGAMATION FATIGUE
With a new municipal structure established, one final question could be: is a long-term solution?
There’s no way of knowing for sure, but an important indication materialized on December 3, 2015.
On this day, a local referendum was held in the two neighboring municipalities of Holstebro and
Struer in which residents were asked if the two municipalities should amalgamate. And the answer was a clear NO, with 54.8% and 67.9% rejecting another amalgamation. Both municipalities
underwent amalgamation in 2007, so it looks like one of the decisive factors behind rejecting a
new round of amalgamation reflects a kind of “amalgamation fatigue.” Merging municipalities is
not an easy task: it means a lot of extra work and it can raise anxiety over what the consequences
of the amalgamations will be.
When amalgamations are bundled in a major reform with a government supported timeline
for the process, there is an open window of opportunity to discuss and pursue amalgamation. It
would be harder for municipalities today to undertake the amalgamation process on their own.
In addition, it would be hard to find a neighboring municipality that was not already in the 2007
process and is likely to suffer from ”amalgamation fatigue”.

Jakobsen, M., & Kjaer, U. (2016). Political Representation and Geographical Bias in Amalgamated Local Governments.
Local Government Studies, 42 (2), pp 208-227.
42
Bhatti, Y., Olsen, A.L., & Pedersen, L.H. (2010). Keeping the lights on - Citizen service centres in municipal amalgamations.
Administration in Social Work, 35 (1), pp 3-19.
41
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CONCLUSIONS
The structural reforms implemented in Denmark in 2007 led to a major change in the structure of
local government. It has probably also resulted in some Danes thinking they are better off, while others think they are worse off, in the end. The reform and its various elements have received both good
and bad reviews.
The overall assessment of Danish reform by this author is that it was a difficult exercise that actually turned out to be less troublesome than might have been expected. It is, of course, difficult to
measure the exact consequences of amalgamation, such as whether it resulted in economic gains
through economies of scale, since it overlapped with a global financial crisis that has made it difficult
to distill the effects of the reform.
So, what might have been the reasons behind this relatively successful reform and what are the lessons for other amalgamators, outside Denmark?
1. The fundamental reason behind the reform was quite simple and formulated as “professional
sustainability” or “professionalization of scale.” With more and more complex cases for the municipality to take care of, the smaller municipalities were having difficulties maintaining a professional setting where the necessary specialization and professional development could be
nurtured, and recruiting highly qualified professionals was beginning to be a challenge. Amalgamating served as a solution to the municipalities: if you grow, you can maintain your functions.
Having a clear motivation for the reform is an advantage.
2. The process was relatively short: as soon as the central government decided that “this is going
to happen,” the timeline was relatively tight. This moved the difficult decisions forward.
3. The mix of involuntary and voluntary processes helped: the central government decided which
municipalities should amalgamate but not with whom. That was a local decision.
4. Difficult cases were resolved, in some cases by having a loophole for cultural or historically important island municipalities, and in others by involving a respected mediator.
5.

The soft criterion of coherence signaled that locally reasonable solutions should be sought.

Since the amalgamations were concurrent, central government agencies and the association of local governments were also better prepared to help with all kinds of question about how to amalgamate municipalities.
Denmark’s 2007 Structural Reform was a handful—and some are happier about the process and results than others. However, the Danish local government system is strong and viable today—maybe
due to the reform, and maybe not. Yet, without a relatively smooth process regarding redrawing the
map, Danish municipalities would probably have been worse off today.

Further readings
Ministry of the Interior and Health (2005). The Local Government Reform in Brief. Copenhagen:
Ministry of the Interior and Health.
The article was written in January 2020
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SUMMARY
Eastern Germany rigorously reduced the number of municipalities from 12,500 to less than 2,500.
The central government expected significant economies of scale, cost savings, and professional
services in the amalgamated jurisdictions. But after large and widespread protests in 2017, amalgamations came to a halt. Tens of thousands of Germans rallied, worried that further amalgamation reforms would produce oversized municipalities and that control over local affairs would
fade away. Ultimately, the central government cancelled all plans for forced amalgamations in
the light of ever-growing protest and surging populist votes in national elections.
The protests in eastern Germany contributed to a critical debate on the optimal jurisdiction size
that might deliver best on good local governance. This article analysed this issue in light of some
30 years of amalgamation reforms in eastern Germany. It turns out that size has an ambiguous
role. On one hand, large local governments professionalise and do have the capacity to operate
at costs efficient levels—and their new decentralised tasks require such capacities. On the other, smaller jurisdictions are superior in tailoring policies to local needs because they are closer
to local communities. New evidence shows that oversized eastern German municipalities have
become unmanageable, communication between local administrations and residents have suffered, local identity has eroded, and interest in local affairs has faded away.
The implications for Ukraine’s case are that scaling new municipalities should carefully trade off
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the technical needs of administrative capacities, on one hand, and foster local democracy, on the
other, in order to take advantage of the huge potential of decentralisation. The optimal size carefully balances three aspects of good local governance: administrative capacity, manageability
and participation.
Following a brief background, the body of this article first briefly introduces the methods and
data used in the empirical part. Next it describes 30 years of local government amalgamations in
eastern Germany and lessons for Ukraine’s reform. Finally, some first evidence on municipality
size and participation in local elections is presented and the conceptual framework for deriving
the “optimal size” is described as a conclusion.

CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND
Local boundaries can raise strong emotions. In spring 2017, some eastern German cities saw the
biggest political rallies since the famous “Monday demonstrations” of 1989, when people marched
against the communist regime. Figure 1 is a snapshot of the protests in the city of Sonneberg,
where thousands gathered at the market square. Protests were directed against central government plans for the forced amalgamation of local governments. More and more citizens rallied,
filed petitions, and supported direct democratic initiatives. Polls revealed that 69% of the eastern Germans opposed new amalgamation reform, and only 25% supported the proposal.43 After
months of ever-growing protest and surging populist votes in national elections, the central government cancelled all plans for forced amalgamation in late 2017.
Figure 1: Anti-amalgamation protest in eastern Germany, May 2017
The anti-amalgamation
rally on May 8, 2017 in the
city of Sonneberg. Source:
The Sonneberg County Administration (Landratsamt
Sonneberg, Michael Volk).

Märkische Oderzeitung, Umf rage: Brandenburger lehnen Kreisreform ab, 02.12.2016, https://www.moz.de/
nachrichten/brandenburg/umf rage_-brandenburger-lehnen-kreisreform-ab-48695942.html Access: February 11,
2020; Kommunal.de, Gebietsreformen bringen Unmut, 23.12.2016, https://kommunal.de/gebietsreformen-bringenunmut, Access: February 11, 2020.
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Rescaling local administrations is not unique to eastern Germany. Many other countries in Central
and Eastern Europe have implemented similar local government reforms since the fall of the Iron
Curtain: Bulgaria, Estonia and Latvia all amalgamated local governments. Amalgamations have
usually been coupled with new administrative tasks delegated to the new local governments.44
The rationale of the current decentralisation reform in Ukraine illustrates this idea well: the newly-formed municipalities come along with new responsibilities. Decentralising public services to
local governments empowers communities and brings decision-making closer to voters. This can
make public monitoring of politicians easier, increase accountability, and facilitate trust towards
administrations and politicians.
So, what went wrong that tens of thousands of eastern Germans rallied against amalgamation
reforms in 2017? The basis for the protests was the nature of amalgamation in eastern Germany,
which was different from many other countries. Since 1990, Germany’s central government continually redrew local boundaries—sometimes year after year. This caused considerable and growing uncertainty. Many amalgamations were designed top-down and included forced mergers.
Most importantly, eastern German amalgamation reforms involved hardly any actual decentralisation. The upscaling was almost entirely motivated by the technical aspects of administrative
capacity: economies of scale, cost savings and service efficiency. Amalgamations in eastern Germany often simply aimed at maximizing population numbers, based on the principle, the bigger,
the better. This strategy was supported by many experts from administrative sciences but came
to a sudden halt in mid-2017, when tens of thousands of eastern Germans rallied for smaller local
governments. People worried that further amalgamation reforms would lead to oversized municipalities and that control over local affairs could fade away. Thus, eastern Germany is a rather
exceptional opportunity for research, to separate the effects of changes in jurisdiction size from
aspects of decentralisation that often overlap in many other countries.
In this article, the specific nature of amalgamation reforms in eastern Germany is the basis for
studying how local government size influences different aspects of the quality of its governance.
The main focus looks to the “soft” factors of good local governance addressed by the protests in
eastern Germany. These have essentially not been covered in many debates on amalgamation reforms so far: proximity, responsiveness and civic participation. Key findings of the related studies
surveyed in this article show that size has a more ambiguous role in good local governance than
previously acknowledged. Large local governments may have the capacity to operate at cost-efficient levels, while smaller jurisdictions are superior in tailoring policies to local needs because
such governments are closer to their local communities. Amalgamations eliminated more than
80,000 of the 120,000 original seats on local councils, leaving hundreds of eastern German villages without political representation at any level of government. As a consequence, studies have
shown that voter turnout, the number of candidates in local elections, and local identity have all
declined since larger municipalities were established, while populist tendencies have surged.
Since 2014, Ukraine has been developing new and empowered structures of subnational government. A key element of the reform is to transfer powers and resources, mainly in healthcare and
44
For an overview, see Swianiewicz, P., Gendźwiłł, A., and Zardi, A. (2017), Territorial reforms in Europe: Does size matter?
Centre of Expertise for Local Government Reform, Council of Europe, Strasbourg.
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education, to local governments that have voluntarily amalgamated and formed new municipalities. Decentralisation and amalgamation go hand-in-hand to make sure that new responsibilities are provided with adequate administrative capacities. However, early evidence from the new
Ukrainian municipalities presented in this article shows parallels with the eastern German experience, with higher voter turnout in smaller municipalities.
The role of jurisdiction size
Methods and data
This article combines a comprehensive review of literature with new analyses of both German and
Ukrainian local election data. First, high-quality studies evaluating the amalgamation reforms in
eastern Germany are summarized. The main focus is on the effects of jurisdiction size on the local
decision-making process, participation and local democracy. The best available evidence comes
from studies that compare amalgamated municipalities to a control group of unchanged municipalities, before and after amalgamations. This quasi-experimental study design makes it possible
to separate the causal impact of jurisdiction size from other effects. The eastern German experience is complemented with evidence from other countries, mainly in Central and Eastern Europe.
Second, new election data from Ukrainian and eastern German municipalities is applied. Two
datasets have been assembled and voter turnout in the first elections in Ukrainian municipalities45 is compared with election results in amalgamated eastern German municipalities in
the federal state of Thuringia. The hypothesis is that jurisdiction size influences political participation in both countries. Whether jurisdiction size comes with differences in voter turnout in local
elections is then tested. The data is reported in scatter plots and in simple statistics. To make the
results comparable across countries, the samples are limited to 197 Ukrainian and 162 eastern German amalgamated municipalities with less than 10,000 eligible voters. Local elections were held
in 2018 or 2019 in the two countries. Eastern German data comes from the Thüringer Landesamt
für Statistik, the statistical agency of the German state of Thuringia), while Ukrainian data was
collected and provided by U-LEAD with Europe.

THE EASTERN GERMAN
EXPERIENCE
Background
Amalgamation reforms have eliminated more than 10,000 municipalities in eastern Germany
since World War II. The number of local governments went from 12,500 in 1946 to 7,500 in the comThe reform also includes reorganising counties (rayons). For institutional details on the Ukrainian reform, see
OECD (2018), Maintaining the Momentum of Decentralisation in Ukraine, OECD Publishing, Paris; Dudley, W. (2019),
Ukraine’s decentralization reform, SWP Working Paper, Research Division Eastern Europe/Eurasia 1; Umland, A., and
Romanova, V. (2019), Ukraine’s Decentralization Reforms Since 2014: Initial Achievements and Future Challenges,
Chatham House Research Papers.
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munist era by 1989-1990, and permanent amalgamation reforms after re-unification reduced the
number of local governments much further, to less than 2,500. Mergers were voluntary, “semi-voluntary” due to compelling financial incentives, and often also forced. They usually included minimum population and maximum area targets for new municipalities. Today, the average eastern
German municipality has an average of 5,200 residents, while the area has expanded to an average of 45 square kilometres, excluding Berlin. Fully 98% of all municipality amalgamations in
Germany between 1990 and 2020 took place in the eastern part. Hardly any municipalities were
amalgamated over this period in western Germany.
Amalgamation reforms were mainly motivated by the rapid decline of eastern German population numbers: eastern Germany lost 5 million mainly young inhabitants since 1946 and is now
back only to 190546 levels. Western Germany, by contrast, has grown by more than 20 million since
WWII. The reasoning behind territorial-administrative reforms came from arguments by experts
that the administration of shrinking and aging municipalities in eastern Germany would not be
able to operate at efficient levels in the future. Larger administrations are typically more specialized and capable of handling complex tasks. However, decentralisation hardly played a role. In
contrast to the ongoing Ukrainian reform, only few additional tasks were delegated to eastern
German municipalities, which already enjoyed a great deal of autonomy. Amalgamations in eastern Germany purely aimed at cost savings, growth, efficiency and better services. Some central
governments expected tremendous savings, estimated at 10-30%, in local operating costs.

Economic effects
Amalgamations in eastern Germany had a clear economic purpose. However, evaluations conducted in recent years have shown that upscaling municipalities in eastern Germany often failed
to deliver improved local budgets and economic growth. The evidence shows that those original
estimations of cost savings were far too optimistic. Any cost savings that were achieved were
mainly limited to small municipalities:
• Costs: For tiny eastern German municipalities, studies have shown some savings in administrative expenditures after amalgamation while amalgamations47 of already large local governments hardly cut any costs.48 Recent literatures, including a multi-country perspective, corroborate the eastern German experience: scale effects in local government are mainly limited
to administrative expenditures, which are only a small fraction of public spending.49
46
The local eastern German population dips to lowest level in 114 years, December 6, 2019.
https://www.thelocal.de/20190612/eastern-german-population-dips-to-lowest-level-in-114-years
Access: February 11, 2020.
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Blesse, S., and Baskaran, T. (2016), “Do municipal mergers reduce costs? Evidence f rom a German federal state,”
Regional Science and Urban Economics, #59, pp 54-74.
48
Roesel, F. (2017), “Do mergers of large local governments reduce expenditures? Evidence f rom Germany using
the synthetic control method,” European Journal of Political Economy, #50, pp 22-36; Blesse, S., and Roesel, F.
(2019), “Merging county administrations: Cross-national evidence of f iscal and political effects,” Local Government
Studies, #45(5), pp 611-631.
49
Tavares, A. F. (2018), “Municipal amalgamations and their effects: A literature review,” Miscellanea Geographica,
#22(1), pp 5-15; Gendźwiłł, A., Kurniewicz, A., and Swianiewicz, P. (2020), The impact of municipal territorial reforms
on the economic performance of local governments. A systematic review of quasi-experimental studies, Space and
Polity, forthcoming.
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• Growth: Amalgamation was not found to spur economic growth in amalgamated eastern
German municipalities, while economic activities relocated a great deal. Jobs, income and inhabitants concentrate more in the centres.50 Former capital cities in eastern Germany lost
large shares of their original population after local administrations were lumped together in a
new centre, with thousands of relocated public servants moving from rural to urban regions.51
• Efficiency: So far, no study examined for this article has evaluated whether amalgamation
has changed administrative efficiency or capacities in eastern Germany. However, small eastern German municipalities were found to operate efficiently even before reforms because
many operated as joint administrations. 52 Evidence from Switzerland shows that amalgamation has limited impacts on self-assessed administrative performance limits. Other surveys
confirm that the evidence on the size-efficiency nexus is inconclusive.

Political effects
The economic aspect dominated the discourse on amalgamation reforms in eastern Germany. Political aspects played only a minor role. However, amalgamation cut back not only the
bureaucracy, but also opportunities to participate. More than 120,000 citizens volunteered as
local councillors after the first democratic local election in early 1990. Three decades of municipality amalgamations later, only about 37,000 council positions remained. Resizing had
substantial effects on the roots of democracy and the “soft” factors of good governance:
• Representation. Amalgamations in eastern Germany eliminated three out of four unsalaried
seats in local councils since 1990. Today, many eastern German municipalities have more villages than local councillors, leaving hundreds of communities without political representation
at any level of government. Evidence from the Czech Republic has shown that populous regions dominate in amalgamated local councils. Many problems and voices from rural villages
go unheard as the urban-rural gap widens.
• Identity. One out of four eastern Germans has lost their local identity after amalgamation
reforms. Protesters waved local flags and coats of arms in the spring of 2017, when tens of
thousands rallied against forced amalgamation in eastern Germany. Local identity is not only
about folklore: it has been found to be an important pre-condition for participation, volunteering and tolerance in eastern Germany. “Uprooted” voters also tend to be more susceptible to
populism. Vote shares for populist parties have increased in amalgamated eastern German
municipalities.

50
Egger, P., Köthenbürger, M., and Loumeau, G. (2017), Local border reforms and economic activity, CESifo Working
Papers, 6738.
51
Heider, B., Rosenfeld, M. T., and Kauff mann, A. (2018), “Does administrative status matter for urban growth?
Evidence f rom present and former county capitals in East Germany,” Growth and Change, #49(1), pp 33-54.
Evidence f rom amalgamation reforms in Japan and Norway corroborates the increase in the urban-rural gap
after amalgamations because of centre-dominated administrative expenditures and staff relocation. Pickering,
S., Tanaka, S., and Yamada, K. (2020), “The impact of municipal mergers on local public spending: evidence f rom
remote-sensing data,” Journal of East Asian Studies, #20(2), pp 1-24; Harjunen, O., Tuukka, S., and Tukiainen, J. (2019),
Political representation and effects of municipal mergers, Political Science Research and Methods, forthcoming.
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• Manageability. Large jurisdictions are difficult for both local politicians and voters to handle.
A Danish study shows that the complexity of local politics increases in large jurisdictions. Often, only professional politicians are able to cope with the increasing workload in amalgamated municipalities. Accordingly, the number of candidates in local elections in eastern Germany
has declined since amalgamations. As monitoring local politics becomes more difficult, residents in Danish amalgamated municipalities feel less informed about local affairs. Trust and
satisfaction with local politicians and the administration go down.
• Participation. Size reduces representation, identity and also participation. Studies from
many countries have all consistently shown that voter turnout in local elections goes down
after amalgamation, in eastern Germany and elsewhere.62 The impact of a single ballot on the
ultimate election outcome is much larger in a community of 50 than in a town of 50,000. A
series of studies confirms that participation in local elections is lower in larger jurisdictions.63
In conclusion, amalgamation reforms in eastern Germany aimed at an economic impact, but
mainly resulted in unanticipated and unexpected political side-effects. Heads of local governments have to handle very large administrations with thousands of employees. Today, one local
councillor has to bear the workload of four councillors in 1990 when serving municipalities with 50
and more villages. Amalgamated local governments in eastern Germany may now operate somewhat more cost efficiently, but officials don’t always have a proper sense of genuine local needs.
The distance between local voters and local politics has grown, and voter turnout has declined.

THE UKRAINIAN EXPERIENCE
One of the first observable outcomes of Ukraine’s decentralisation reform is voter turnout in local
elections. If residents are more interested in local affairs, they are more likely to cast a ballot and
voter turnout goes up. In contrast to eastern Germany, decentralization and amalgamation have
gone hand-in-hand in Ukraine. Both aspects of the reform can influence voter turnout. On one
hand, decentralisation empowers local communities, so voter turnout is likely to increase if local
responsibilities grow significantly. On the other, an individual ballot matters less in larger communities than in smaller communities, leading to lower turnout levels. This is what the eastern
German experience and causal evidence from many other countries have shown. This suggests
that, Ukrainian decentralisation reform could result in an overall increase in voter turnout in new
municipalities, with significant differences between smaller and larger municipalities. Data from
the 2020 local elections not being available at the time of writing, only the effect of size within the
group of new municipalities can be investigated, compared to the results from eastern Germany.

Op. cit., Roesel, F. (2017), Blesse, S., and Roesel, F. (2019). See also, for example, Gendźwiłł, A., and Kjaer, U.
(2020), “Mind the gap, please! Pinpointing the influence of municipal size on local electoral participation,” Local
Government Studies, forthcoming.
63
Cancela, J., and Geys, B. (2016), “Explaining voter turnout: A meta-analysis of national and subnational elections,”
Electoral Studies, #42, pp 264-275; Van Houwelingen, P. (2017), “Political participation and municipal population
size: A meta-study,” Local Government Studies, #43(3), pp 408-428; McDonnell, J. (2020), “Municipality size, political
eff icacy and political participation: A systematic review,” Local Government Studies, #46(3), pp 331-350.
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Figure 2 includes 162 amalgamated municipalities or Gemeinden in eastern Germany on the
left-hand side and 197 newly-formed Ukrainian municipalities on the right-hand side. Each dot
represents an amalgamated municipality with less than 10,000 eligible voters. The vertical axis
depicts the share of voters turning out to the polls in local elections in 2018 or 2019, while the
number of eligible voters stands for the jurisdiction size and is the horizontal axis. The results
show that voter turnout varies more across Ukrainian municipalities than across eastern German
ones. On average, voter turnout is actually somewhat higher in eastern German municipalities
than in Ukrainian ones. Despite those differences in levels, the relationship between size and voter turnout is strikingly similar in both countries: the larger the amalgamated municipality, the
lower voter turnout in local elections. The slope of the regression that marks the size of the effect
is comparable: 1,000 more eligible voters match a decrease in voter turnout of around 1% in both
countries.64 This negative correlation is in line with a growing number of studies documenting
the negative causal relationship between size and participation in local elections. Unfortunately,
pre-reform turnout rates are not available to compare the effects of amalgamation to the effects
of decentralisation. Decentralisation may have increased turnout in all communities, but especially in smaller municipalities.

Figure 2: Voter turnover and size
Figure 2: Voter turnout and size of amalgamated municipalities
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CONCLUSION. MAIN FINDINGS
The residents of a community expect professional public services. Larger administrations are
typically more specialized and able to handle complex tasks. This does not, however, mean that
a country should simply maximize the size of municipalities. The main takeaway from 30 years
of permanent amalgamation reforms in eastern Germany is that administrative capacity is only
64
The correlation is highly statistically signif icant at the 1% level in both countries with t-values of the coeff icient
of 5.85 (eastern Germany) and 3.71 (Ukraine). The R² is 0.18 (eastern Germany) and 0.07 (Ukraine).
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one aspect of good local governance. Good local governance equally requires local knowledge,
responsiveness and the involvement of locals. Large administrations may operate at somewhat
lower costs and higher quality, but smaller jurisdictions are better able to tailor policies to meet
local needs. Local boundaries also affect emotions, identity and democracy. If too many overly
heterogeneous local governments are lumped together, the urban-rural gap expands, representation and participation shrink, and populism rises.
Ukraine’s decentralisation reform is a great opportunity, provided that the new municipalities
carefully trade off the technical needs of administrative capacities and local democracy. In contrast to eastern Germany, where the central government established large new local jurisdictions,
in Ukraine the scaling of new municipalities is in the hands of local decision-makers. This makes it
possible to redraw boundaries that really meet local needs and preferences. Unfortunately, there
is no easy rule of thumb for resizing local governments. Figure 3 illustrates the trade-offs of amalgamation reforms that need to be considered to ensure good local governance, carefully balancing administrative capacity, manageability and participation. The optimal size of municipalities
may well differ across the country, depending on the weight local communities assign to the
criteria. In any case, three decades of amalgamation reforms in eastern Germany have shown that
focusing on administrative capacity alone can jeopardize the benefits of decentralisation.
Figure 3: Criteria for good local governance
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Further readings
• A 2019 special issue on Municipal Amalgamations of Local Government Studies #45(5) includes
several interesting case studies of amalgamation reforms and summarizes recent academic literature. Access at: https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/flgs20/45/5?nav=tocList
• If physical distances and municipality size grow a lot, apps and web interfaces become valuable
shortcuts to local communities. Prominent examples are “Open Budgets” (https://openbudgets.
eu/) or “Smarticipate” (https://www.smarticipate.eu/), which several EU cities have successfully adopted.
• The potentials of intermunicipal cooperation that allows selective collaboration among two or
more smaller local governments can be used to advantage, with all political powers remaining
with the partners: https://www.coe.int/en/web/good-governance/imc-eap
The article was written in January 2020
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specialises in regional policy, EU cohesion policy, public management,
institutional reforms, and Baltic cooperation.

INTRODUCTION
There are at least three famous sayings that apply rather well to sound local development.
First of them is Chinese and says: Money is not everything, but everything without money
is nothing. The second one seems to be American65 and reads as follows: A government
big enough to give you everything you want is a government big enough to take away
everything that you have. And the third one is a saying attributed to Winston Churchill:66
Now that we have run out of money we have to think.
Although these statements come f rom different times and countries, they are both valid
and relevant for local government—because it is very diff icult to be serious about local
65
66

Generally misattributed to Thomas Jefferson.
And to physicist Ernest Rutherford!
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government without money, without a central government keen on decentralisation, and
without creative thinking.
With this in mind, those involved in Ukraine’s decentralisation process may f ind nine messages in this paper that touch on the issue of effective and inclusive local development
strategies, based on key impressions of the Polish experience.

OWN TASKS
The level of ambitions for a local development strategy is always a major question. It’s easy
to say that a strategy should be future-oriented, and focused on economic recovery and
innovation. But, in reality, sometimes the best solution is to use all available resources to
carry out the necessary tasks assigned to a given municipality in the most eff icient way.
That means concentrating on such issues as water-supply, central heating, waste management, healthcare, education, culture or public transport might not be so “sexy.” These are
basic public services, and at the same time the biggest responsibility of local governments
towards their citizens and voters. If their quality can be continuously raised, the chances of
generating long-term growth, meaning more active companies, more investments or more
jobs, also grow.
The f irst message is, then: Start thinking of your local development strategy f rom the tasks
you are fully in charge of. For any local self-government, nothing is more important than
eff iciently carrying out its own tasks def ined by law. In many cases, this is already an ambitious challenge.

OWN SOURCES
Own tasks can be implemented smoothly only if the sources for funding them are adequate.
In short, long-term change is impossible without local public revenues. Only real taxation
powers can provide the springboard for a meaningful local development strategy. Without
its own sources of income and the ability to shape them locally, local government has no
basis for locally-driven policy, since there is no way to take full responsibility for developing
actions at the local level. Another very important factor here is a good share of local communities in national taxes,67 as well as a transparent and fair distribution system of national
and regional subsidies or grants, especially for areas that are lagging behind.
All this adds up to the second message: The stronger a link between the local tax-base and
local public revenues, the better the means to develop a well-thought-out strategy based
on the assumption that the long-term stability and growth of a local tax base are key factors
to success.

67
Local development policy is seriously hampered when the share of local authorities in PIT and CIT is not related to the
scale of their own tasks.
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PUBLIC SERVICE STANDARDS
The next point that must be taken into account when thinking of a strategy is the aims. What
is really important here is open communication with local “end-users” about public service
standards. All residents and businesses should be fully aware of all the types of public services
available at the local level, including minimum standards and availability, as well as anticipated quality improvements. This helps both groups to understand, identify with and influence
the strategic choices made in a local development strategy. Meeting the needs of residents is
crucial for local governments if they are really interested in getting local support for their strategy. Without such support, even the best local development strategy will fail in the long run.
The third message is as follows: Treat public service standards seriously, as a benchmark in
setting local development strategy targets.

HORIZONTAL COOPERATION
Certain actors play quite an important role as far as a local strategy is concerned, usually
neighbouring municipalities, which often share similar problems. Since some important local
tasks can be better tackled if they are offered jointly, it’s possible to design and provide some
public services on the basis of local-to-local cooperation. This can apply to: water supply systems, sewage treatment, waste management, and soon. It’s not simply “cooperation for the
sake of cooperation:” it represents concrete benefits related cost-efficiency and quality improvements.68 These can significantly help reaching the targets set in the local development
strategy.
So, the fourth message is: Horizontal cooperation should be promoted, as it pays off in many
cases and gives some extra power to implement a local development strategy through horizontal synergies.

MULTI-LEVEL COOPERATION
A good local development strategy can involve important actors at higher levels of government who are responsible for broader problems. Local government can be of help in solving
their problems and vice-versa, since some substantial public tasks cannot be effectively delivered without resources and competences shared by different levels of public administration.
Areas where regional-local cooperation is needed include public transport, health services,
education, labour markets, and SME support. However, one key condition to make this kind of
cooperation both effective and efficient is well-considered, long-term territorial agreements
among different levels of public administration.

Joint provision of key public services should be strongly supported and promoted at the national and regional level
through fiscal incentives, legal and technical assistance, and so on.

68
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All this can be summarized in the fifth message: The shared provision of some important
public services based on multi-level cooperation roots a local development strategy deeply
in a wider regional strategy, bringing local goals closer to successful implementation using
vertical synergies.

CROSS-SECTOR COOPERATION
To get a full picture, non-public actors should also be considered. They can come from the
business sector, such as Chambers of Commerce, the NGO community, such health, education
or sport associations, and even from academia. The role of these actors is frequently underestimated, so their contribution to public policy goals should be bigger in principle. They have
the potential to cooperate effectively with local governments in search of common benefits,
in what is known as “quadruple helix cooperation.69
So, the sixth message is: Cross-sector cooperation can give additional creative impetus and
resources to the local development strategy, during both the design and implementation
phases for transversal synergies.

EMPOWERING THE PEOPLE
Without input from local residents, there can be no real, implementable strategy. On one
hand, this seems obvious and it was already mentioned in the third message, regarding public
service standards. On the other, it is often unfortunately the case that local development policy is drafted without good communication and without the real participation of those who are
the most interested and the most exposed—the residents who will see and feel the benefits
of any long-term policy.
The effectiveness of different forms of citizen involvement depends very much on the maturity
of the available or chosen democratic process and democratic traditions.70 Two of those models are particularly advanced and strong. First is participatory budgeting, in which all interested people decide how to allocate parts of the local budget in a process of democratic deliberation and decision-making. Second is the citizens’ assembly, in which a randomly selected
group of citizens deliberates an issue of high importance to their municipality in order to study
all available options and to propose solutions through rational discussion with the support of
experts. The solutions they come up with can then be implemented by the local government.
Thus, the seventh message is: Empowering the people is of paramount importance and
growing signif icance for the successful implementation of strategic and long-term decisions.
69
Long-term cooperation platforms between four types of actors: public administration, the business community, the
science/research/education sector (such as a regional university), and the civic sector.
70
E.g., public consultations or hearings, advisory committees or councils, local referenda, participatory budgeting, and
citizen assemblies.
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SMART RESPONSIVENESS
So far, the focus has been on the external environment, that is, the tasks and finances assigned
to local government, and on the role of different stakeholders who are decisive for the successful
implementation of a local strategy.
There are also internal factors stimulating the strategic process at the local level. One of them
might be called an “in-house intelligence system,” which is based on reliable data, in-depth local
knowledge and broad understating of the surrounding world. Such a system is helpful for identifying local development priorities, provided that local political leaders are also keen on an evidence-driven decision-making process.71
So, the eighth message reads: Smart responsiveness is time-consuming and cost-intensive, it always pays off, because it provides a reliable basis for optimal long-term decisions and solutions
and a full-fledged strategic approach.

A RESILIENT IMPLEMENTATION
SYSTEM
Last but not least, the institutional setting is a critical factor for local development. A smooth,
effective implementation of the local strategy requires three key ingredients: a dedicated, competent team with strong leadership and a clear decision making-system; rigorous, pro-active
multi-annual financial planning; and effective regulatory instruments in various policy areas.72
So, the ninth message is: Durable, visible effects are impossible without a resilient implementation system,73 which paves the way for long-term success.

TO SUM UP: A RECIPE FOR A GOOD
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
AND THE POLISH EXPERIENCE
The nine messages can be further summarized in three sentences. Firstly, own tasks, own sources
of income and well-communicated public service standards are points of departure for any local

It critical for local self-government to:
1) keep making a prospective socio-economic diagnosis based on territorial specificity;
2) equip all interested parties with open-source data on the socio-economic situation;
3) understand and follow a complexity of external factors and conditions to incorporate a deeper context.
72
For example, local master plans, coherent tax policy, employment incentives, and complex support schemes for business
development and investment.
71
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development strategy. Secondly, a strategy needs to have friends at different administrative levels
and in different sectors (NGOs, academia and business), and to have fans among local citizens, who
need to be well informed and deeply involved in the process—it will then be much easier to deliver
the expected results. And thirdly, “vision without implementation is hallucination,” so it is critical
to build internal intelligence capacity and institutional capacity at the local level to fully implement
the strategy.
How fully and consistently was this recipe applied in Poland? It is very hard to give a single and
simple answer. Poland does, however, have some features that are worth describing more in detail.
Local development strategies have been implemented in Poland for more than 20 years. So far,
there has been no obligation to have this strategy at local level, although around 80% of the country’s nearly 2,500 municipalities have their own strategy. These documents vary extremely in quality,74 but there is a clear link between the size of a municipality and the quality of its strategic
approach.
The tools used in local development strategies in Poland are gradually getting stronger. The EU
programming culture developed mainly under its cohesion policy is having a visible impact. There
are, of course, some data deficits, especially at the micro-level. 75 Much more should also be done
to improve interoperability among key public registers.76 In addition, there is still quite a lot of reluctance and a competence gap in applying qualitative data and opinion polls, which need to be
used more often when making important decisions at the local level. It is also fair to say that indepth evaluations and impact assessments of various public policies at the local level are far from
perfect in the case of Poland.
Finally, two parallel processes, policy and politics, have been identified at the local level in Poland,
and their particular mix determines the reality of local development. Moreover, they interfere with
each other every day. On one hand, a policy-driven process framed in clear documents, procedures,
decision-making systems, coordinated actions, public deliberations with a long-term vision can be
seen at the heart of it. On the other, many day-to-day activities are still based on crisis management rather than on a visionary approach. What’s more, an unwritten strategy, meaning that one
that is hidden, often short-term, and based on purely tactical intentions, drives some decisions on
financial allocations. This seems to mainly be due to the fact that single projects are often a more
exiting issue for debate on public policy impacts.
Overall, this recipe should be helpful in further building the Ukrainian approach to local development, including local strategies, enriched by other countries’ experience. It is always important not
to blindly follow solutions used by others, but to identify best practices from abroad and use them
as a source of inspiration.
The article was written in January 2020
S uch a system should mainly cover: a dedicated team of experienced civil servants, which includes investing continuously
in their competences; clear, transparent decision-making procedures; and open, friendly consultation channels and
participatory solutions for appropriate stakeholders at the local level.
74
Their content is sometimes quite short-term or too addicted to external financing, such as EU support. Too many
communities are focused, not on strategy, but on smaller-scale, lower-level programmes or plans that are required by law.
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Such as regarding depressed areas, education, the labour market, public transport flows, and climate management.
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That goes especially for taxation, social security, public health and education registers.
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In the process of decentralisation reforms in Ukraine, one of the issues that has come up is the
ideal distribution of powers among different levels of public administration, including between
central executive bodies (CEBs) and local self-government bodies (LSG).
Moreover, the starting conditions should determine the choice of the optimal combination, including the fact that Ukraine’s territory is large, as is its population. This establishes the specific
role of local governments, it affects the pace of digitalization and its coverage, and it raises the
need to orient towards practice in countries with similar populations and territorial organization.
At the expert level, it’s possible to start with well-known
approaches to distributing competencies:
1) The service delivery point should be as close as possible to the people. This means that
basic administrative services should be maximally delegated to LSGs at the lowest level. This
obviously means services related to the life cycle of an individual and the services that are
most in demand: registering births, marriages, domiciles, property, businesses, social security, death, and so on.
2) The central government should maintain certain functions such as policymaking, which
belongs to the Government; administering central registries; providing LSGs with methodology; and overall administration and professional oversight. The latter three functions
should be delegated to “government agencies,” which in Ukraine are called central exec65
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Generally misattributed to Thomas Jefferson.
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utive bodies or CEBs: state services and agencies.
Ukraine has successfully delegated powers to local governments in the past. For instance, over
2015-2016, LSGs were empowered to register property, businesses and domiciles. As a result:
- access to services has improved, as LSGs are motivated and are capable of providing these
services in every municipality and even, if necessary, in every starosta district77 and in individual settlements;
- queues and the conditions for petty corruption have disappeared since LSGs are able to
hire sufficient staff to satisfy the needs of local residents;
- services are being provided in a timelier manner, as LSGs are capable of making decisions
more quickly, without superfluous interactions with central government agencies. For example, the largest group of services, domicile registration, are now available to residents
in a single 15-minute visit, provided things are properly organized, instead of two trips and
weeks of waiting as it was prior to 2016. Meanwhile, as the national register of domiciles had
not been set up when these services were delegated locally, the LSGs themselves began to
digitalize new registers of their territorial municipalities;
- the three groups of services provided through the administrative service centres (ASCs) are
more integrated. For one thing 90-100% of them are handled by the ASCs, which is fundamentally different from those areas where government agencies are in charge.
Still, at the end of 202078 , when local elections had taken place in the newly amalgamated
municipalities, serious challenges remain with administrative services at the peak of decentralisation reforms.
Problem #1 The registration of civil acts: births, marriages and deaths. This is the basic group
of services, but cities formerly subordinated directly to the oblast lack the necessary authority.
It remains, instead, with the Ministry of Justice, although they were already part of the remit of
village and town LSGs. After the amalgamation of population centres, this difference in competencies is distancing services for people from rural areas that merged with towns: the “old” LSGs
have lost this authority and now, in order to register a birth or death, residents have to travel as
much as 20-40 kilometres to an agency of the Justice Ministry. This certainly does not promote
decentralisation reforms.
Problem #2 Social services: Here, the problem is the opposite of the first example: cities that
were formerly directly subordinated to the oblast had the authority, but these powers have not
been delegated to other municipalities, remaining, instead, with county administrations. Here,
the government is proposing a centralized, state-oriented model: a new CEB with service functions, while LSGs become mere “front offices.”

77
The villages, hamlets and other settlements that have been amalgamated into a municipality are “grandfathered”
districts, except for the one that is now the administrative center of the new municipality. The borders of such districts can
be changed.
78
This article was written in early 2021.
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Problem #3 The registration of land parcels: The government is proposing that quasi-private
entities called “certified engineers and land managers” in Bill #2194, who will have the powers
of cadastre registrars. This is despite the negative track record of “accredited enterprises” that
recently lost the power to register property and businesses because they were being as an instrument in hostile takeovers of companies (raiding). For some reason, the government is not
proposing that these registration functions be turned over to LSGs.
These three examples involving the basic groups of administrative services demonstrate the
lack of a coherent strategic approach on the part of the central government. In other words,
despite the decentralisation reforms, the government is not delegating these powers to LSGs,
although so far, they have proved themselves successful in similar service areas.
A number of conclusions lend themselves:
1. Ukraine’s government needs to formulate an understandable strategy and integrated
model of the division of powers between CEBs and LSGs, the criteria for dividing these
powers between them, and a mechanism for the two groups to interact when the powers
are delegated.
2. Take advantage of the motivation of LSGs to provide the best possible services to their
residents to maximally delegate specific services and powers to them. This is the best
possible mechanism to ensure accessible quality services in Ukraine, as practice has amply
demonstrated.
3. The new Bill “On local self-government” should identify the key powers delegated to
LSGs. The way they are currently scattered among special legislation and the absence of this
specific aspect, “delegated powers” in the new bill will leave LSGs unclear as to what they
are responsible for.
A flexible, differentiated approach is the best medium-term strategy for arriving at a common
set of powers across all municipalities. In other words, initially municipalities gain competencies
gradually, based on how prepared they are, while the state backs them up. Further, it will be
possible for delegation to be a duty and instrument for intermunicipal cooperation (IMC).

The article was written in February 2021
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Municipal capability
criteria in Ukraine’s
reforms
Author: Pavlo Ostapenko

Pavlo Ostapenko, Head of Ukrainian Researchers Society

SUMMARY
In Ukraine, administrative-territorial reform moved into a new phase in 2020, the formation
of municipalities by administrative means79 . This stage followed voluntary formation of municipalities, when over 900 new, amalgamated municipalities were established. However, after the local elections on the basis of the new territories, voluntary amalgamation will again
take place over 2021-2024, before the next local elections and new territorial units will possibly be formed by administrative means. This article analyzes the criteria and indicators of
municipal capability that were used in the previous stages of forming territorial units and
suggests new assessment criteria. The approach used in developing the Methodology for the
formation of capable municipalities,80 and the criteria for assessing capability is analysed,
too. Based on data analysis of the draft 2021 budget,81 financial indicators for functioning
municipalities,82 and data from the public service network portal,83 and applying mathematical analysis, comparison, typification and evaluation, examples are provided of other criteria
that might be used in assessing this capability.
Note that the article was written in early 2020 when the process of amalgamation of municipalities in Ukraine was not
completed yet.
80
Methodology for the formation of capable municipalities. https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/214-2015-%D0%BF#Text
81
Draft State Budget for 2021 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=69938
82
https://decentralization.gov.ua/news/12748
83
https://gis.kmu.gov.ua/
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ASSESS MUNICIPAL CAPABILITY
Let us consider two types of indicators that can be used to assess capability of both acting and
planned municipalities:
I. Indicators to measure capability of municipalities in accordance with the Methodology
for the formation of capable municipalities developed by MinRegion and approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers.
II. Additional assessment indicators for financial and infrastructure capability, which are
recommended for use in measuring capability.
Notably, additional assessment indicators determine the level of infrastructure development and financial resources of a given territorial unit, which should be taken into account
in the process of establishing capable municipalities. However, such indicators are not stipulated by the Methodology, which only states that “Capable municipalities are established
taking into account infrastructural development in the territorial units [and] the financial
resources available in such territorial units.”84 At the same time, no methods are provided
to determine the level of infrastructural development or the available financial resources.
Thus, this article will analyse each type of indicator.

INDICATORS IN THE
MINREGION METHODOLOGY
According to Point 10 of the Methodology, the territory of a capable municipality should cover
the territories of all constituent municipalities and should be contiguous.
This suggests that the contiguousness and geographical integrity of the territories of municipalities need to be analysed first, since any municipality with fragmented territory such as
enclaves and exclaves needs to change its configuration. According to preliminary estimates,
66 of the 1,469 approved municipalities have discontiguous territory.
The overall level of municipal capability is determined by the index method in the Ministry’s
Methodology. However, analysis of this methodological approach to assessing municipal capability reveals a lot of problems, some of which will be considered next.
According to Point 7 of the Methodology, capability assessment is based on criteria that characterize the main socio-economic indicators affecting the development of a given capable
municipality.

84

Point 3 of the Methodology.
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Capability assessment criteria are:
• the number of permanent residents;
• the number of pupils attending general secondary schools in the municipality;
• the area covered by the municipality;
• the taxability index of the local budget;
• the share of local taxes and fees in local budget revenues.
A specific numerical value or index, which depends on the indicator value of each criterion, is determined for all five criteria for capability assessment according to Annex 2 of the Methodology.
For example, the population criterion index for a municipality with a population of 3,102 will be 0.3,
and for one with a population of 7,352 it will be 1.
Table 1. Criteria for preliminary assessment of municipal capability (MinRegion Methodology)
Criterion name

Indicator

Criterion
numerical value

# of permanent residents

< 3,000

0.3

3,000-7,000

0.6

> 7,000

1.0

< 300

0.3

300-500

0.6

> 500

1.0

< 200 sq. km

0.3

200-400 sq. km

0.6

> 400 sq. km

1.0

< 0.3

0.3

0.3-0.9

0.6

> 0.9

1.0

< 0%

0.3

20-40%

0.6

> 40%

1.0

# of pupils attending
general secondary schools
in the municipality
Area covered by the
municipality

Taxability index of
local budget

Share of local taxes and fees
in local budget revenues

The most signif icant shortcomings of this approach include:
1) A specif ic index, the criterion numerical value, is applied to each indicator, although
only three indices are applied. The value of the step of an index increase is not directly
proportional, since the index f irst increases by 0.3 and then by 0.4. A disproportionate
increase in the index is possible if the interval that correlates with the index changes
commensurate with the index, but as we can see, the intervals of the indicator for each
criterion are different and not equal.
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2) The intervals of indicators for each criterion should increase in arithmetic or geometric progression by equal steps, and this would be a correct application of the method
of equal intervals. The intervals for each indicator of the criterion appear to have been
determined by empirical means, but not mathematically, without any preliminary calculations.
3) One of the proposed criteria is the taxability index, although the Methodology suggests applying an index to an index, which does not comply with standard research
methods.
4) Minimum, medium and maximum values of the indicators are determined by empirical means and do not correspond to similar indicators for each criterion that can be
calculated using mathematical statistics methods.
After calculating the numerical value of an index, the Methodology describes how to determine the overall capability of the municipality, based on the sum of numerical values of the
capability assessment criteria:
• low capability: 1.5 to 2.1
• average capability: 2.2 to 3.8
• high capability: 3.9 to 5
For example, the overall capability of a municipality with an average capability level 2.5 is
obtained by the sum of the numerical values of population criterion or 0.3, the enrolment
criterion or 0.3, the territorial area or 1.0, the taxability index, or 0.3, and the share of local
taxes and fees in local budget revenues index or 0.6: 0.3+0.3+1.0+0.3+0.6=2.5.
What is wrong with this approach to assessing the overall capability level is that the intervals between types of capability are not equal: the interval for a low-capability municipality
is 0.6 (2.1-1.5), the interval for municipalities with average capability is 1.6 (3.8-2.2), nearly
three times higher, and the interval for high-capability municipalities is 1.1 (5-3.9)—lower
than the middle interval, but almost twice as high the f irst interval. The different intervals
in the Ministry’s Methodology for assessing overall capability level does not reflect the real
number of municipalities in each group.
If municipal capability is calculated according to the Ministry’s Methodology, the number
of high-capability municipalities is 610 or 42.4%, the number of municipalities with average
capability is 817 56.8%, and only 11 municipalities are low-capability, 0.8%. There are obvious errors in this methodology, and they distort the outcomes of assessment with higher
numbers of high and average capability municipalities. This, in turn, affected the number of
municipalities approved by the Cabinet in June 2020.
In and of itself, the Ministry’s Methodology is not incorrect, as the def ined indicators adequately characterize the level of municipal capability, but errors in the calculation methodology make it impossible to determine the real number of municipalities with low, average
and high capability.
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ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT
INDICATORS
With this in mind, additional assessment indicators can be used that derive from data analysis
that can be obtained from the state statistics agencies, ministries, oblast administrations, and
municipalities, as well as using field or questionnaire methods.
These additional assessment indicators can be divided into two groups: indicators that show the
level of inf rastructure development and indicators that characterize the f inancial resources
of municipalities.
Financial resources indicators include:
• Budget Revenue Index is the coeff icient that determines per capita local budget revenues compared to average in the country as a whole. The minimum value of this index
cannot be less than 0.3. If the index value is 0.3 or less, the municipality will be considered unable to fulf il its own and delegated functions. According to preliminary calculations, the number of municipalities like this in 2021 could be around 60 or 4.1%.
• Share of budget revenues spent on local government. Observations show that, the
higher the share, the more money is spent on salaries of local government off icials, rather than on developing the municipality’s territory and inf rastructure. If the share is 20%
or higher, decentralization of budget funds in municipalities has not been achieved. According to preliminary calculations, the number of municipalities that will have a share
of personnel costs over 20% could be around 352 or 24.5% in 2021.
• Ratio of basic subsidy to total budget revenues. A new indicator that reflects dependence of the local budget on the basic subsidy f rom the central government. If the basic
subsidy for the local budget is more than 50%, such a municipality cannot perform its
own functions independently, without state support. However, when calculating this
indicator, it is necessary to consider the distance f rom municipalities, especially villages
and hamlets, to the nearest district centre or city. The establishment of heavily subsidized village and hamlet municipalities with their own local governments not far f rom
existing administrative and economic centres is absolutely irrational and ineff icient. According to preliminary calculations, there will be about 91 municipalities or 6.3% that will
have a basic subsidy higher than half of their budget, while, for another 232 municipalities or 16.1%, the basic subsidy will amount to 20-50% of their total local budget in 2021.
In general, all indicators of f inancial resources are divided into two basic groups: incentives
and disincentives. Incentives are indicators whose increase improves the overall assessment of a municipality’s capability, while disincentives, on the contrary, make the assessment worse.
To sum up, three indicators of f inancial resources and their critical limits show that planned
or acting municipalities are not able to fulf il their own and delegated powers.
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Indicator

Critical limits

Indicator group

Budget revenue index

0.3 and less

incentive

Share of spending local government
in local budget revenues

20% or more

disincentive

Ratio of basic subsidy to total budget revenues

50% or more

disincentive

Note that the data for local budget revenues in 2019 were used to calculate financial indicators,
which include revenues to both general and special funds. Local budget revenues also included
the share of personal income tax (60%) paid on the territory of an administrative-territorial unit
that was not part of an amalgamated municipality as of 01.01.2020, since this type of tax was
channelled to the general fund of county budgets in 2020.
Infrastructure development indicators should include:
• general secondary schools of I-III degree;
• preschool facilities;
• administrative service centres (TsNAP);
• fire stations;
• outpatient clinics;
• secondary healthcare facilities.
The absence of any of the six types of institutions in a municipality should be considered holistically: the more social infrastructure that is not available in a municipality, the less it will be
able to provide basic services, such as preschool, secondary education, healthcare, security, and
administrative services.
Analysis of infrastructure development in 1,438 existing municipalities showed that not all of
them have a complete list of these institutions on their territory:
1) general secondary schools of I-III degree: all municipalities have at least one, but 72 or 5%
have only one;
2) preschools: 6 municipalities have none and 30 or 2.1% have only one;
3) administrative service centres (TsNAP): 765 municipalities or 53.2% have not yet established their own centre;
4) fire stations: 398 municipalities or 27.7% do not have their own fire station;
5) outpatient clinics: 23 municipalities or 1.6% do not have an outpatient clinic;
6) secondary healthcare facilities: 733 municipalities or 51%)have no specialized healthcare
facilities on their territories.
The overall analysis of infrastructure development indicators for existing municipalities showed
that 4 of these 6 institutions are not available in 10 municipalities or 0.7%, and 3 of the 6 most
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essential social infrastructure institutions are not available in 305 municipalities, 21.2%.
In short, the Cabinet of Ministers only partly recognized the financial and infrastructure development indicators of planned municipalities when it was considering and approving municipality centres and territories.
Monitoring the total number of critical limits of financial and infrastructure development indicators could become an effective criterion for municipal capability assessment. Municipalities
that have three or more critical limits among these indicators should be divided into two types:
municipalities that should be amalgamated with neighbouring, more capable ones and municipalities that require significant state funding in order to develop.
The first type should include municipalities with three or more critical limits of infrastructure
development and financial indicators, whose centre is located no more than 20 kilometres by
public roads from cities of oblast significance or county seats. Due to their lack or low level of
infrastructure development and insufficient financial resources, they will not be able to provide
adequate public services, in particular in education, culture, healthcare, social services, housing
and utility services, based on the actual human and financial resources, and the infrastructure
level of a basic administrative-territorial unit of that kind. Such municipalities are normally located next to more capable ones.
The second type should include municipalities with three or more critical limits of infrastructure
development and financial indicators, but whose centre is further than 20 kilometres by public
roads from cities of oblast significance or county seats. Such municipalities should receive the
most support from the state, as they are formed in accordance with the Methodology, located
at a considerable distance from the nearest economic and social centres, and their financial
indicators and infrastructure development are the lowest in the oblast.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the MinRegion Methodology and additional indicators of municipal capability
discussed in this article suggests that the procedure for municipal capability assessment should
include six stages:
1) Analysing the contiguity and geographical integrity of the territory of planned municipalities. Where there are gaps and deviations from geographical integrity, the municipality
should be considered not capable;
2) Doing a preliminary assessment of municipal capability in line with the MinRegion Methodology;
3) Calculating the number of critical limits for three indicators of the municipality’s financial
resources;
4) Calculating the number of critical limits for six indicators of the municipality’s infrastructure development;
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5) Identifying municipalities that have three or more critical limits of financial and infrastructure development indicators, whose centre is located no more than 20 kilometres by public
roads from cities of oblast significance or county seats. Such municipalities should be considered not capable.
6) Submitting a list of the incapable municipalities in each oblast with proposals for their
amalgamation with adjacent municipalities.
Using this kind of procedure for municipal capability assessment will provide a clear picture of
which municipalities need to be amalgamated in future, and which ones will need support from
the state, investors and international donors.
The article was written in January 2020
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Good public
administration always
matters for people’s
well-being
Interview with Florian Hauser, team leader of the Centre of Thematic
Expertise on Public Administration Reform, at the European
Commission’s Directorate General for Neighbourhood Policy and
Enlargement Negotiations.

SUMMARY
There is growing awareness of the need for good administration, or good governance more
broadly, also among EU institutions and Member States. The quality of public administration varies significantly among the 27 members. We’ve decided to talk about the quality and capacity
of public administration with Florian Hauser, who is researching this topic at the European Commission. The interview focuses on the topic of good public administration. It underlines the current state of public administration quality in the EU and experiences with public administration
reform in the EU and its neighbourhood. It is believed that there exists a correlation between
government effectiveness and country competitiveness and it will be claimed in this interview
that improvement of public administration is a basic requirement for successful accession to
the EU. The readers will find out more about key public administration reforms on the agenda in
different EU Member states, as well as about minimum requirements that are to define a good
administration in all countries.

Question: Why does good public administration matter in the EU context?
Good public administration has always mattered for the well-being of people. A country’s citizens
feel it directly when government officials try to address their needs and treat them fairly, when they
receive valuable public services, or when the government devises appropriate policies and useful
regulations that balance the interests of all parties, enabling business and protecting society.
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We live in turbulent times. Governments need to be able to operate quickly and competently, and
they need to communicate transparently, while managing both existing and emerging challenges, such as pandemics, climate change, demographic and technological risks—and opportunities.
Simply put, we have a lot of evidence of a direct correlation between the quality of governance
and the policy performance of a country.85 Government effectiveness and a country’s competitiveness 86 also correlate strongly. So, a good administration is an important foundation for achieving the EU’s economic, social and environmental objectives.

Question: What do you mean by “quality of public administration”?
Public administration is not an exact science. Expectations of the role and quality of the government can differ from country to country. However, we’ve identified some minimum requirements
that are likely to define a good administration in all countries. These include: good policy planning and coordination; a professional and modern civil service and good people management;
transparency and accountability; quality services; and smart, responsible management of public finances. We’ve also developed a framework called the “Principles of Public Administration”
through the EU-OECD SIGMA programme,87 which reflects these aspects. In addition, we encourage public authorities to develop an innovative mindset.
Many countries have asked us about the Commission’s interpretation of quality of public administration. In response, we put together an EU Quality of Public Administration Toolbox88 to answer
this question and to meet the demand for examples of good practice. The Toolbox is a compendium that explains principles and practices, and provides guidelines and examples for how to build
a better administration. The Toolbox has really been instrumental in answering this question. Have
a look at the Toolbox on the internet. I recommend it. It’s been downloaded many thousands of
times, so I guess people are finding it useful.

Question: Is improving public administration mainly
an issue in the EU’s Neighbourhood?
We indeed work closely with countries in the EU Neighbourhood to support public administration
reforms. For countries that want to join the EU, improving public administration is now a basic requirement for successful accession. At the same time, there is growing awareness of the need for
good administration, or good governance more broadly, also among EU institutions and Member
States. The quality of public administration varies significantly among the 27 members. While
some countries need to catch up on some of the basic principles I mentioned, even the better
performers need to keep reflecting and improving, simply to keep up with changing challenges
and demands.

Question: How does the EU encourage and support
Member States in their reform efforts?

Sustainable Governance Indicators, Bertelsmann Foundation
World Bank, World Economic Forum
87
See http://www.sigmaweb.org/publications/Principles-Public-Administration-Overview-Nov2014.pdf
88
See https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=738&langId=en&pubId=8055&type=2&furtherPubs=no
85
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The EU engages and supports Member States on public administration reform in so many ways
that it’s difficult to list everything in detail. Let me give a few examples. I have already mentioned the guidance provided by the Toolbox, which is a good starting point.
The current EU funding period supported investment in better administration predominantly
via the European Social Fund. Don’t forget that Member States can spend money on this until
2023.
Setting up the Commission’s Structural Reform Support Service, which has now become the
Directorate General for Reform Support,89 has been a milestone for delivering demand-based
technical support to Member States to strengthen their reform efforts. DG REFORM support is
very popular. During 2019’s call for reform proposals, 27 Member States submitted more than
700 requests for public administration and policy reforms, some 20% of which directly concern
reforms of public administration at the central and local levels.
Looking ahead, the newly established Recovery and Resilience Facility90 will provide a lot of
funding for reforms and related investments in many policy areas, including core public administration. Member States’ reform efforts should focus on the needs and recommendations
the Commission made during its regular country analysis, the process known as the European
Semester.91

Question: What are some key public administration
reforms that Member States are now undertaking?
I could write a book about this, as it’s not something easily answered in a few paragraphs. But
let me try to highlight some good examples: many administrations in Europe are increasingly
“ageing.” For example in Ireland, Germany and Italy more than 20% of the current cohort of civil
servants is expected to retire over the next decade. So, there will be a generational change. This
makes being an attractive employer and appealing to young talent an important issue. After all,
the quality of people matters for the success of any organisation. Public administration often
had a dusty, old-fashioned image. This could be less interesting for young people.
The challenge for the civil service in many countries is to become less hierarchical, more team-oriented, less transactional, and more focussed on making a positive societal impact. With this in
mind, Ireland, as one example, is currently undertaking an interesting reform called “Our Public
Service 2020.” 92 Meanwhile, the Netherlands has published its strategic government human
resources policy through 2025 called “Working for the public good,” with a focus on better services, flexible employment, and diversity.93
A very hot topic and reform priority for most countries is obviously e-government, and digitalisation more generally. Some countries, like Estonia, are already very advanced, while other counhttps://ec.europa.eu/info/departments/structural-reform-support_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/recovery-coronavirus/recovery-and-resilience-facility_en
91
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governancemonitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/framework/european-semester-why-and-how_en
92
https://www.ops2020.gov.ie/what-is-ops2020/overview/
93
https://www.government.nl/binaries/government/documents/policy-notes/2018/09/30/working-for-the-public-good--strategic-government-human-resources-policy-2025/Brochure_Publieke_zaak.pdf
89

90
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tries, including Germany, are struggling to progress. Digitalisation is a big disruptor for the way
public administration operates. This will be mostly for the better, but there are also risks. Above
all, it’s not about just “digitising the bureaucracy.”
Another interesting development that I want to point out could be labelled “governance as a
platform.” Many societal challenges increasingly tend to cut across several policy areas or sectors. This means that effective coordination, breaking administrative silos, learning and knowledge transfer matter. Poland, for example, has started an interesting cross-sectoral governance
platform for the management of the Sustainable Development Goals in this regard. Similarly,
Czechia is developing a knowledge platform for smart cities development. Both projects are
getting technical support from DG REFORM.

Question: Besides the Member States, what about the quality
of public administration at the regional and local levels?
The quality of public administration and capacity matters at all administrative levels—national,
regional and local. And it also matters how these administrative levels coordinate and collaborate. It needs to be clear who does what and on what level. Functions cannot overlap. Responsibilities, capacities and resources to fulfil the responsibilities need to be balanced. We refer to
these elements as effective state structures or “multi-level governance.” While the EU has many
programmes that directly support local government, the Commission has limited capacity to
work directly and systematically with all municipalities. Mostly, the Commission’s counterparts
are at the national level, and we rely on them to ensure adequate support for public administration at the local level. We also support some substantial multi-level governance reform projects,
U-LEAD with Europe being the best example.

Question: Can you share some lessons from your experience with
public administration reform in the EU and its neighbourhood?
Yes, there are many lessons [laughs]. As I said in the beginning, public administration reform
is not an exact science. We sometimes underestimate how much people and culture matter
in any reform. Sometimes, we think that we can control or measure everything—even though
monitoring and measuring are very important! Sometimes we risk taking an overly technocratic
approach to managing organisational change. Maybe we need to think more about drivers, windows of opportunity, and obstacles to reform. To make reforms sustainable, reform approaches
need to consider the political context, people’s concerns, and the potential winners and losers
of any reform.
Another important element is also the time it takes to design and implement reforms, which
is also asynchronous with the time of modern politics. We need to listen carefully, help people
make sense of it all, and come to a joint vision that is based on positive values. All this is not so
easy to grasp and to manage. However, it can help avoiding the risk that reforms are just on paper or a mere box-ticking exercise.

Interviewed by Andrej Horvat,
GIZ Deputy Programme Director of the U-LEAD with Europe.
The interview was taken in November 2020
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Institutional quality and
Ukraine’s development
strategies
Author: Prof. Andrés Rodríguez-Pose

Andrés Rodríguez-Pose, Princesa de Asturias Professor & Professor of
Economic Geography, Director, Cañada Blanch Centre, London School
of Economics
Around the world, cities, towns and regions are facing constant pressures to adapt in response to globalisation, technological progress, changes in industrial production, and new
patterns of migration and trade. Yet, the dominant development policies are proving incapable of providing answers to these challenges. Strategies based on a mix of physical and
human capital and technology that worked relatively well in the past have not succeeded in
dealing with growing territorial inequality and its treacherous economic, social and political
consequences. This makes it imperative, in Europe as elsewhere, to understand why territories diverge and why returns on public intervention targeting economic development keep
diminishing.
In their search for answers, researchers have begun to look more closely at institutions. As experts struggle to fully understand why some territories fail while others thrive, the answer may
lie in some deficiencies in our theoretical toolbox and how these have been affecting development policy interventions. In recent years, it has become clear that we are seeing diminishing
returns from interventions in all three traditional main growth axes. This decline signals that a
key ingredient in the growth and development equation is missing. Indeed, recent studies have
shown that institutions trump traditional factors such as trade, resource endowments, and geography in significance and influence on economic development.
Yet large parts of how institutions shape economic progress still remain the ‘dark matter’ of
economic development. In several areas, the literature on the links between institutions and
development has faced considerable stumbling blocks. First of all, efforts to link institutional
quality to economic development have been confronted with the fact that defining institutions
is difficult and remains fraught with controversy. Concepts about institutions are often subjec-
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tive, if not outright contentious.
Secondly, measuring and operationalising the institutional dimension is problematic for several
reasons: a) many different types of institutions are contextually and geographically specific; b)
time also affects the returns of specific institutional arrangements; c) institutions and development tend to be endogenous; and d) institutions are also closely connected to the three other
determinants of growth, as well as with innovation and education.
Despite these serious barriers, significant strides have been made of late in assessing institutions at the subnational level, particularly in Europe. The biggest breakthrough came from the
Quality of Government Institute at the University of Gothenburg, which has produced a solid
and increasingly popular quality of government (QoG) index. Numerous studies have turned to
the QoG measures and concluded that government quality matters for economic performance.
In fact, government quality not only affects economic growth, but also the returns on European
Cohesion policies and regional competitiveness.
Corrupt and/or inefficient governments undermine regional potential for innovation and entrepreneurship, and diminish the attractiveness of regions to migrants. Regional environments and decisions on the type of public good investment are also affected, while inclusiveness and participation in political processes suffer.
In short, institutions and government quality shape the outcomes of any sort of public policy in
general, and of development strategies in particular. Improving institutional and government
quality at the local level is, thus, a sine qua non to achieve sustainable and resilient development, and improve the well-being of the general population, wherever it lives. A country like the
Ukraine can certainly benefit enormously from bringing institutional quality to the fore in the
analysis of development bottlenecks.
This does imply that changes in approach are necessary and that, as a way to incorporate their
institutional dimension into the Ukraine’s development strategy, a number of objectives need
to be met, including:
1. Better understanding of variations in institutional quality and the dynamics of institutional change: To make sure that institutional reform works in delivering greater well-being for
citizens wherever they live, first variations in institutional quality across the country need to
be examined, as well as how institutional change might influence regional and urban economic performance, focusing in particular on the impact of institutional change in lagging
and depressed areas.
2. The role of formal and informal institutions in economic development: The impact of institutions does not end with formal institutions. While there is a need to understand and
improve how the powers, quality and competencies of urban and regional authorities shape
economic development, improving social capital, trust, tolerance, openness, work ethic, and
creativity will have an equally important impact on the future well-being of Ukrainians.
3. Institutional mechanisms of economic development: Improving the returns on development policy requires an understanding the mechanisms through which formal and informal
institutions affect urban and regional economic performance. Institutional regularities con-
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tributing to the sustainable success or failure of different types intervention across the whole
of Ukraine need to be identified.
4. Institutions as part of development policy: Finally, the first three objectives have to be
blended and transformed into viable policy recommendations that could be used in the design and implementation of territorial development policies. Specific focus should be placed
on developing precise and workable policy recommendations to help improve returns on
development strategies and public policy interventions in the country.

The article was written in February 2021
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SUMMARY
Financial autonomy is a decisive factor for strong local governments. Local government as
envisioned by the European Charter of Local Self-Government is only possible if and to what
extent financial autonomy is granted to local governments in a legally binding manner. Two
aspects are crucial here: on one hand, the guarantee of adequate own financial resources
and, on the other, the competence to decide autonomously on the application of these funds.
The issue of financial autonomy in the context of strong local government has apparently
not yet acquired the necessary importance in the political debate in Ukraine. Although the
financial resources specifically of municipalities are a much-discussed topic, in many cases,
the focus is on financial volumes as such, but not on the competence of the municipal authorities to decide on allocations autonomously, that is, on their direct responsibility. With
regards to the financing of tasks to be performed by local governments, one reason for this
is the insufficient distinction between own tasks, governing tasks and delegated tasks.
The financial resources of local governments consist to a very large extent of earmarked
funds. In addition, the amount of funds allocated to them for the fulfilment of certain tasks
is frequently and unexpectedly changed, resulting in uncertainties for the municipalities
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regarding their financial leeway.
As a result, the financial autonomy of Ukraine’s local governments is still too limited, which
restricts their capacity to manage local affairs on their own and hampers greater accountability before their citizenry.

THE SITUATION, CONTEXT
AND PROBLE
The issue of adequate funding is a challenge at all levels of government. With regard to local
governments, this is particularly important: the right to self-govern locally means that such governments must not only have adequately resources, but they should be entitled to such funds
as their own resources to be used at their own responsibility.
Local governments are in the best position to decide how financial resources should be used in
the interests of the local community. They are close to the residents of this community and they
are directly accountable to these residents because of the democratic legitimacy of representatives who were voted for in local elections. Thus, the European Charter enshrines this guarantee
of financial autonomy as a key element of the right to local self-government and lays down clear
principles, defining both importance and scope.
In Ukraine, this topic is particularly important. In 1997, Ukraine ratified the Charter without adding any exception clauses. It has thus committed to a full legal and practical implementation of
the principles of the Charter. Since 2014, the country has been making considerable efforts in its
ambitious decentralisation reform. The strengthening of local government is playing a central
role in this process. As the result of a comprehensive territorial-administrative reorganisation,
municipalities were strengthened by amalgamation and by being allocated more competences
and resources. In this sense, the issue of financial decentralisation and strengthening financial
responsibility at the local level, the financial autonomy of local governments is high on the political agenda.

METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH
In this article, the importance and scope of the principle of financial autonomy of local governments enshrined in the Charter is first analysed by examining Art. 9 as one of the Charter’s key
messages on local government. The Explanatory Report to the Charter will be used as a supplementary source for interpretation. Next, the current situation in Ukraine is described, primarily
on the basis of the country’s current Constitution and applicable laws.
Finally, a comparison of the results shows which gaps need to be filled in Ukraine to achieve full
compliance with the Charter on financial autonomy.
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KEY PRINCIPLES
IN THE EUROPEAN CHARTER
Local Self-Government as guarantor of democracy
and decentralisation of power
Art. 9 of the European Charter of Local Self-Government contains key principles specifying the
importance and scope of financial autonomy for local governments. They should be understood
in the light of the core principles on local government as a whole, which are enshrined in the
preamble and in Arts. 3 and 4 of the Charter.
In the context of this article, certain statements are of particular significance:
o Local governments “with real responsibilities can provide an administration that is both
effective and close to the citizen”. Therefore, “the existence of local governments is necessary, “… possessing a wide degree of autonomy with regard to their responsibilities … and the
resources required for their fulfilment.” (Preamble)
o “Local self-government denotes the right and the ability of local governments, … to regulate and manage a substantial share of public affairs under their own responsibility and in
the interests of the local population.” (Article 3.1)
o “Local governments shall … have full discretion to exercise their initiative with regard to
any matter that is not excluded from their competence nor assigned to any other authority.”
(Article 4.2)
o “Powers given to local governments shall normally be full and exclusive. They may not be
undermined or limited by another …authority except as provided for by law.” (Article 4.4)
o In terms of delegated powers, “local governments shall, insofar as possible, be allowed discretion in adapting their exercise to local conditions.” (Article 4.5)

FINANCIAL AUTONOMY: THE
HEART OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT!
On this basis, the Charter specifically describes in Art. 9 the importance and scope of financial
autonomy for local governments. The main principles are:
o “Local governments shall be entitled … to adequate financial resources of their own, of
which they may dispose freely within the framework of their powers.” (Article 9.1)
o “Local governments’ financial resources shall be commensurate with the responsibilities
provided for by the Constitution and the law.” (Article 9.2)
The issue of adequate financial resources is reinforced in Art. 9.5 with regard to financially weak-
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er municipalities:
o “The protection of financially weaker local governments calls for the institution of financial
equalisation procedures or equivalent measures that are designed to correct the effects of
the unequal distribution of potential sources of finance and of the financial burden they
must support.”
The right to dispose of the necessary resources largely under their own responsibility is again
emphasized in Art. 9.7:
o “As far as possible, grants to local governments shall not be earmarked for the financing of
specific projects. The provision of grants shall not remove the basic freedom of local governments to exercise policy discretion within their own jurisdiction.”
Regarding the composition of financial resources, Art. 9.3 of the Charter further states:
o “Part at least of the financial resources of local governments shall derive from local taxes
and charges of which… the local governments have the power to determine the rate.”
These principles are complemented by the provision in Art. 9.6:
o “Local governments shall be consulted, in an appropriate manner, on the way in which redistributed resources are allocated to them.”
In its general key principles and the specific requirements of Art. 9, the Charter makes clear that
financial autonomy is an integral part of local self-government as task autonomy cannot be
achieved without financial autonomy.94
Even the preamble stresses the importance of local governments possessing the necessary resources.
The Charter’s key general principles emphasize the importance of self-responsibility for local
governments, especially task autonomy. At the same time, they make clear that task autonomy and financial autonomy are inextricably linked: without financial autonomy, task autonomy
cannot be effective.
Art. 3 clarifies that self-government means not only the right but also the ability to carry out
public policies. The Explanatory Report notes in this respect that the term “ability” “expresses
the idea that the legal right to regulate and manage certain public affairs must be accompanied
by the means of doing so effectively.” This of course also includes financial resources.
Art. 4 explains that the powers of local governments should be comprehensive and must not be
restricted or undermined. This means that financial self-responsibility should also be far-reaching. Restrictions on adequate financial resources and the use of funds prevent local governments from exercising their powers with the necessary autonomy.
Council of Europe, Congress of Local and Regional Authorities: A contemporary commentary for a better
understanding of the European Charter of Local Self-Government. Paragraph 141 Access: https://www.coe.int/en/web/
congress/all-news-newsletter/-/asset_publisher/CR0prMtPOIKO/content/a-contemporary-commentary-for-a-betterunderstanding-of-the-european-charter-of-local-self-government?_101_INSTANCE_CR0prMtPOIKO_viewMode=view/
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On this basis, Art. 9 defines in concrete terms the principles that derive from the guarantee of
local self-government and its relationship to the financial resources of local governments. Art.
9.1 makes it clear that financial autonomy consists of two core elements: first, local governments
should have adequate financial resources of their own and, second, they should be free to dispose of these resources. Art. 9.2 states that the amount of financial resources is only adequate if
it is commensurate with the responsibilities of local governments.
Other paragraphs in Art. 9 explain the importance of these principles for certain aspects of the
financial resources of local governments.

NO FINANCIAL AUTONOMY
MEANS NO LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Very clear conclusions can be drawn from these provisions regarding the requirements for local
finances and the obligations of central governments in this respect:
o Local governments must have adequate financial resources that they can use on their
own to exercise their powers. This includes the right to adopt and manage local budgets
autonomously.95 Only under these conditions can local governments shape local affairs and
public polices for their constituents and take full political responsibility. After all, their representatives are elected by and responsible to local voters.
The Explanatory Report notes in its comments on Art. 9 and Art. 9.1, that “the legal authority to
perform certain functions is meaningless if local governments are deprived of the financial resources to carry them out” and that “local governments shall not be deprived of their freedom
to determine expenditure priorities.”
o The amount of financial resources depends on the scope and costliness of the tasks of
a local government. It must not be the case, that a local government is unable to perform
its tasks adequately because it does not have sufficient financial resources. The legal right
to regulate and manage a substantial share of public policies under its own responsibility
must be accompanied by the financial resources for doing so effectively.96 In this sense, the
Charter enshrines the principle, “funds follow functions.”
Whatever central government tasks are delegated to local governments, they must, of course,
be accompanied by adequate financial resources.
o The more local governments are able to generate their own revenues, especially local taxes, fees and charges, the greater their autonomy, making it key to strengthen this aspect.97
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The Explanatory Report notes about Art. 9.3 that “the exercise of a political choice in weighing
the benefit of services provided against the cost to the local taxpayer or user is a fundamental
duty of local elected representatives. It is accepted that central or regional statutes may set
overall limits to local government powers of taxation; however, they must not prevent the effective functioning of the process of local accountability.”
o Centrally levied local taxes and shared taxes somewhat risk undermining local autonomy,
so only those taxes levied by the local governments themselves are to be understood as
local taxes in the Charter.98
o Nevertheless, all experience shows that it wlill not be possible for a local government to
finance all its tasks from revenues generated locally. For this reason, local governments must
additionally be given a share in national revenues. This is not at all objectionable: on the
contrary, it reflects the financial responsibility of the central government to enable local governments to exercise their powers in the best possible way for the benefit of local citizens. In
this sense, the role of the central government should be understood as that of a guarantor
and protector of local self-government.
However, an essential principle must apply to the participation in national revenues: local governments should receive such funds as far as possible as own resources that they can use on
their own responsibility, without any instructions or restrictions from central authorities. Any
central government requirement regarding the use of certain funds is a restriction on financial
autonomy and, therefore, the functional autonomy of local governments.
o Central government supervision of local governments should be subject to strict limits,
as it must not interfere in the local affairs of local governments, even in the process of oversight. Art. 8.2 of the Charter clearly states that, in matters of local self-government, only the
legality of an act should be subject to administrative supervision. This applies without
restriction and, thus, also to the use and management of local governments’ own resources.
Central government intervention in the financial affairs of local authorities should only be
aimed at ensuring macroeconomic stability and sound financial management.99 How tasks
are executed may be supervised exclusively with regard to delegated tasks. This can furthermore only concern specific tasks and does not justify interference in local financial
management as such. Art. 4.5 makes clear that local governments should also have discretionary powers to adapt to local needs when carrying out delegated tasks.
o With the same objective, Art, 9.7 provides that the financing of tasks of local governments
through earmarked grants is, in principle, permitted, but should be used as cautiously as
possible. Earmarked grants are regularly linked to detailed guidelines for their use. The central government may, of course, control compliance with them and may reclaim funds in
case of infringement.
By allocating funds for specific purposes, the central government has “golden reins” to steer
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local governments in line with its political priorities. However, in the spirit of the Charter, local
governments should, where possible, set local priorities on their own responsibility.
The Explanatory Report adds in its commentary on Art. 9.7: “Block grants or even sector-specific grants are preferable, from the point of view of local authority freedom of action, to grants
earmarked for specific projects. It would be unrealistic to expect all specific project grants to be
replaced by general grants, particularly for major capital investments, but excessive recourse
to such grants will severely restrict a local government’s freedom to exercise its discretion with
regard to local expenditure priorities.”
o To remain accountable to their constituents and exercise their powers in a sustainable
manner, local governments need reliable framework conditions with regard to their financial resources. This means, specifically, that local governments should have access to national revenues on the basis of objective, fair, transparent and consistent criteria, without
being concerned about frequent and unexpected changes in the general conditions or reductions in certain allocations.100
o The same criteria should apply to the distribution of central revenues between local governments, but, above all, it should meet different needs. Weak financial resources should not
be an obstacle to adequate task-fulfilment. Neither should a financially weaker local authority be forced to fall into excessive debt just to be able to fulfil its tasks adequately. Rather, low
revenue opportunities and financial burdens should be compensated for. Art. 9.5 states
specifically that there must be financial equalisation procedures or equivalent measures.
This can be a vertical financial equalisation, whereby financially weaker municipalities receive a larger share of central revenues than financially strong municipalities. There may
also be horizontal fiscal equalisation, under which financially stronger municipalities transfer part of their revenues to financially weaker municipalities.101
o The importance of all these requirements is underscored in Art. 9.6: the principle of consultation, which applies generally to all local government matters, is explicitly emphasised
for all issues regarding the allocation of redistributed resources to local governments. The
principle applies without exception, regardless of the sources or kinds of funds or the form
of decision envisaged.102
In summary, the Charter treats financial autonomy as the right of local governments:
o to have their own adequate financial resources, commensurate with their responsibilities;
o to manage and use these financial resources on their own responsibility, without central
government interference, in order to regulate and manage their own affairs effectively;
o to receive adequate funds to fulfil delegated tasks;
o to be strengthened in their ability to generate their own revenues;
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o to receive a share of national revenues as their own, as far as possible not earmarked, resources, distributed on the basis of objective, fair, transparent and consistent criteria;
o to support, if they are financially weaker, through financial equalisation procedures or
equivalent measures;
o to be consulted in an appropriate manner on all financial matters affecting self-government, in particular on questions of the allocation of redistributed resources.
Financial autonomy must not be undermined, such as by extensive central supervision or the
excessive use of earmarked funds, but must be guaranteed and protected by the central government.

THE CHARTER AS
APPLIED IN UKRAINE
Ukraine ratified the European Charter in 1997 and has been making great efforts ever since to
strengthen local government, with considerable success. In April 2014, the Ukrainian government adopted a “Concept of the Reform of Local Government and Territorial Organization.” 103
Since then, territorial-administrative reorganisation, first at the local level and then at the county level, has been carried out and slated to be completed shortly. Territorial-administrative decentralisation has been accompanied by sector decentralisation, particularly in healthcare and
education. As a result, the responsibilities of amalgamated municipalities have been strengthened and their resources expanded.

THE LAW AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT IN UKRAINE
o The Constitution of Ukraine stipulates that oblasts, counties and municipalities constitute three different levels of local government. De facto, however, it is difficult to distinguish between local governments and state administration at the oblast and county levels.
Although oblasts and counties have elected councils, they do not have their own executives. Instead, the decisions of their councils are implemented by parallel state administrations on their behalf. Moreover, the scope of their own self-governing tasks seems very
limited, as far as they can be separated from central government tasks at all. The level of
municipalities will therefore be the main focus of further consideration.
o In contrast to almost all other European countries that have ratified the Charter, local
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governments in Ukraine are not recognised as legal entities in law. Instead, their main organs, the council and the executive, are granted the status of legal entities by law.
o The legal responsibilities of local governments consist of their own self-government tasks
only to a minor extent. The majority are delegated tasks. In addition, although Ukrainian law
in principle makes a distinction between the self-governing tasks of local governments and
delegated tasks, in practice, this differentiation is not made or no consequences are drawn
from it.
o There are many unclear or overlapping responsibilities between local governments and
local state administrations.
o With regard to administrative supervision of local governments, Ukraine’s Constitution
and the Law on Local Government make clear that supervising the activities of local governments can be exercised only on the basis and within the limits of the powers and procedures
provided for by the Constitution and other laws. Central authorities are not allowed to interfere in the exercise of the exclusive powers of local governments.
However, there is still no detailed legal framework for the implementation of supervision.
For this reason, supervision is often carried out ad hoc by many different central agencies in an
inconsistent manner, without making the necessary distinction between self-governing tasks
and delegated ones. As a result, the expediency of decisions and actions taken by local governments often appears to be subject to supervision.
With regard to financial supervision, the current complex system disregards the necessary distinction between administrative financial supervision in the sense of Art. 8.1 of the Charter
and other instruments of internal or external financial oversight, which, on one hand, could have
more extensive control rights but no executive powers, on the other. As a result, all steps of local
budget preparation and implementation seem to be subject to central supervision without
clear limits on such supervisory powers.
o There are no clear and binding rules for the conduct of consultations. This applies to all
local government issues, including financial matters. Meanwhile, the legal and financial
framework for local governments is being changed frequently and unexpectedly. As far as
the local governments or their associations have the opportunity to comment, it is not transparent how their arguments are reflected into the further decision-making process.

THE SCOPE OF FINANCIAL AUTONOMY
OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
o The legal framework for the budgets of local governments is provided by the Budget
Code. Amalgamated municipalities are allocated 60% of personal income tax revenues and
all revenues from the single tax, the corporate tax on municipally-owned enterprises and
financial institutions, and local property tax, as well as different kinds of grants. They have a
direct inter-budgetary relationship with the national budget.
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As far as local governments receive financial resources through transfers, these are predominantly earmarked grants.
o With regard to the financing of delegated tasks, Art. 143.3 of Ukraine’s Constitution stipulates that the central government “finances the exercise of these powers from the State
Budget of Ukraine in full or through the allocation of certain national taxes to the local budget, through a procedure established in law.” However, there is no clear procedure for determining needs and funds. Instead, it appears that the central government often unilaterally reviews the financial resources allocated for delegated tasks of local governments and
then reduces them. Overall, the financing of delegated tasks appears to be insufficient.
o Local taxes and fees are established by local governments within the limits established
in law. There is discretionary power to determine local tax rates, but it appears to be very
limited in practice, presumably due to the central government’s expectation that all local
governments will make full use of their revenue options, that is, to set the highest possible
rates. Since local governments do not have their own tax administrations, local taxes and
fees are collected by central agencies.
o The financial equalisation system is based on personal income tax and corporate income
tax. The main elements are basic and reverse grants. The basic grant is a transfer from the
national budget to local budgets. The reverse grant is a transfer of funds from local budgets
to the national budget to provide horizontal compensation.
Overall, the financial equalisation system appears very weak. This is particularly true for vertical equalisation. Only a small proportion of total government revenue is spent on this instrument. In short, financial equalisation is mainly achieved through horizontal equalisation,
which is financed by local governments with revenues above the average. In addition, this horizontal equalisation system applies to municipalities and counties alike. Counties make hardly
any financial contribution but benefit comparatively strongly from equalisation. As a result, the
financial equalisation system weakens rather than strengthens municipalities.

UPCOMING DEVELOPMENTS
There is apparently broad consensus in Ukraine that important steps still need to be taken.
This concerns, for example, introducing a supervisory system that complies with the principles
of the Charter, more clearly distinguishing between self-governing and delegated tasks, eliminating unclear and overlapping responsibilities, implementing appropriate consultation procedures regarding “all matters which concern [local governments] directly” as per Art. 4.6 of the
Charter, that will govern all questions of funding and developing clearer internal local government structures.
The financial situation must be strengthened in various respects to ensure the financial
autonomy of local governments. At this time, plans are to complete territorial-administrative
reorganisation in financial terms by giving all approved amalgamated municipalities direct inter-budgetary links to the national budget while excluding county budgets from the horizontal
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equalisation system.
In principle, opinion is that these changes require constitutional amendments. However, sufficiently broad consensus on their nature and scope has not yet been reached. In parallel to
these considerations, a fundamental revision of the Law on Local Self-Government and the Law
on Local State Administrations is being discussed.

LOCAL FINANCIAL AUTONOMY
IN UKRAINE: WHERE THE GAPS ARE
A comparison of the principles of the Charter and the current situation in Ukraine shows that in
many aspects, local governments do not yet have the financial autonomy anticipated by the
Charter:
o Local governments do not have adequate financial resources commensurate to their responsibilities that they may dispose of independently to carry out their own functions. So
far, local governments do not even receive adequate resources to carry out delegated tasks.
The main reasons for this include:
o the high risk of central government interference through extensive supervision because
the number of self-governing tasks is very limited and the necessary distinction between
local government tasks and delegated tasks is not being made;
o many unclear or overlapping and therefore not properly funded responsibilities;
o very limited ability to generate their own revenues;
o the vast majority of central transfers consisting of earmarked grants;
o the nature of shared taxes such as personal income tax is ambiguous: it is not clear
whether local governments are free to use their income tax share to cover their own responsibilities or they must apply it to delegated tasks with corresponding central government
requirements.
The ability to generate their own revenues is not far-reaching enough because the local tax
base is very small. Furthermore, the decision-making of individual local government to determine local tax rates is limited and local governments are not able to collect local taxes and fees
themselves.
Objective, fair, transparent and consistent criteria for the allocation and distribution of state
funds are lacking. In addition, both the legal framework and central government decisions regarding the financial resources of local governments are frequently and unpredictably changed
without a sufficiently transparent process to balance convergent interests.
The existing financial equalisation system is not sustainable enough. Vertical equalisation is
too weak in Ukraine and the central government needs to provide this fiscal equalisation sys-
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tem with considerable financial resources on a permanent and reliable basis. At the same time,
horizontal equalisation is not properly designed. Excluding county budgets from the horizontal
financial equalisation system would be a first important step towards improving the system.
Furthermore, all financially strong municipalities should reliably make appropriate contributions to strengthening financially weaker ones.
Consultations on local financial matters, in particular about the allocation of redistributed resources, are often not timely, comprehensive or transparent. One reason seems to be that
there is neither the legal obligation nor clear rules. Another reason could be that local governments are not recognised as legal entities. As a result, they are often treated only as “objects”
and not as “subjects with their own rights” on an equal footing with the central government.
Last but not least, the principle that grants should, as far as possible, not be earmarked, is frequently violated.

CONCLUSION
Financial autonomy is a key principle and an integral part of local self-governing in the European Charter on Local Self-Government. It is composed of various building blocks that must be
guaranteed in their entirety.
Without financial autonomy, there is no task autonomy, and local government cannot be guaranteed. Given this, Ukraine should enshrine the principles of financial autonomy in its Constitution and regulate their implementation in ordinary law in a comprehensive and binding manner.
The country still needs to take important steps to fully implement and secure the financial autonomy of local governments. Some important elements are already on the political agenda,
but there are other aspects of financial autonomy that also need urgent debate and resolution,
especially as regards:
o providing local governments with more financial resources of their own, commensurate
with their responsibilities, that they may independently dispose of to manage their own affairs;
o providing local governments with sufficient resources to adequately fulfil all delegated
tasks;
o establishing the necessary distinction between self-government responsibilities and delegated tasks with a clear preference for self-government tasks;
o introducing administrative supervision that is limited to verifying legality in the own affairs
of local governments;
o removing both unclear and overlapping responsibilities;
o strengthening the ability and capacity of local governments to generate their own revenues through their own sources, to set rates and to collect these revenues;
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o ensuring that state resources are allocated to and distributed among local governments
on the basis of objective, fair, transparent and consistent criteria;
o ensuring that local governments are provided with a reliable framework that gives them financial planning certainty, avoiding frequent and unpredictable changes to the legal framework or central government decisions on their financial resources;
o improving financial equalisation systems by strengthening vertical equalisation and correcting horizontal equalisation;
o establishing binding rules for reliable consultation procedures on all matters of local government;
o reducing significantly the application of earmarked grants in favour of funds that local
governments can freely dispose of under their own responsibility.
The article was written in January 2020
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SUMMARY
In the crisis caused by the 2020 corona virus epidemic, local self-government bodies have
been faced with the need to change the financial model for a more contemporary one, a fiscal-credit. The essence of these changes is reflected in Art. 9, p. 8 of the European Charter of
Local Self-Government, where it is proposed that LSGs be given access to the national capital
markets for the purpose of borrowing for capital investment. Thus, the strategic approach
to strengthening the LSG financial base is expanding access to long-term credit resources
and developing the municipal borrowing market. In the article, the state of municipal borrowing in Ukraine, on the example of the 2020 year, is analysed as well as instruments and
conditions for borrowing. Finally, the author summarises with identification of problems and
directions for the development of the municipal borrowing market.
The 2020 corona virus epidemic turned out to be a black swan event for the global economy.
Among its many negative effects, the pandemic provoked a financial and budgetary crisis everywhere. And Ukraine was no exception.
Most governments focused on anti-crises measures directed at supporting vital industries, redirecting public funds to support businesses and households, reducing costs, and attracting additional capital on financial markets.
Over 2020, the Ukrainian Government failed to take a single necessary step to soften the negative
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impact of this crisis. As a result, local governments were forced to independently overcome the
social and economic consequences of the Government instituting a nationwide quarantine. According to Accounting Chamber estimates, UAH 10.26bn were spent additionally from the local
budgets in 2020 to combat COVID-19.
In 2021, Kyiv once again shifted a significant part of the burden of dealing with the consequences of the crisis on local administrations. The situation has been made worse by the fact that the
Government’s actions risk leading to a further shortfall of nearly UAH 80bn in municipal budgets
this year.
In this extremely difficult situation, municipalities have been forced to increase their own options
for mobilizing additional budget funding, since reviving the economy, modernizing infrastructure, and improving public services require substantial capital investments. For instance, capital
investment in local budgets was UAH 43.56bn in 2020, according to DerzhStat, or about 10.4% of
all investments in the domestic economy.
In addition to the obvious measures based on the fiscal-budgetary financial model, LSGs have
been faced with the need to change this model for a more contemporary one, a fiscal-credit
model. The essence of these changes is reflected in Art. 9, p. 8 of the European Charter of Local
Self-Government, where it is proposed that LSGs be given access to the national capital markets
for the purpose of borrowing for capital investment.
Thus, the strategic approach to strengthening the LSG financial base is expanding access to longterm credit resources and developing the municipal borrowing market.
Let’s take 2020 as an example for the state of municipal borrowing. According to the Finance Ministry, LSGs made 42 borrowings in 2020, for a total value of UAH 7.744bn and €28mn. All told, 90.7%
of the borrowings were on the domestic market and only 9.3% were on external markets.
These credit relations involved:
- lenders – 4 out of 74 domestic banks or 5.4% of those operating in Ukraine, 3 of which are
state-owned: Oshchadbank, Ukrgazbank and Ukreximbank, one commercial bank, Alfa-Bank,
and one IFI, Nefko, as well as MinFin. The share of state banks in terms of the total credits dominates: the three state banks provided 85.2% of all credits, while IFIs provided only 7.7%, private
banks 5.5% and MinFin 1.6% of the total;
- borrowers – 27 municipalities out of 1,470, or 1,8% of all municipalities in Ukraine. Six of the
country’s major cities were the biggest borrowers, responsible for 80.7% of the total volume
of municipal borrowings: Dnipro borrowed UAH 1.778bn, Kharkiv borrowed UAH 1.5bn, Odesa
UAH 1.5bn, Lviv UAH 900mn, Kyiv UAH 770mn, and Zaporizhzhia UAH 500mn.
In addition to borrowings taken out by oblast centres like Ivano-Frankivsk, Lutsk, Mykolayiv, Rivne,
and Sumy, smaller cities also borrowed: Brovary, Izmail, Lubny, Kamianske, Melitopol, Pavlohrad,
Trostianets, Chuhuyiv, and others, although they accounted for only 19.3% of all credits.
The market structure of the municipal borrowings segment of the capital market looks like it
is not entirely competitive. Oligopolies prevent capital markets from developing normally, given
that the biggest players determine overall demand and supply, which affects the cost of credit. At
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the same time, barriers to entry limit the participation of new players on the market.
Let’s also look at the instruments and conditions for borrowing. Municipalities used two types of
credit agreements: external and internal, as well as municipal bonds. In 2020, 63.2% of borrowings
were credit agreements, while 36.8% were bonds. Indeed, only three cities issued bonds: Lviv, Kyiv
and Kharkiv.
The term of these credits ranged from 3-5 years on internal borrowings and bonds, and 7-9 years
on external borrowings. The cost of credit also fluctuated significantly, from 3-6% on external borrowings to 12-18% on internal ones. A significant component was MinFin’s approval of the decisions of local councils. The time between when a municipality submitted its application and when
MinFin approved it ranged from 20 to 132 days, with the average 50 days.
Based on our “slice” of the municipal borrowing market, the main problems are fairly visible and
we can see what direction it needs to develop in.
Trust remains the biggest problem. Most banks, foundations, IFIs and individuals do not trust
municipalities in the role of borrowers and, as a result, don’t participate in the market. A broad
improvement in trust and the provision of state guarantees would clearly foster the growth of the
municipal borrowing market.
The question of institutional and organizational capacity among LSGs is evident in the minimal—
less than 1.5%—involvement of municipalities as borrowers. To expand the rights of municipalities
in the lending market requires a gradual improvement of their creditworthiness, the establishment of local credit institutions, and the provision of organizational and informational support,
and government support in the form of resources. Once requirements are simplified and artificial
barriers to entry removed, the conditions for the market to work should improve considerably and
it should become transparent for all players.
As regulatory mechanisms are improved, over time they should reduce the risks and costs of borrowing, while extending the timeframes. In other words, local borrowing will finally become a
strategic source of investment capital for carrying out long-term infrastructural projects. And this
is precisely the common goal of the government and local administrations in order to improve the
quality of life of ordinary Ukrainians.
The article was written in February 2021
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Public investment
needs at the local
level in Ukraine104
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Howard Harding, international expert of U-LEAD with Europe

SUMMARY
The on-going decentralisation reform in Ukraine has seen the formation of larger—and
fewer—municipalities with increased competences. The resulting implications for public
investment needs at the local level are profound, as local authorities need to ensure their
new responsibilities towards a greater number of citizens. In the context of this reform, and
against a background of years of under-investment,105 this paper considers: the extent to
which public investment is occurring at local level; how effective such investment is; and
how much of it relates to developing the local economy. It concludes that: local investment
rates meet, at most, only half the investment “demand;” planning, identifying, prioritising and ensuring equity across municipalities could be significantly improved; and investments targeting economic development are minimal. The paper closes with suggestions
for policy responses that would address the findings. The primary source of evidence for
the analysis is a survey of 652 local communities conducted in 2018/2019.

Please, note that the article was finalized in early 2020 and depicts situation in the country as of that time. In this way,
the term ‘amalgamated hromada’ is being used.
105
As noted in “Maintaining the Momentum of Decentralisation in Ukraine” p.183, “Fixed capital stocks in the public
sector are ageing and of mediocre quality, and the country’s infrastructure needs are tremendous.”
104
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INTRODUCTION
This paper examines public investment at the local level in Ukraine. It is premised on the fact
that such investment is not only necessary for developing communities and improving living conditions, but even for simply “standing still”: as infrastructure degrades over time, constant investment is needed for repairs and maintenance. The subject is of particular relevance in Ukraine,
given the national policy of decentralisation. Initiated in 2014, this aims at the rationalisation and
empowerment of local government by amalgamating numerous small local authorities into larger and fewer entities called Amalgamated Hromadas106 (AHs), which assume key competences
transferred from the national, oblast and county (rayon) levels.107 Larger populations and expanded powers, including fiscal, entail increased responsibilities for 1) providing public service such as
in health and education, and 2) developing the local economy. Continuous investment is either
necessary or highly desirable in both cases: on one hand, local authorities need to ensure legally
binding standards for the provision of public services, and to work towards the expectations of
local residents while, on the other, they should seek to improve or at least maintain economic activity in their communities as the primary driver of material and social well-being.108
In line with U-LEAD with Europe’s remit, this paper’s scope is limited to Ukrainian municipalities
located outside larger urban centres, which comprise “hromadas” and Cities of Oblast Significance (COSs) with a population of less than 50,000. 109 With this group of local authorities, answers
are sought for three key questions:
• To what extent is public investment happening at the local level? In other words, how far do
funds used for such investments go towards meeting investment needs?
• How effective is public investment at local level? Do such investments represent logically
prioritised measures that will bring real benefit to the communities concerned, and are fiscal
differences between these communities addressed in the interest of equity?
• To what extent do local authorities undertake investments specifically concerned with developing the local economy?110

As of October 2020, they are called simply municipalities.
As of September 2020, 983 Amalgamated Hromadas were formed out of a planned total of 1,469, down f rom
the almost 12,000 communities prior to the reform.
108
Investment in inf rastructure that keeps existing businesses in a community, helps them to grow, or attracts
new ventures, should result in an increase in the economic output generated. In turn, this should lead to material
benef its both for individuals, in the form of higher wages and improved living conditions, and the community
at large, in the form of increased revenue f rom taxes and greater autonomy with regard to setting priorities
and related expenditures. Social benef its should also flow f rom economic development: earning a wage gives
an individual a sense of agency and a feeling of self-worth, while communities will generally be more socially
cohesive the more residents feel they have a stake in the local economy.
109
Under Ukrainian law, the basic administrative/territorial units comprise the City of Kyiv, “cities of oblast
signif icance” and “hromadas.” Although COSs are mostly designated on the basis of population, other factors
are also taken into account, including cultural or historical signif icance. As a result, of the 151 current COSs
(not including those in the Temporarily Occupied Territories), over 50% have a population of less than 50,000.
Hromadas are divided Temporarily Occupied Territories), over 50% have a population of less than 50,000.
Hromadas are divided into urban, rural and settlements, that is, population centres in between urban and rural.
110
Particularly relevant for hromadas, many of which have seen a signif icant proportion of the working age
population relocate to urban centres for lack of economic opportunities locally.
106
107
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Each question is addressed in dedicated sections below and is preceded by an outline of the
research method and followed by a number of conclusions and pointers for policy.
For the purposes of the paper, key terms are defined as follows:
• “Public investment at the local level” means capital expenditure on physical infrastructure
owned and/or operated by one or more hromadas or smaller COS. Expenditure has to meet
the definition of “investment,” 111 while financing for such expenditures may be supplied by
local authorities themselves, higher levels of government, donors, or even the private sector.
Though investment in infrastructure owned or operated by higher levels of government is
excluded, joint investments by local authorities in shared infrastructure, such as through the
mechanism of inter-municipal cooperation, are possible.
• “Local economic development” (LED) initiatives are interventions undertaken by one or
more hromada or smaller COS to stimulate or support private sector economic activity on its/
their territory. Such interventions must target the economy directly, such as the renovation of
empty premises for use by enterprises at below market rate. Initiatives undertaken for other
reasons, such as social, and could lead to positive economic benefits are excluded.
The terms “(amalgamated) hromada”, “municipality,” “local authority” and “local administration”
are used interchangeably.

RESEARCH APPROACH
The evidence base for this paper comprises:
• Two original pieces of research commissioned by U-LEAD with Europe in 2018/2019: the first,
a survey of 652 Amalgamated Hromadas (AHs) on investment issues and the private sector,
which constitutes the primary source of data for this paper; the second, a further survey of 452
companies and self-employed individuals on their perceptions of and interest in operating
outside larger urban centres;
• Analytical work performed by U-LEAD with Europe on data received from state institutions
over 2019, including monitoring the financial performance of AHs, reviewing certain aspects of
the State Fund for Regional Development (SFRD),112 and modelling boundaries for prospective
AHs;
• Relevant research conducted by other initiatives funded by international organisations such
as SIDA.
Analysing this evidence base has made it possible to 1) extrapolate to the national level from
sample data, for example, with regard to the demand for public investment at local level, and
2) identify correlations among or across data sets. Though the observations and conclusions
111
That is, rather than simple disbursement of available funds for public goods, it needs to aim at realising economic and/
or social returns that should outweigh the initial inputs.
112
The SFRD is the primary non-sectoral national grant mechanism for financing investment projects proposed by,
among others, sub-national governments. In 2019, it was allocated UAH 7.67 billion.
113
Note that the distinction between amalgamated and non-amalgamated hromadas disappeared, as the latter
transitioned to the former, in line with the progress of decentralisation reform.
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are mostly drawn from the information received from AHs via the 2019 investment survey, they
should also apply to non-amalgamated hromadas113 and smaller COSs, since those face similar
issues with regard to public investment and economic development.114 While the underlying data
is robust enough to serve as a basis for policy suggestions, it can only provide a general picture of
the situation.115 There is, therefore, a case for a more detailed and comprehensive research project.
For the most part, data is valid as of the end of 2018, while UKRSTAT figures as of January 1, 2019
have been used for population figures. Data relating to COSs with more than 50,000 residents
have been excluded from samples, on the grounds that their situation is qualitatively different
from that of hromadas.

REAL PUBLIC INVESTMENT
AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
Public investment trends at local level appear positive at first glance. For example, Levitas &
Djiklic 2019 note that AHs expenditures on investment almost tripled from UAH 2.4 billion to
UAH 6.9 billion between 2016 and 2018.116 In addition, numerous state-financed grant mechanisms have been established with the specific goal of funding investment at the sub-national
level to boost socio-economic development and improve infrastructure, such as roads, and
health and education facilities. According to this study, grant funding under such schemes
amounted to UAH 43 billion in 2018,117 a more than four-fold increase over 2016, when the
equivalent figure was UAH 8.1 billion UAH, and a not insignificant 4.3% of the national budget
for that year. This upward trend is also reflected in a substantial rise in financing for state programmes concerned with territorial development, the vast majority of which address sub-national governments—from UAH 66 billion in 2018 to UAH 84 billion in 2019.118
Despite the increasingly large sums available, these levels are far from sufficient. Extrapolating from 2018 data, municipal spending on investment after the amalgamation process is
complete would amount to some UAH 24 billion per year. Annual needs, on the other hand,

By contrast, the paper is less relevant to larger COSs, given the qualitative difference in their situation, compared to
hromadas: high population density, a well-developed built environment, ready access to higher level public services
and amenities, a mixed and sizeable economy, good transport links, and higher administrative capacity.
115
This is mainly due to the fact that, at the time the key survey addressing AHs was conducted, they covered far less
than 50% of the geographical area and population outside urban centres. Moreover, their number in each oblast varied
so greatly that meaningful comparisons across regions were not possible.
116
See “Subnational Governance Reform and Local Government Finance in Ukraine: 2014-2018,” Table 6, p 30.
117
See Levitas & Djikic 2019, Chart 4, p 14.
118
See “Державна підтримка розвитку територій”, p 3; in Ukrainian only.
119
Aggregate expenditure is calculated by multiplying the annual per capita amount spent on investment by AHs in
2018, UAH 1,229 (see Levitas & Djikic 2019, Table 6, p 30), by the population (UkrStat data for January 1, 2019) forecast for
municipalities after the completion of the amalgamation process—based on plans valid at the end of October 2019,
with modelling of areas where boundaries had yet to be agreed. Aggregate needs are estimated similarly, though in
this case, the per capita amount was derived from the 2,323 priority project ideas received in response to U-LEAD with
Europe’s investment survey of AH. These project ideas served as a proxy for realisable investment needs over a twoyear horizon. Note that aggregate figures exclude: 1) COSs with populations exceeding 50,000 and the City of Kyiv; and
2) the Temporarily Occupied Territories.
114
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are around UAH 52 billion.119 Funding would thus fall short of demand by at least a factor of
two, though this should really be treated as a significant under-estimate.120 While the majority of this local level demand could, in principle, be met by established state programmes—for
example, from the UAH 43 billion of grant funding available for the sub-national level in 2018—,
in practice by far the largest share of this is directed towards oblasts and counties.121 Further, per
capita expenditure in AHs, where investment needs are increasing with increased competences,
actually decreased by almost 30% between 2016 and 2018.122 Both trends imply that the commitment to empowering local government, an integral part of the decentralisation agenda, is either
rhetorical or difficult to honour politically.

HOW EFFECTIVE IS LOCAL
LEVEL PUBLIC INVESTMENT?
For public investment to be effective, it should address needs that have been 1) identified as important for the community at large, and 2) ranked in order of priority. Both of these imply some
kind of medium-term planning process. At the same time, there should be a mechanism compensating for excessive disparities between different types of local authority, meaning between
the “haves” and the “have-nots.”

PLANNING
A framework for planning investments at the local level exists in the form of Socio-Economic
Development Plans (SEDPs), which set out concrete interventions in the short to medium term,
based on collected/analysed data. The related guidelines were issued in 2016.123 These plans are
often supplemented by Local Development Strategies (LDSs), which cover much of the same
ground, though in greater depth and over a longer timeframe.
The fact that almost every AH has an SEDP, while around two thirds have or are developing an
LDS,124 arguably shows a certain commitment to investment planning. The former are, however,
de facto mandatory, since they are a requirement for accessing funding from two grant mechanisms, 125 while the latter are largely donor driven.126 Real ownership and understanding of the

Since the per capita rate used to estimate investment needs is based on 1) responses from AHs that formed earlier
and are therefore likely to be richer (see Levitas & Djikic 2019, p 32), and thus have fewer investment needs; and 2)
ideas for priority projects, excluding expenditure necessary for smaller investments, such as maintenance and repairs.
121
For example, 74% of grant funding available at the sub-national level in 2018 was allocated to oblasts and counties.
See Levitas & Djikic 2019, Table 2, p 15.
122
See Levitas & Djikic 2019, Table 6, p 30.
123
See https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/rada/show/v0075858-16.
124
As of the end of March 2019, 37% of AHs had an LDS, while 28% were developing one.
125
For infrastructure in AHs and socio-economic development at the local level.
126
Over 70% of LDSs at end 2018 were developed with donor support, such as EU-funded U-LEAD with Europe, USAIDfinanced DOBRE and Polish Aid.
120
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planning process on the part of AHs is thus questionable: Would such plans or strategies be developed in the absence of strong external stimulus? In addition, there are doubts concerning:
• The quality of planning documents: for example, SEDPs usually cover a timeframe that is
too short—1 to 2 years instead of the 3 to 5 recommended in the ministry guidelines—, while
some LDSs do not contain a list of priority projects and/or do not indicate how they should be
financed.
• The use of planning documents: there is no point developing a plan or strategy unless AH
management follows it. It is not clear whether or not this is generally the case: Are actual investment decisions made with reference to SEDPs and LDSs?
• The overlap of SEDPs and LDSs: good planning takes time and effort, so it is not clear why
AHs should be expected to conduct two very similar exercises instead of one. The added value
of an LDS on top of an SEDP or vice-versa is unclear, particularly given that the ministry guidelines for both are almost identical.

IDENTIFYING AND
PRIORITISING INVESTMENT NEEDS
From the data collected via the survey
of AHs, it appears that identification and
prioritisation of investment needs is robust in some sectors but not in others.
For instance, 83% of AHs indicated that
investment in roads was a high priority, 38%
AH planned priority investment projects
and this was matched by expenditure
in the sector and the aggregate cost of 49%
AH expenditure 2016-3Q 2018
related priority projects. On the other
hand, waste management was rated 66%
SFRD projects 2015-2019
as the second highest priority but saw
minuscule investment. Similarly, while
education was rated as the fourth most important sector, it received funding out of all proportion:
fully 32% of AH investment expenditure over the period measure).

%UAH for “social” sectors

In general, interventions in social infrastructure, that is, related to the arts, sports, education,
health, and social security, appear to be more commonly financed than those concerned with
“hard” infrastructure like water supply, sewage and waste management. This results in smaller and
more numerous projects, since investment in social infrastructure tends to be less capital intensive. There is some evidence that local authorities wish to implement larger projects, something
that is consistent with devoting fewer resources to social sectors apparent in the chart here. While
AHs spent almost 49% on social infrastructure investments during the period covered, they intend
to allocate only 38% to these sectors when it comes to their planned priority projects. The SFRD also
finances social sector projects at a significantly higher rate (66%) than AHs do on their own.
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EQUITY
The chart here shows how much AH financial cohorts deviate from average per capita investment
rates with regard to planned priority projects, investment spending, and grants received from
higher levels of government (UA grants) for investment projects.129

Deviation from average per capita rates
for investment per AH financial cohort
AH investment
expenditure 1Q-3Q 2018
51%

0%

0%

-50%

-48%

-100%

-52%

100%

25%
50%

-16%

-50%

-31%
-100%

6%

100%

-13%

50%

-50%

-100%

12%

-25%

-45%
0%

AHs 1-200 (1st cohort)
AHs 201-400 (2st cohort)
100%

29%

UA grants used for
investment 1Q-3Q 2018

50%

Planned priority
investment projects

AHs 401-600 (3st cohort)
AHs 601-652 (4st cohort)

51%

While general trends are in line with expectations, that is, richer municipalities can budget and
spend more per capita on investment, three issues stand out:
• AHs in the first cohort can afford to spend significantly more on investments than the rest.
The gap between the 1st and 2nd cohorts, in comparison with the almost non-existent difference
between the 2nd and 3rd, is noteworthy.
• In general, AHs in poorer cohorts receive proportionally more funding under Ukrainian grant
mechanisms. This implies both government policy to recognise their greater needs and its
application.
• The situation of the 4th cohort, the poorest, is not in line with general trends, suggesting that
special attention should be paid to its AHs—roughly 10% of the survey sample. In particular,
grant funding does not compensate for their limited financial situation. Indeed, they receive

Experts from U-LEAD with Europe and SKL International (http://sklinternational.org.ua) monitor AHs against three
financial indicators—revenue per capita, amount of equalisation transfer, expenditure on AH operational costs—
on an annual, bi-annual or quarterly basis. For the most recent such monitoring at the time of writing, see https://
decentralization.gov.ua/news/12783 (in Ukrainian only). Each AH is ranked in line with its performance against each
indicator, as well as overall. The 652 AHs surveyed by U-LEAD are grouped into 4 “cohorts” based on their overall
ranking for fiscal year 2018, which is used as a proxy for wealth.
130
AHs can be grouped by any number of criteria, such as population, geographical area, and so on. Though the
division into urban, settlement and rural is somewhat arbitrary, as the Act designating the divisions dates from the
1980s, it does generally tend to follow the most important factor determining the demand/supply of public services
and related infrastructure—population density.
129
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significantly less per capita than the 1st cohort.
A similar analysis of the same data for AHs grouped by type—urban, settlement and rural—130
shows higher per capita investment rates and grant funding for the last category. This is congruent with what one would expect, since service provision and related investments will tend to be
proportionally more expensive where population density is low, while the central government will
normally operate some kind of compensatory measures.

MUNICIPAL INVESTMENT
IN LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Data indicate that municipal investment in LED measures is very limited. The business support
sector was ranked as one of the least important by surveyed AHs, and this was reflected in the
amounts spent on or planned for related projects, and U-LEAD with Europe reviews of planning
documents and financing for development show the same trend. Thus,
most projects proposed in Local Development Strategies aim to improve
social infrastructure like schools and
sport facilities rather than to stimulate
2.94% AH planned priority investment projects
economy activity. A mere 4 projects out
of a total of 1,869 funded by the SFRD
1.24% AH expenditure 2016-3Q 2018
between 2015 and 2018 aimed at generating jobs—65 of them—in the private
0.62% SFRD projects 2015-2019
sector. Despite this, there is some evidence that local authorities want to invest more in the sector. In the chart here, compare the higher ratio of investment indicated by AHs
for planned business support projects, almost 3%, with the same figure for actual expenditure,
1.24%. Here again, the discrepancy between SFRD financing and local authorities’ “natural” inclination is worth noting: in this case, SFRD support for LED measures is half that of the expenditure
of AHs surveyed.

%UAH for “business support”

CONCLUSIONS AND
POINTERS FOR POLICY
Conclusions relating to each of the three research questions are outlined here. Note that, in line
with this paper’s scope, they only relate to hromadas and COSs with a population below 50,000.

1 To what extent is public investment happening at local level and how far
do invested funds go towards meeting investment needs?
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Reflecting the transfer of competences down to local authorities, increasing amounts have been
spent on investment at local level. The sums available, however, fall far short of investment demand—by a factor of at least two. Moreover, a large proportion of new funding has been directed
towards the oblasts and counties, while per capita investment rates at the local level have fallen.
Both of these run counter to the decentralisation agenda’s core goal of empowering local government and this means that local administrations have seen comparatively few benefits from the
massive increase in grant funding post-2016—over 300%.

2 How effective is public investment at the local level? Do such investments
represent logically prioritised measures that will bring real benefit to the
community? Are fiscal differences among communities addressed in the
interest of equity?
While the existence of a structured planning system is viewed positively, there are doubts concerning local government ownership and use, although there is evidence of commitment on the
part of local authorities.131 The system’s complexity with effectively two planning systems132 is also
an issue.
With regard to identifying and prioritising investment needs, the central question is whether the
tendency to finance smaller, more numerous investments in social infrastructure 1) represents a
response to what are communities’ most pressing needs, or 2) is due to a lack of ambition and/or
political considerations on the part of local administrations.133 Here, evidence of the sensitivity of
municipalities to their particular situations points to the former hypothesis.134 Indeed, data indicate that local level investment demand is being distorted by national grant mechanisms rather
than by local governments. For instance, the education sector appears to have been over-funded
at local level due to the significant financing made available by the central government, and investment in social infrastructure seems to have been similarly over-funded by the SFRD.
The clear trend in poorer municipalities receiving higher grant funding for investment demonstrates the central government’s effective commitment to promoting equity among local administrations. However, the same data show that the very poorest authorities fail, for whatever reason,
to benefit from this policy as, in fact, they receive less grant funding per capita than the richest
municipalities.

3 To what extent do local authorities undertake investments specifically
concerned with developing the local economy?

Around 30% of LDSs were initiated and drafted by AHs on their own, rather than at the instigation of donors.
One for SEDPs, and a second for LDSs.
133
Note that there is a “natural” tendency towards such projects, given that they are easier to prepare, finance and
implement than larger investments in “hard” infrastructure such as water supply or sewage.
134
Data from the investment survey of AHs clearly showed logical correlations between AH types and previous/planned
expenditure per sector. For example, investment in public safety infrastructure was much more common in rural Ahs,
given the distance to the nearest fire or police station, while large infrastructure, such as sewage, was much more
relevant for urban AHs.
1315
They often relate to statutory responsibilities ensured by municipalities. This is not the case with investment
demands in the business sector.
136
For example, working with a number of AHs to develop projects to attract investors.
131

132
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Data indicates that LED-related investment in infrastructure is very limited. Given that demands
in other sectors are often more pressing,135 it is unrealistic to expect municipalities to do otherwise. Effective LED support measures commonly require minimal or no investment, such as refitting public buildings for commercial rentals or reducing local business rates. Based on U-LEAD
with Europe’s engagement with local government and private business,136 it appears that many
administrations lack a proper understanding of the private sector and fail to grasp that effective
interventions are harder to design and thus turn out to be more uncertain than in other areas of
public administration.137 Despite this, a significant proportion of survey respondents expressed a
desire to identify and work with potential investors, while, at the same time, enterprises in certain
areas are interested in the competitive advantages of operating outside larger urban centres.138
Potential directions for policy, divided by research question, are drawn from this analysis and only
relate to hromadas and COSs with a population below 50,000.

1 Financing for investment needs
Given Ukraine’s general fiscal situation, significant increases in funding for local level investment
cannot reasonably be expected.139 Logically, then, attention should focus on:
• Re-calibrating the balance between state resources made available to oblasts and counties
and those allocated to the municipal level. Almost three quarters of grant funding reserved
for the sub-national level in 2018 went to oblasts and counties. This is not in line with the core
principles of the decentralisation agenda of empowering the municipal level and the assumption of new competences by local authorities requiring additional resources.
• Improving the efficiency of existing national funding mechanisms. This would primarily concern ensuring that monies allocated 1) do not remain unused, either because they were not
contracted or were contracted too late to allow for full implementation, and 2) are used for
their intended purposes. Here a report from the Accounting Chamber of Ukraine, the country’s top auditing institution, on the SFRD from January 2019 makes salutary reading.

2 Making public investment more effective
The system for planning investment at the local level should be re-visited with a view to streamlining. Either Socio-Economic Development Plans or Local Development Strategies should be adopted as the sole planning document. If both are retained, the added value of running two similar processes in parallel should be clarified. Some thought should also be given to the link with
planning in other fields, such as spatial planning and LED. Ideally, a review of the planning system
would be underpinned by research on how it is actually functioning: for example, to what extent

137
Successful investment in infrastructure in most sectors simply requires accurate engineering. Success with business
support, however, depends on the response of the target audience—will investors re-locate?—something that is much
less predictable.
138
Competitive advantages include large amounts of unused and cheap space, agriculturally productive land and a
workforce, and certain raw materials, such as wood. Examples of businesses that might be interested in operating in
such communities include logistics and storage companies, fruit/berry processors, and producers of solar energy and
furniture-makers.
139
In this context, the central government has never been able to meet the legal obligations for financing the SFRD,
whose annual allocation should be no less than 1% of the General Fund of the State Budget. Still, each successive year
has seen an improvement, with 83% of the SFRD’s mandate financed 2019, compared with 53% in 2016.
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municipalities actually follow the planning documents they have drafted and approved.
There are some signs in the data that municipalities would be more ambitious and respond more
effectively to their investment needs if there were fewer limitations on funding received from
higher levels of government. For example, it is very difficult to plan for larger multi-annual investments if it is not certain that the necessary grant financing will be received each implementation year. By way of illustration, U-LEAD with Europe’s survey of AHs indicates that 22% of investment expenditure at the local level depends on such grants, while the same figure for planned
priority projects is 48%. This implies that a large number of initiatives will fail to see the light of
day due to decisions taken at higher government levels. In order to make funding streams more
predictable and allow municipalities to make investment decisions that better reflect their situation, local fiscal autonomy should be increased. In the present context,140 the logical way to
address this issue would be to move a significant proportion out of the national grant and transfer mechanisms to which conditions are attached and into the unconditional allocation each local authority receives from central government, known as equalisation grants. This would bring
additional benefits: not only would it be fully in line with the principle of empowering municipalities, but it would also serve to build their administrative capacity, while reducing administrative costs and the potential for political influence associated with grant schemes.
U-LEAD with Europe survey data shows that local level capacity for preparing and implementing larger investments is limited, while, at the same time, it appears that national funding mechanisms could be better tailored to municipality needs.141 This argues for the establishment of a
central facility to:
• support local authorities with investment planning, and project preparation and implementation, particularly with regard to expanding the practice of inter-municipal cooperation;142
• engage in monitoring and research to inform national policy.

3 Supporting Local Economic Development
Given the typically limited capacity of municipalities in the sector, support for LED should primarily focus on:
• Measures that require no investment: Municipalities need to have an accurate picture

140
There are other ways of increasing the fiscal autonomy of municipalities, such as by increasing their tax-raising
powers.
141
For example, apparent over-funding in the education sector points to an imbalance between central government
policy and local level needs.
142
Many public services falling under the responsibility of local administrations are delivered more efficiently if
resources are pooled across several—usually contiguous—jurisdictions. Inter-municipal cooperation is a mechanism
that allows such pooling, but it requires mutual trust and sensitive negotiation, and should result in fair contractual
terms for all parties. Encouragingly, 18% of planned priority projects identified by AHs surveyed foresaw intermunicipal cooperation. However, contracts had only been concluded for 4% of them. It is also apparent that intermunicipal cooperation is occurring throughout Ukraine, though it tends to be geographically concentrated, such as in
Poltava Oblast. See monthly reporting on indicator 5 of the decentralisation process at https://decentralization.gov.ua/
mainmonitoring#main_info (in Ukrainian only).
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of both the asset base—who legally owns what land parcels—and the private sector within
their boundaries. They should also be familiar with and able to present their competitive advantages. Other initiatives that would benefit them include regular and effective outreach
to businesses and self-employed individuals, and collaboration among neighbouring municipalities, rather than competition between them.
• Smaller investment measures: While these may concern infrastructure, such as renovating
premises for commercial use, they could equally be, for example, providing small amounts of
seed money to start-ups. While larger and more complex investments are possible, as a rule
they should be undertaken with external technical assistance, such as from donor-funded
consultants).
A central platform listing attributes of interest to business by municipality would also be helpful
for linking the private sector with the local level. It is not possible at present for a furniture-maker,
for example, to easily identify locations with plentiful wood resources within 50 kilometres of an
oblast centre. Possible developers and hosts of such a platform would include the suggested central facility or the SME Development Office.

For further reading
Levitas, T., Djikic, J. (2019), Subnational Governance Reform and Local Government Finance in Ukraine: 20142018, SKL/SIDA, Kyiv – English version; Ukrainian version
Accounting Chamber of Ukraine (2019), Report on the results of the audit of the effectiveness of the use of
funds of the State Fund for Regional Development, Kyiv – Ukrainian only
U-LEAD with Europe (2019), Report on the results of monitoring SFRD projects in 2015-2018 – Ukrainian only
OECD (2018), Maintaining the Momentum of Decentralisation in Ukraine,143 OECD Multi-level Governance
Studies, OECD Publishing, Paris – English and Ukrainian versions
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Designing a territorial
development monitoring
system
Author: José L. Cervera

José L. Cervera, international expert of U-LEAD with Europe

SUMMARY
This paper presents a brief description of the system for monitoring the regional and local
development policy.144 It includes an assessment of the current situation in the form of a
SWOT analysis, followed by proposals for the specific objectives and actions in a monitoring system accompanying the State Strategy for Regional Development through 2027.
Strong aspects and opportunities include the possibility and interest of donors like the EU
to further strengthen evidence-based policy making and to improve e-government and
ICT for data transmission, storage and dissemination. Weaknesses include a complicated
legal system with overlaps and discrepancies, the lack of a conceptual framework linking
territorial decentralisation, amalgamation and regional development, poor coordination of
the monitoring and evaluation system, and incomplete comparability with EU statistics.
Unmet information needs include indicators on Smart Specialisation Strategies, on problematic territories, and on the measurement of inter- and intra-regional disparities. In addition, progress is threatened by low levels of statistical literacy and trust in official statistics
among policy-makers and a shortage of staff with advanced quantitative skills.

144

Please note that the article was written in early 2020 and some of observations stated may already be outdated.
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WHY A MONITORING SYSTEM IS
SO IMPORTANT TO THE 2027 STRATEGY
“You can’t manage what you can’t measure”
(attributed to Edward Deming, founder of quality management)
Analysis is vital to the success of policy development and the delivery of programmes, projects and operational services. It helps shape and appraise options, provides insight into how
complex systems work and behave, measures system performance, and improves efficiency.
However, if analysis and supporting models, data and assumptions are not fit-for-purpose, the
consequences can be severe—ranging from reputational damage to financial loss and legal
challenge. In the most severe cases, individual livelihoods and lives can be affected.145
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) is an essential component of any evidence-based policy-making. M&E encompasses quantitative and qualitative techniques for collecting, processing, analysing and disseminating data that are relevant to managing the policy and evaluating
its impact.
Three different but inter-related areas need to be monitored during territorial development:
• The level of development of individual regions, including a baseline and updates on social,
economic and environmental aspects that are influenced by public policies at all territorial
levels, as well as by international factors, outside processes like demographic and climate
changes, and the sum of collective decisions made by private agents—enterprises, civil
society and individuals. Decentralisation and amalgamation policies are supposed to contribute to development and are thus included in this first area.
• The progress of Regional Development Strategy implementation.
• The implementation of specific projects.
During the implementation of the 2014-2020 State Regional Development Strategy, several
quite disconnected procedures were put in place to monitor regional development, decentralisation and the amalgamation of local communities, based on the collection and analysis of
regional and local statistics. There was, however, no strategic approach to M&E but rather an
ad hoc response to information needs arising at different points.

145
HM Treasury (2015). The Aqua Book: guidance on producing quality analysis for government. https://assets.
publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/416478/aqua_book_final_web.pdf.
146
MinRegion’s online resource provides information about project implementation:
http://dfrr.minregion.gov.ua/Projects-list?PAREA=76.
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WHAT M&E IS RELEVANT
TO THE 2027 STRATEGY
Based on high-level statistical indicators, the M&E discussed here relates to the first area, territorial development. Qualitative indicators on the implementation of the State Strategy for Regional development 2021-2027 (SSRD) and the performance of regional governments, such
as the coverage and purpose of legal f rameworks or institutional capacity, are not. Nor are
project monitoring indicators, which depend on the nature of projects—hard vs soft inf rastructure projects or local vs regional—, although they may be relevant for measuring the
impact of the State Fund for Regional Development (SFRD).146
This paper concludes with proposals for an M&E system for the State Strategy for Regional
Development 2021-2027. An evaluation of the impact is beyond its scope, as it would require
a more complex approach to disentangle the proper impact of the SSRD-2027 f rom that of
other concomitant factors, such as the international geo-political situation. Such an analysis would also require complex econometric models to explore causality 147 or a counterfactual approach that considers what might have happened if the 2027 Strategy had not been
implemented—in short, a speculative approach that needs an experimental setting, such as
comparing the varied evolution of similar territories, some benef itting f rom a policy instrument and others—a control group—not. 148

STRENGTHS
A monitoring system supported by a legal foundation
The system is strongly based on legal acts, such as Cabinet decrees. On one hand, this is positive as it obliges other institutions to exchange data, but on the other, it is negative as it imposes
unnecessary rigidity on the scientific aspects of monitoring, requiring flexibility in data analysis,
discussed further in “Weaknesses.”
Box 1. Legal underpinnings of Regional Competitiveness and Human Development Indices
Cabinet Resolution #1029 established the methodology for the Regional Competitiveness
Index (RDI) and the Regional Human Development Index (RHDI) approved in 2017. Largely
structured according to EU methodology, this includes a list of basic indicators classified into
three sub-index groups (Basic, Efficiency, Innovativeness) with 11 pillars indicating of sources
of information, together with a format for data exchange from source institutions to MinRe-

147
See, for instance, DG Regio (2015). “Econometric assessments of Cohesion Policy growth effects: How to make
them more relevant for policy makers?” https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/publications/workingpapers/2015/econometric-assessments-of-cohesion-policy-growth-effects-how-to-make-them-more-relevant-forpolicy-makers
148
See 2019 Nobel Prize winners E. Duflo and M. Kremer (2003). “Use of Randomization in the Evaluation of
Development Effectiveness.” https://economics.mit.edu/files/765.
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gion, and instructions for analysing results: disaggregation by oblast, dynamics, analytical
comments, and proposals for action. Over 2018, the methodology for the RCI and RHDI was
analysed in detail, leading to proposals for simplifying it, in particular with respect of the
collection of data on the perceived quality and accessibility of services (education, health,
local transport).

WEAKNESSES
A complicated, fragmented legal basis
and no conceptual framework
The existing monitoring system has a complicated legal basis and is also sub-optimal in terms of:
• data collection processes and data exchange flows;
• quality of analytical work;
• accessibility and clarity for users.

Institutional framework:
legal basis
CabMin act
No. 476 / 2009

CabMin act
No. 835 /2015

Non-legal basis

(Open Govt)
CabMin act
No. 856 / 2015
CabMin act
No. 931 / 2015
CabMin act
No. 932 / 2015
CabMin act
No. 987 / 2016
CabMin act
No. 1029 / 2017

Implications:
High burden for reporting
Risk of inconsistency of monitoring

LEGAL ACTS MinRegion
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Other LEGAL ACTS

Difficult for policy-makers to synthesize
all reports

The analysis of regional development based on different monitoring systems is f ragmented
due to the co-existence of many legal requirements (Cabinet Resolutions #476 of 2009,
#856 of 2015, #931 of 2015, #987 of 2016, #1029 of 2017, and more).
As an example, the Procedure and Methodology for monitoring and assessing the effectiveness of state regional policy implementation, approved by the Cabinet on October 21, 2015
in Resolution #856,149 lists the indicators to be used and which institutions have to provide
the data, without any further role other than producing quarterly and annual ranking reports. Oblast administrations also submit analytical reports on their geographical area to
MinRegion, which consolidates them. The list of national indicators overlaps and sometimes
contradicts those that are supposed to be compiled by international agreements, such as
the Sustainable Development Goals, or widely used for international benchmarking, such as
the World Economic Forum Competitiveness Indicators.
In addition, there is no conceptual f ramework relating the indicators included in the monitoring systems to any theory of regional development. For instance, monitoring of the amalgamation process and decentralisation reform is currently carried out independently of the
process of monitoring regional socio-economic development. The latter is based on legal
acts, while the former is based on ad hoc arrangements.

COORDINATION MECHANISMS
THAT ARE STILL NOT FUNCTIONAL
Ukraine’s Law on Regional Development150 calls for the establishment of an inter-agency
coordination mechanism, the Inter-agency Regional Development Coordinating Commission. At the same time, the Law assigns responsibility for monitoring Strategy implementation to the central executive body (CEB), meaning MinRegion. This means that the procedure for monitoring is to be def ined by the Cabinet of Ministers.
Until 2018, inter-agency collaboration in monitoring regional development was focused on
reporting f rom other agencies to MinRegion, which was, in fact, largely limited to data exchange. In 2018, an Inter-Agency Working Group was set up that included representatives
of several agencies and reported to the Inter-Agency Regional Development Coordinating
Commission.
An internal working group within MinRegion is to be established to ensure good oversight
and support the design and implementation of an integrated information system.

Official Journal of Ukraine, 2015, #88, p. 2926
Law of Ukraine “On the fundamentals of state regional policy,” Vіdomostі of the Verkhovna Rada (VVR), 2015, #13,
Article 90.

149
150
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BETTER METHODOLOGY AND
DISSEMINATION NEEDED FOR
SUBNATIONAL DATA
Ukraine’s statistical system was thoroughly analysed in the Global Assessment carried out by Eurostat151 in 2017 and the OECD,152 and highlighted the most important achievements, along with
the limitations of methodology and dissemination:
• Since Ukraine held no census in 2010, the base for calculating the population of all the country’s territories is very old— based on the 2001 census. This is particularly serious considering
major changes in the size, structure and distribution of the country’s population, particularly
in the eastern oblasts and Crimea, since 2014. Internal population shifts have not been properly
registered.
• Access to territorial data is limited: DerzhStat’s official website, the main source of official statistics, does not allow users to obtain all the information they might need in a convenient form
for further processing, visualization and analysis.
• Some important statistical operations, such as the Labour Force or Innovation surveys lack
the territorial representativeness needed for regional policies.
• Both macro and micro data on subnational government financing are insufficient and are
not properly provided or disseminated currently. Lack of access to systematic, comprehensive
data limits the scope of analysis and overall assessment of fiscal decentralisation reform. This
also underscores the need for transparency in inter-budgetary relations.
Other unmet information needs have been identified in specific aspects of territorial development.

Unmet Information Needs 1: Statistical evidence to
support Smart Specialisation Strategies
Smart Specialisation Strategies (S3) are supposed to be integrated into the core of regional development policies. At the national and regional levels, S3 teams have been put in place with EU
support through the Joint Research Centre (JRC) to identify sectors that should be targeted in S3.
Like any other development policy, the design of S3 requires statistical information:
• industrial statistics broken down by activity sectors and enterprise size;

Global Assessment of the National Statistical System of Ukraine.
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/52535/52745/Ukraine+GA/dfaf8f9c-4d33-49ed-a9ae-57528dc56e47
152
OECD (2018). Maintaining the momentum of decentralisation. OECD Multi-level Governance Studies, OECD, Paris.
151
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• labour market indicators (employment, unemployment, vacancies, wages, employee
prof iles, human capital);
• innovation indicators (share of innovative companies, spending on innovation, types of
innovation);
• foreign sector statistics (exports, FDI);
• scientific indicators (R&D institutions and infrastructure, publications, patents, and so on).
This is necessary for the initial diagnosis of regional and local capacities, as well as for their monitoring once underway. The level of geographical detail and related geospatial profile data are
important for S3, given the close link to local development policies. Industrial data exist at the
oblast level, but the detailed science, technology and innovation (STI) statistics at the oblast level
is very limited. Except for some labour market indicators based on registered unemployment,
data at lower geographical levels is non-existent, making the preparation of Smart Specialisation
strategies difficult at best.

Unmet Information Needs 2: Statistical criteria
to identify problematic territories
Draft legislation was prepared to identify territories with geographic specificities, based on statistical evidence. The identification is to be made at different geographic levels: micro-districts,
counties, cities, communities and combinations of these.
The use of statistical typologies based on the analytical tools of modern geoinformation technologies makes it possible to design more targeted regional and local development policies. Typologies relevant to Ukraine are those related to greying territories with low population numbers,
de-industrialization and migration processes, and territories that are temporarily occupied.
In Ukraine, administrative criteria to define urban and rural territorial units are not always based
on the degree of urbanisation. The definition of typologies of territories according to EU standards
will require more detailed population data, at the geographical level of 1 km2 grid, to comply with
the TERCET initiative. The data requirements cannot be easily met in the current situation, since
statistical information at the county level and lower is scarce.
Users of territorial statistics, such as the MinRegion, oblast administrations and the new local governments of amalgamated communities need to work together with DerzhStat to improve the
quality, comparability and accessibility of territorial statistics.

Unmet Information Needs 3: Measuring disparities
Back in 2013, the OECD Territorial Review of Ukraine154 stressed the several weaknesses in the ex-

153
154

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/nuts/tercet-territorial-typologies
https://www.oecd.org/fr/regional/territorial-review-ukraine.htm
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isting monitoring systems, in particular the strong use of indicators describing levels but not measures of spread—disparities. Growing inter-regional disparities, especially in living standards and
the growing concentration of people and activities within regions suggested a need to promote
second-tier cities. But this required specific measurements of inequalities, concentrations,
convergences, and other distributional features.
It is the Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Agriculture (MEDTA), and not MinRegion, that prepares the report on inter-regional and intra-regional variations in regional
socio-economic development.155 Except for a few indicators comparing ratios of maximum to
minimum values across oblasts, which do not describe the distribution of values in-between,
there are no other statistical measures of disparities analysed such as a coefficient of variation or
Gini concentration index, or measures of intra-regional disparities across lower territorial levels—
counties, cities and communities.

INEFFECTIVE USE OF MODERN
ICT TO INTEGRATE, GENERATE
AND USE REGIONAL DATA
Modern tools for data integration make it possible to move, analyse or visualise data from different sources, consolidate existing data with new data, and generate new information to satisfy an organisation’s needs. However, the current ICT technology used by MinRegion is anything but state-of-the-art. For one thing, it suffers from data coming from and being stored
in many different, fragmented places, and formats: Excel files, PDF documents, fragmented
databases, geo-referenced databases, texts on websites, and so on. The available ICT tools are
used not very effectively, requiring manual links to geospatial information.

ANALYTICAL WORK IS LIMITED
The capacity to understand and use evidence to design better regional policies has been recognised as a factor that determines the quality of such policies.156 Besides data collection and
descriptive analysis, staff from policy-making institutions should be able to identify relevant
research papers, analyse international case studies, access acknowledged references, and apply advanced analytical methods to the analysis of territorial indicators.
There is a great shortage of capacities within the government structures to adequately addressing the challenges of using statistical and other scientific evidence to design, monitor
and evaluate regional development policies.

155
Based on Resolution #476 dated May 20, 2009 “On instituting the evaluation of inter-regional and intra-regional
variations in regional socio-economic development.”
156
D. Rodrigues (2013). Evidence-Based Regional Policy: Lessons and Challenges, presented in the OECD International
Seminar “Política regional no contexto global: situação atual e perspectivas.”
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OPPORTUNITIES
Thanks to support from the EU and international development partners, there are significant opportunities to establish a sound regional development monitoring system over the next years by:
• improving the availability of territorial information;
• modernising IT tools;
• introducing e-government policies.

UKRAINE’S REGIONAL STATISTICS
SYSTEM IS BEING SUPPORTED TO
COMPLY WITH EU STANDARDS
The Association Agreement (AA) between the EU and Ukraine provides for the progressive alignment of official statistics methodology with EU standards, including regional and local statistics.
Art. 355 of the AA states that Ukraine’s national statistical system should adhere to the UN’s Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics, reflecting the EU acquis and including the European
Statistics Code of Practice, in order to harmonise the national statistics system with European
norms and standards. Eurostat has supported DerzhStat, Ukraine’s statistics agency, with technical assistance in the form of system assessments in 2012 and 2017,157 and training in different areas.
Box 2. European standards for territorial statistics
The Statistical Requirements Compendium158 is a well-established reference document for the
acquis in statistics. Some interesting features of EU regional statistics include:
- Regional statistics are generated by applying common geographical breakdowns (EU
NUTS159 Regulation) in all statistical surveys and other data collections. Data are published
according to NUTS classifications, mostly at NUTS 2 level, but also at NUTS 3, in order to facilitate the analysis of intra-regional disparities and design more targeted policies.
- Sub-regional data are published by territorial typology (urban-rural, metropolitan and maritime, border areas, and so on), degree of urbanisation and city level.
- Specific legal acts are related to each domain (social statistics, economic statistics, environment statistics, and so on). The level of geographical detail depends on the domain.
Other international development partners like UNFPA and UN Women have been helping
strengthen Ukraine’s statistics in their different areas of interest.

See https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/european-neighbourhood-policy/publications/reports.
Statistical requirements compendium 2014 Edition. EUROSTAT, 2014.
159
Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics
157

158
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ANTICIPATED INCREASE IN
AVAILABLE TERRITORIAL STATISTICS
The availability of regional and local statistics that allow development and disparities among territories to be analysed constitutes an essential condition when designing and monitoring state
and regional policies. The period 2021-2027 is crucial for improving territorial statistics in Ukraine
and in the world:
• The next international Population and Housing Census (PHC) was planned to take place
in 2020-2021, following the recommendations of the UN Statistical Commission. A full-scale
PHC in Ukraine was supposed to be carried out in 2020160 using geoinformation technologies
and it was to be an opportunity to compile detailed level data on population, housing, living
conditions, and other important characteristics of Ukraine’s population at all levels of territories, with complementary geospatial databases. However, the COVID-19 crisis and difficulties
with the temporarily occupied territories hampered its implementation.
• The international round of Agricultural Censuses was also to take place in 2020, following FAO recommendations and using similar technologies. The last Agricultural Census in
Ukraine, originally planned for 2014, did not take place for budget reasons.
• All countries, including Ukraine, have committed to producing indicators to monitor milestones towards Sustainable Development Goals through 2030. The adoption of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development and its call to ‘leave no one behind’ are generating
unprecedented demand for granular, comparable and timely data in a broad range of policy
areas. Effective follow-up and review mechanisms for the 2030 Agenda require quality data
and statistics that best capture country priorities at the national and sub-national levels, as
well as across sectors. In addition, making significant progress on the Agenda requires a
regular review process, not just a one-time or occasional effort. This means that quality data
and statistics have to be available and comparable over time.
• At the national level, the processes of decentralising government functions will require appropriate data at the local level to understand the outcomes and impact of these processes,
and to help local-decision-makers design and monitor their own policies.
The Government of Ukraine’s response to the challenges of making statistics available was the
February 2, 2019 approval of the Programme for the Development of National Statistics through
2023 via Cabinet Decree #222. This includes several statistical operations relevant for the purpose of monitoring regional development, such as the implementation of the NUTS Regulation
in 2023 to define statistical territories, the carrying out of EU-harmonised Surveys on Living
Conditions and Innovation, and approximation to the European System of Accounts ESA2010.

160

At the time of writing in 2019, no budget had been explicitly approved for this census.
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IMPROVED TECHNOLOGIES FOR DATA
COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT E-GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES
In addition, the decade 2020-2030 will continue to witness, thanks to ICT technologies, an increase in available data from innovative sources, such as data collected from traffic sensors, mobile phones, satellite images, energy consumption meters, and so on. This can be used to monitor
transport and commuting, urbanisation processes, agriculture, the environment, and so on, providing new opportunities for generating statistics and building forecast models. Under the proper
conditions, the use of geoinformation technologies, the formation of distributed databases, and
the setting up of geoportals will make it possible to radically change the technology of the management system, moving from data transfer to services exchange through inter-portal connections. This, in turn will eliminate the time spent duplicating solutions for the same tasks, information will be used practically entirely online, a common information space will allow for information
exchange—including among government agencies—and link various sources.
The implementation of e-Government and the Open Government policy will increase the capacity
of re-using public data. Following a presidential decree, the Ministry of Digital Transformation has
an ambitious plan to make all public services available online within a few years. While the main
objective is the digitalisation of certain services, this suggests that the government supports the
implementation of IT strategies in public administration.
The re-use of administrative data to monitor regional development can benefit from the Open
Government Data of Ukraine161 portal called Diia, which provides a platform for disseminating
files. On the Diia portal, the regional component of open data can be improved only by adequately
tagging the open data files and using standard codes for territories or KOATUU codes.

THREATS
Low statistical literacy among policy-makers and low trust in official statistics
Statistical literacy skills are vital for the informed use of statistics in decision-making. These can be
grouped into four broad areas:
• data awareness,
• the ability to understand statistical concepts,
• the ability to analyse, interpret and evaluate statistical information, and
• the ability to communicate statistical information and conclusions.

161

http://data.gov.ua/
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While education levels in Ukraine are high compared to other countries, policy-makers,
especially at the local level, are not always suff iciently statistically literate to understand
quantitative analysis. In a time of widespread disinformation, good quality statistics have to
compete with poorly calculated or intentionally distorted data. The Big Data hype can also
affect policy-makers’ perceptions by giving the same value to information f rom innovative
sources like social media, as statistics that have been scientif ically collected and processed.

SHORTAGE OF QUANTITATIVE
EXPERTS
The global labour market for specialists with skills in data processing is very dynamic, with
exciting, well-paid positions in the private sector, such as the f inancial services, biomedicine, industry 4.0. This means that young graduates with data science skills are not likely to
choose careers in the public sector.
Given its limited options for offering higher salaries, government may need to outsource regional development research projects to external actors, such as start-ups, universities and
research centres. Indeed, an increasing number of NGOs is producing interactive reports
based on open data. Government can also offer attractive internships to start-of-career data
scientists, where they can work with real statistical, administrative, and geo-spatial data,
and get useful experience.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE:
MONITORING THE SSRD 2021-2027
Based on the author’s experience during the last years, this SWOT analysis supports the
idea that both Ukraine’s Government and its international partners should focus on the
system for monitoring regional and territorial development, particularly on the SSRD-2027,
in three key directions: (1) improving the institutional f ramework for the monitoring system so that there is better inter-institutional collaboration and a better legal f ramework,
(2) improving the quality of information used for M&E, including through the more eff icient
use of technology for exchanging, storing, processing and disseminating regional and local data, and (3) establishing analytical capacity to use scientif ic evidence at MinRegion,
oblast administrations and local governments.
The following analysis of the logical f ramework approach identif ies overall and specif ic objectives and expected results for the regional development monitoring system.
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At the time of writing in 2019, no budget had been explicitly approved for this census.
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RDPA approach to M&E
Institutional
framework

Leadership,
responsibilities
Legal
framework

Quality
information

Capacities

M&E system
Territorial data
production
Data production
Technical aspects
Data management
and exchange

OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE
RD MONITORING SYSTEM:
Instituting a sound monitoring system to underpin regional development policy, based on a data
system aligned with EU and international best practice that makes use of modern technologies.

Specific objective 1: Improve coordination and legislative framework
Expected results:
• Improved legislation
- Draft a Cabinet resolution consolidating all legal requirements for regional development
monitoring in specific indicator lists, reporting requirements and calendars, and derogating outdated legal acts like Cabinet Resolution #856 and #1029 where necessary.
- Revise legislation on the dissemination of open budget data, financial assets, physical
assets, and land use at local and oblast levels to improve accessibility and transparency of
data related to regional development, amalgamation and decentralisation processes.
• Leadership and coordination
- Assign overall responsibility to a Monitoring and Evaluation Unit, and recruit skilled staff
(IT specialists, statisticians, economists, geo-spatial experts) to provide advice and information services to all management, as well as to other stakeholders, including oblast and local
administrations.
- Extend the functioning of the Inter-agency Working Group on Regional Development
Indicators, ensuring its participation in the identification of informational needs to be cov-
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ered by the planned statistical work of DerzhStat over 2020-2023 regarding population
and housing census, agriculture census, household and business surveys, in collaboration
with the Council of Users of Statistics.162 The Working Group should also contribute to the
discussion of methodological issues, such as the adoption of NUTS classifications and the
specification of statistical indicators to monitor regional development.

Specific objective 2: Adopt EU and international
standards for territorial statistics
Expected results:
• Improving quantity and quality of territorial statistics, in collaboration with DerzhStat
- Advocate for significant budget increases for the National Statistics Development Programme through 2023 to ensure the territorial representativeness of existing statistical operations in social, economic and environmental areas, especially with the implementation
of the 2020-2021 Population and Housing Census.
- Finalise the adoption of the EU NUTS regulation to define territorial units for statistics, especially the NUTS3 and Local Administrative Unit levels, not only as one of the requirements
for adapting the EU acquis in statistics in line with the Association Agreement between the
EU and Ukraine, but also as a tool to firmly establish regional and territorial statistics, especially given the reform of the country’s territorial structure. DerzhStat and Eurostat have
already worked out a proposal, which should be finalised.
- Study and adapt TERCET, the EU territorial classification, to Ukraine’s situation and the
need to identify territories with specific needs.
- Develop the informational basis for defining and monitoring Smart Specialisation Strategies at the national and regional levels.

Specific objective 3: Optimize the use of modern
ICT for regional development M&E
Expected results:
• Greater accessibility to territorial statistics
- Advocate for a DerzhStat territorial database, including data at lower geographical levels
in a harmonised way.
- Support Open Government Data initiatives to benefit the availability of information from
local and regional administrations, and line ministries. This would include the opening of
MinRegion’s data and indicators for re-use by analysts and local policy-makers.
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Established by Ukrstat Order #37 dated February 28, 2018. http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua/norm_doc/2018/37/37_2018.htm
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• Better data transmission and exchange:
- Improve, in collaboration with the State Agency for e-Government, accessibility and options
for the linkage and re-use of public data (open data) benefitting of the Open Government
initiatives by amending Cabinet Resolution #1100 to allow for open dissemination of regional
development and decentralization data using inter-portal information exchange technology.
- Use modern technologies and inter-portal communication to optimize data exchange.
- Have the Inter-Institutional Working Group on Regional Development Indicators periodically
review the entire regional and territorial data transmission system to ensure that the response
burden on data providers is minimized, that duplicated transmission is avoided (such as to
both DerzhStat and MinRegion), and that any change in DerzhStat’s regional statistics dissemination system is taken into account. More specifically, promote the use of e-government
tools, especially e-signatures, for the exchange of non-confidential statistical data among administrations to optimise the flow of data for monitoring regional and territorial development.
- Ensure optimal linkage between territorial data and geo-spatial information, in line with EU
standards in the INSPIRE Directive, and the consistent application Ukraine’s KOATUU standard by all involved administrations to identify territories. Finalise DerzhStat’s assignment of
KOATUU codes to Amalgamated Territorial Units/Municipalities and promote the application
of Open Government principles to statistical and geo-spatial data collected by MinRegion.
• Integrated informational resources
- Establish an Integrated System at MinRegion, keeping in mind sustainability to support different monitoring systems, providing linked statistical and geo-spatial data, especially those
already collected for monitoring the amalgamation process and spatial planning, and using
automated connection tools to link to other databases in place.
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Specific objective 4: Increase analytical capacities
among users of territorial statistics
Expected results:
• Increased analytical capacity
- Increase the analytical capacities of users of territorial statistics, especially at MinRegion
and oblast administrations, to process and use scientific evidence for regional and local policies, including statistical information, geo-spatial data,163 behavioural insights, and the results of scientific analyses, by providing continuous training to staff that will benefit from
international expertise.
- Identify institutions and groups of researchers and analysts who can contribute to the
preparation of high-quality analytical reports by outsourcing applied research and building on existing analytical capacities in the research environment of Ukraine. Establish operational links for the exchange and recruitment of doctoral candidates and the promotion
of regional development research based on priorities identified by the Inter-institutional
Working Group on Regional Development Indicators;
• Greater use of data for evidence-based local policies:
- Stimulate the use of evidence in policy design, monitoring and evaluation across all levels
of government. Skills without motivation and motivation without skills are equally ineffective for improving evidence-based policies.164 Motivation can be achieved by offering recognition, such as showcasing “champions” of good use of evidence in local and regional public
policies, by establishing communities of practice, such as promoting the exchange of good
practices in the Alliance for Useful Evidence.165

The article was written in January 2020

Participation in the ESPON Observatory should be considered. https://www.espon.eu/.
EPPI-Centre (2016) “The Science of Using Science: Researching the use of research evidence in decision-making.”
https://www.alliance4usefulevidence.org/assets/Science-of-Using-Science-Final-Report-2016.pdf
165
https://www.alliance4usefulevidence.org/. See also NESTA (2016) “Wise council insights from the cutting edge of
data-driven local government.” https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/wise-council-insights-from-the-cutting-edge-of-datadriven-local-government/
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What does a high
quality and effective
city cost?
Author: Iryna Ozymok

Iryna Ozymok, Director of the Local Economic Development
Programme at the Western NIS Enterprise Fund
As cities and municipalities grow rapidly and compete, they have long moved beyond the
borders of their own countries to compete globally. This is making the job of local governments a lot more complicated: in addition to scheduled and emergency maintenance,
infrastructure projects, coping with unexpected pandemics, supporting the arts and so on,
development remains very important. After all, this determines just how attractive a municipality is for talent, investors and its own residents.
It’s no secret that there’s never enough money in the budget to cover everything. However,
a key two-part step needs to be taken before a city goes looking for alternate sources of financing. The first part is to audit just how effectively existing funds are being used based on
the municipality’s line items. The second part is a detailed analysis of spending priorities. In
Ukraine, the state of the roads is a good litmus test for an effective government: repaired or
restored right away, they immediately give local leadership high marks. On the other hand,
proper prioritization can give better results by investing first in those areas that allow the municipality to generate more budget revenues and use these funds to start patching up roads.
Having used this approach to determine where additional funding is needed, it’s time to move
on to looking for additional sources to finance projects in the municipality. Here, too, there are
several options, from involving investors to borrowing from international financial institutions
like the EBRD or the EIB, to co-financing projects with private business or applying for grant
money.
Everybody talks about attracting investors, and everybody is busy competing for investment
capital. There are several simple rules for working with investors.
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WHAT INVESTORS
NEED?
- Reliable partners. At the municipal level, it’s important for the investor to find a reliable
partner, people whom they can trust, who don’t have unmentioned benefits from the situation or a negative purpose.
- Transparent rules. This depends not only on the local level but also the national level,
meaning those laws and instruments that apply equally to all and inspire confidence in the
investor.
- A coordinated and competent team. This group needs to understand what an investment
project is, how to negotiate, and how to provide answers to key questions from the investor
(case Head).
- Competitive advantages. Every municipality should be aware of its own, and to be honest
about them. Not every municipality can be a major tourist draw or offer the right kind of terrain for certain projects. It doesn’t make either municipality worse, but means that different
projects are suitable for them.
- A vision and strategy. For investors, the current state of things is not the only important
element. Moreover, not just the municipality but the region as a whole needs to have a vision
and strategy. Since return on investment (ROI) does not come immediately, it’s critical to
have a development vision and plan for the medium and long terms as well.
- A strong regional policy. This attracts investors to more than just one municipality, because when a large project, such as a factory, is involved, the site may be in one municipality
but employees will be drawn from neighboring municipalities as well.
- The business climate and treatment of existing investors. This is the entry point for most
investors, both domestic and foreign, as it provides a clear signal, whether positive or negative. Investors already on the ground are the best ambassadors and are more believable than
formal reports.
- Judiciary reforms. Deregulation or the speed of launching a company aren’t the only aspects that matter to an investor. A weak, corrupt court system remains one of the negative
signals to investors who, despite Ukraine’s other advantages, will be inclined to choose a
municipality in another country. In this situation, it’s up to the municipalities to convey to key
reformers just how important this reform is for them.
- Objective, reality-based messages. In a completely digitized world, these remain very important. When the information on government sites and respected media differs, this also
affects perceptions negatively. For instance, the Government site posts statements about
how the business climate in the country is improving, while authoritative media resources
say that investor evaluations of the business climate have worsened to 2015 levels.
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LINES OF CREDIT AND
LARGE-SCALE PROJECTS
The EBRD has allocated €1.1bn for the Green Cities programme, under which partner cities can
undertake projects aimed at improving infrastructure, air quality, green zones, and drinking
water. The programme’s aim is to foster the development and implementation of Green City
Action Plans. So far, 42 municipalities have joined the programme, including five in Ukraine:
Khmelnytskiy, Kryvyi Rih, Kyiv, Lviv, and Mariupol. EBRD plans are to involve a total of 100 cities.
Quite a few Ukrainian cities have already been able to get lines of credit. For instance, Mariupol
has a €30mn line of credit to develop its public transit, and €13mn of which is a loan from the
EBRD. Mykolayiv was able to get more than €5mn in non-refundable funds to modernize the
city’s water supply system, while Zhytomyr has received a €11mn loan from the World Bank.

PARTNERING
WITH BUSINESS
With the coming of the pandemic, business once again showed that it can be an active, reliabl
partner for municipalities. Many municipalities have special business associations that should
never be underestimated. Joint efforts have made it possible to carry out many different projects, from fixing up city spaces and ensuring inclusiveness, to resolving social issues and undertaking development projects.
Some of the big agribusiness holdings have even set up special funds for the support of the
municipalities where they have a presence. Thanks to corporate social responsibility programmes, corporations have often introduced important educational and environmental initiatives. Social entrepreneurship has demonstrated effective synergies with local governments
on many projects, such as Horikhoviy Dim in Lviv.

The article was written in February 2021
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Six literacies
for a radical social
transition
Author: Lazar Dzamić

Lazar Dzamić is Xoogler, creative strategist, university lecturer,
author. He is lecturer on digital marketing and transformation at the
Faculty of Media and Communications in Belgrade, Business School
Lausanne, and the School of Economics and Business in Ljubljana.

Only if we become literate in new ways, will we be able to surmount the challenges of today
as a germinated future.
The very term “literacy” is ripe for change. Functional typographic literacy—reading and writing—
is not only the most basic condition for managing in the modern world, but barely sufficient anymore. General typographic literacy does allow us some rudimental communication in the mediated space of the screen, but it doesn’t generate—not alone, at least—capabilities for wisdom and
good decisions, protection and development, individually and collectively. For that, we need new
forms of literacy, from our earliest years, on a systemic, society-wide level. Typographic literacy, as
powerfully elaborated by Neil Postman in his seminal book “Amusing ourselves to death,” has lost
the war with TV, and now, with the internet.

What are these new literacies that we need? What is the blueprint for a new education?
There is a lot of debate about that. My take on it derives from and is inspired by all the contributions so far, but packages it somewhat differently. I’ve never seen anyone talk about these literacies in an interconnected way, as the architecture for the new set of scaffolding we need, to stop
repeating the mistakes of the past—and of the present.
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The 20th century educational system was designed as an industrial mass internalisation of relatively scarce and not easily obtainable knowledge, largely defined as “the sea of facts.” These facts
were hard to acquire in a systematic manner at the time, so they were concentrated in special
books called “textbooks” and—given the reluctance of the human species to engage in hard
cognitive work and add to its cognitive repertoire—disseminated in special physical spaces
we know as “classrooms” and time intervals called “classes.” Everything in the educational
system, including the training of teachers, was subjected to this approach.
There was a reason for this, as thoroughly explained by Todd Rose in his influential book “The
end of average.” Industrialised education as we know it today was developed in America at
the beginning of the last century in response to a need to discipline and train predominantly
rural populations for the work in modern factories. An assembly line of the Sloan type demands standardisation, synchronisation and routine. It is an ant colony ideology, rooted in
behavioural conditioning via repetition, reward and punishment—behavioural psychology of
the Pavlovian-Skinnerian type in practice. Hence, the bell for the beginning and the end of
classes: it mimics the factory siren, the beginning and the end of a shift, the sound stimulus
for collective synchronisation. Individuality in such a scheme is pushed to the side.
“Average” performance—actually, just a bit above it, but not a lot—has become the main measure of success. The system doesn’t know what to do with irregularities and deviations. Whether “positive” or “negative,” good or bad overall, they create friction in the industrial process
and have to be eliminated. In some of the most developed countries in the world, exceptionally talented children—in whatever way—, are considered children with “special needs.” Well,
they do have them; it’s just not what we usually think of when using this phrase. So, we don’t
know what to do with them. The system has not been made for that. And the consequences
for all of us are dire.
Current education as we know it is the last gift of the Enlightenment —and it really has been,
despite its current shortcomings—that hasn’t undergone an ideo-technological transformation.

The classroom is the last modern archaeological artefact. It took a global pandemic that locked
us into our homes, for us to realise that we actually can do even this a bit differently. This could
be the chance to re-evaluate the entire notion of education, too.
Post-industrial society, often called the “fourth industrial revolution,” requires new forms of
literacy for new forms of social organisation and new ways of life. I will now depart somewhat
from some often-mentioned areas of learning deemed crucial for the new world, although
they are contained in my suggestions. I think we have bigger fish to fry than just transforming the economy. We have to transform ourselves, as social and political beings, if we want to
survive on this planet—and before we can even start thinking about moving to another one!
We need new kinds of literacies in order to stop repeating our past and current mistakes. It’s
tragic, what great consumers we have become, and what bad citizens! We choose the wrong
people to lead us, for the wrong reasons, based on wrong assumptions of what is important—
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all because our various functional illiteracies are being actively stimulated, and even generated, by our political-economic-media elites in whose interest it is that we stay that way. We are
easily governed and controlled because of this. Any system that calls itself “progressive” has
to pay attention and do something about this new civilisational curriculum, this new enlightenment project.

1. Archetypal narrative literacy
In a nutshell, the story is the most powerful technology humans have ever invented. It most
effectively pushes us, individually and collectively, in various directions of action. It is a gravity-control machine: it can, literally, lift us up to the stars or drop us into a moral abyss. Ideologies, religions, economic systems, fashions, trends, entertainment, and media...are all stories, narratives: particular ways of constructing, conceptualising and mediating human reality.
Most of them are created with the purpose of influencing not just our thoughts and feelings,
but our behaviour. They all have ideological or commercial aims, and even both.
It is critical for us, to the point of our own survival, to understand how stories work and why
they are so powerful. Why and how are we evolutionary primed to react strongly to them? Why
are we so immersed in them? The most bizarre thing in our world today is that this literacy—
possibly the key one for modern times—is not taught in this way yet. It’s one of the most widely studied arts and crafts in the world, but in an utterly utilitarian way: how to tell strong stories to become famous, make money, or be very good at selling stuff. But we don’t learn how
to protect ourselves from strong stories like populism, conspiracy theories and various sorts
of propaganda, whether political or commercial. This kind of literacy is the antidote to almost
any of the manipulations unleashed upon us in digital space, in all its guises. This whole dark
theatre of problems has just one common approach: the use of strong emotional, archetypal
narratives.
Archetypal stories are formulaic: good versus evil, “us” and “them,” an external enemy who
jeopardises our way of life, the essence of the true hero… These are templates for dealing with
our collective anxieties, evolved and inherited over millennia. Drama and conflict, packaged
into a formula, lie at their heart. Many anthropologists, from Claude Levi-Strauss to Vladimir
Propp, have pointed out the formulaic nature of archetypal stories. The most famous in this
regard, Joseph Campbell, published the most enduring—and most referenced—formula of all,
in 1949, his seminal book, “Hero with a thousand faces.” It was an inspiration and a tool, not only
for George Lucas to crack the code of “Star Wars,” but for Hollywood blockbusters in general.
This template is as powerful as it is simple to understand. Once we are aware of it, it is easy
to lift the bonnet of a hot emotional story to see which simple structural buttons crafty storytellers such as populists and propagandists—and we have to give them credit for that—are
pressing to get the desired reactions from us. If there is a subject that we should consciously
be trained in from the very early days of our lives—but not just as passive consumers of these
kinds of narratives in their commercial form—, if there is a new primary collective inoculation
against a dysfunctional society, if there is an intellectual BCG vaccine against ideological cancer, archetypal narrative literacy is it.
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This, of course, requires new teachers in schools at all levels. Who would be these “breakers
of the spell”? This is where radical innovation kicks in. This is a mission and a space in which
script- and speechwriters, novelists and copywriters, film directors and editors—storytellers
of all stripes—can find new expression for their social worth. Instead of cynical, naked commercial exploitation of our narrative illiteracy, turning it into a mere business or fame, here’s a
chance for a great karmic redemption, to contribute to the common good. This is who could
be the new secular catechists, with a mission to demystify mystification.

2. Impulse literacy
Umbilically connected to the first literacy is the ability to understand and control emotional impulses. The modern world is an enormous, entirely human-made machine for stimulating various,
often contradictory, impulses and desires. Everything is “affected” and emotionalised: our news,
our religions, our economy, and of course our everyday relationships. If a thing doesn’t stimulate emotions, especially entertainment, it’s boring—and boring doesn’t sell in a Huxleyan world
where we are “amusing ourselves to death.”
Rational discourse and a reasoned way of life are the most tragic victims of modern society. We
are conditioned, from cradle to grave, to be impulsive, to crave instant gratification, right now,
right here, and to put ourselves always at the centre—our opinions, our desires, our wants, and
our feelings. Driven by profit, the modern world has been shaped around us like a comfortable old
glove, so that everything is instantly available and impulse does not suffer—because that’s bad for
business.
Impulsiveness is a deeply human trait: it’s how the animal inside us breathes. And that’s why
civilisation is hard work, because the essence of it, in many ways, is to tame the impulses—or at
least some of them. Laws, courtesies, consumer protection rules, training for non-confrontational
communication and teamwork are all very demanding, hard work. Hence, the very idea of education is fired up by the still only half-realised hope that education in itself will be enough to civilise
somebody. In other words, the hope that control of impulses can somehow be instilled by cramming facts into children’s heads. To which I can only quote the opening words to George Orwell’s
essay “The Lion and the Unicorn:” “As I write, highly civilised human beings are flying overhead,
trying to kill me.”
Unfortunately, traditional academic achievement fulfils this civilising mission only partly—mainly
because our internal impulses are largely the result of our biological and cognitive evolution: the
way our brain and mind process reality, the dozens of cognitive biases and heuristics that constitute the bulk of our daily functioning, especially in decision-making, and the sense of whether we
are right or wrong. We now know, without any doubt, that humans are deeply irrational creatures,
using their schooled mind largely to post-rationalise their emotion- and bias-driven decisions.
The groundbreaking work of Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, followed by a legion of other
cognitive scientists, has proven this. The fictional rational “economic man” or “econ,” the favourite
fantasy of the traditional economists, has turned out to be quite false. Behavioural Economy or BE
has entered the mainstream of our intellectual life and nudges have become the new policy-making tool. We have, grudgingly, accepted our irrationality.
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Sadly, not in schooling. Globally, curricula do not reflect these breakthroughs in the cognitive sciences. We don’t teach children—or adults—to know and identify common human biases. The only
people who do study them are those who use them to influence us in various ways: governments,
advertisers, sales professionals… And the war is very asymmetrical. Against an atomised planetary population unaware even of the concept of cognitive biases, let alone what to do to mitigate
the automatism of its decision-making, a concerted, hyper-rational, well-funded and immensely
knowledge-rich universe of experts and interests is focused on stimulating our impulses for various, largely commercial, gains, with sometimes dire personal and collective consequences.
Herein lies one of the big paradoxes of our modern lives—lives that are already full of various simulated and engineered incompatibilities. There is a huge discrepancy, a chasm, really, between
officially proclaimed political and educational missions, and the everyday commercial one. The
former, superficially—and even hypocritically—, demands that we behave as rational, responsible
citizens, while the latter encourages us to behave like irrational, irresponsible consumers, to act
on impulse: because, without it, the consumer economy will grind to a halt. This is a deep, fundamental problem that requires deep, fundamental training. Not mere education, but long, concentrated training that no one with any power has any real interest in.
This is a pessimistic outlook, as it doesn’t seem likely that anything will happen soon to change
the situation. Even Kahneman, the father of this concept, is pessimistic, given the utter inability of
our political elites to even recognize the challenges of these fundamental impulses. In one of his
interviews, he points to overconfidence as the plague of the political classes—and of most of us,
collectively. And it all stems from the cognitive biases that we are so ignorant of.
Still, in the long run, we don’t have a choice. We either become literate and skilful in managing
our evolutionary cognitive traits, or we will keep repeating the mistakes of the past. Archetypal
narrative and impulse illiteracy are the main reason why, in the words of Canadian philosopher
Joseph Heath, “civilizations collapse into barbarity and not the other way around.” Look at what
is happening in some of the most developing countries in the world, especially the Anglo-Saxon
world—which in itself is not coincidental. In just a year or so, supposedly highly civilised societies
have started sliding into chaos, insecurity, ineptitude, racism, and social disorder. The most advanced economies on the planet, ones that send intelligent buggies to Mars, can’t produce simple
surgical masks or disposable plastic aprons. Or feed their citizens. The veneer or, as Heath calls it,
the “scaffolding” of civilisation covering our evolved impulses is thin as an eggshell.
Yet, this is a chance for cognitive scientists, marketing strategists and sales professionals to contribute to the world beyond the mere utilitarian of their professions. They are uniquely positioned
to part the drapery of the grand theatre we are surrounded by and show us what’s backstage:
the incentives and narratives designed to trigger our cognitive heuristics for the profit of vested
interests.

3. Attention and algorithmic literacy
As a consequence of the previous two illiteracies, the real global pandemic for the last few decades has been one we’ve been most oblivious to: attention illiteracy. Attention, a neurologically
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restricted resource, has never been under more duress and wastage. Like a rare and precious
element, everyone is mining for it. One of Google’s mantras is “Money follows attention:” whoever
can attract attention is in a better position to monetise it. Attention is capital. It used to be “Please
give;” now it’s “Please share.”
In fact, we live in an “attention economy” and we can see it by the number of books, articles and
debates that all try to conceptualise the same problem: humans are cognitively overloaded and
distracted, and hence tired, frustrated, anxious, and intellectually impaired—especially because
of the paradoxical nature of the demands we face from the media, all wrapped up in very persuasive packages. Emotional vampires of all kinds have developed myriad ways to trigger our
impulses, and with them our attention, to their advantage. And so, we are left to stumble through
our everyday lives in the fog and dizziness generated by the fear of missing out—FOMO, inadequacies and anxieties, losing our ability for self-reflection, empathy and quality decisions.
Attention illiteracy is not only a grave problem for the current world, but is set to become one
of the major barriers for our education in the future. The fourth Industrial Revolution requires
a strong focus on self-learning, largely outside institutional settings, learning on the internet,
in expert groups, and via massive online open courses or MOOCs. It demands an unwavering,
almost ascetic dedication, the ability to control our impulse to follow any random—or deliberate—distraction placed in our path, the willpower to resist the urge to hypersurf, to lose ourselves
for hours in the infinite bowels of the internet, in the immersive worlds of online games, and the
endless circus of YouTube, Netflix and other entertainment platforms. This is, currently, an insurmountable task in a world full of such distractions. The trivialisation of our lives and our attention,
as also noted by Postman, quoting Huxley, is the bane of our world.
Why are we so attention-illiterate? Being unaware and untrained in how archetypal narratives
and impulses work is certainly one key to the answer. However, there are environmental factors
that hugely contribute as well. As Joseph Heath points out, we live in a civilisation that is cognitively the most demanding of all that humans have created so far in our collective history, and the
one, also, that has a built-in, commercially-driven, predatory relationship with our attention and
our time. Two technological phenomena amplify this illiteracy.
One is the ubiquitous algorithms that are one of the primary means for mediating our virtual reality—which largely means “just” reality—and the ways they support commercial, political, news
and entertainment interests. They are designed to ultimately give us, not what we really need at
any particular point, but what is the most commercially viable for their makers and advertisers.
And, yes, that often means starting with what we need as a profiling factor. Very quickly, though,
other dynamics kick in.
In his manifesto Team Human, Douglas Rushkoff powerfully summed it up: “Algorithms don’t
engage with us humans directly. They engage with the data we leave in our wake, to make assumptions about who we are and how we will behave. Then they push us to behave more consistently with what they have determined to be statistically our most probable selves. They want
us to be true to our profiles. … Technology is not driving itself. It doesn’t want anything. Rather,
there is a market expressing itself through technology, an operating system beneath our various
computer interfaces and platforms, that is often unrecognized by the developers themselves.
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This operating system is called capitalism, and it drives the antihuman agenda in our society at
least as much as any technology.”
“Algos” are, essentially, a conditioning, a training system for automating and “outsourcing” the
criteria we use to allocate our attention. The result: the economy of attention gains money, while
we lose sleep and sanity. They may help us find what we think we want, but they also endlessly
distract and manipulate us. Again, it is a combination of our cognitive proclivities, our archetypal
and impulse illiteracy, and a socio-cultural system deliberately designed to prey on them. Moreover, algorithms are just part of the story. Possibly an even bigger problem is the addictiveness
deliberately engineered into our mobile operating systems.
Mobile phones are the most intimate personal technology humans have developed so far. According to various research, we use them more than a hundred times a day and touch them
more than a thousand times! No human being in our lives gets that kind of treatment. There is a
reason for that. Both major global mobile operating platforms, Android and iOS, are purposefully
designed to stimulate and develop addiction, the way casino machines and gaming rewards
work. We’ve learned to crave notifications like endless little hits of dopamine, the addiction neuro-chemical. Mobile phones have effectively become dopamine pumps.
These pumps are affecting our future—our youth—the hardest. Humans rely on the younger
generation to get us out of the mess we have created, by seeing the world with different eyes,
being different politically, commercially and socially. Different, as in “better than us.” But if we
look at who visits rapidly-growing clinics for technological addictions, it makes you wonder… Narrative, impulse and attention illiteracies are actually making us physically sick.
Attention illiteracy is actually leading to digital obesity, as we stuff ourselves with distractions to
bursting levels, killing our ability to focus on the really important things in life. No one sleeps in
front of a voting booth to be the first one to cast a ballot in the morning. We do it in front of Apple
stores, and we queue for hours to be the first to run into a department store on Black Friday and
fight over a discounted toaster. We have become fantastic consumers—and lousy citizens. That
Friday is rightly called “black:” there’s nothing bright or positive about it. That’s why many of the
things we are bewildered by in these pandemic times are happening. We are letting them happen because we are oblivious to the forces at work.
This is the real epidemic we should be talking about. It stops us seeing our current problems and,
even more importantly, problems that are on the horizon. Covid-19 is a minor inconvenience compared to the looming climate crisis. And yet we weren’t able to organise ourselves to deliver even
the most basic protective equipment to the medical professionals fighting for our lives! We ran
out of food, supplies and jobs in a matter of days. It doesn’t bode well for what’s coming if we don’t
become more attention literate.

4. Teamwork literacy
Yes, Virginia, everything is connected.
These same illiteracies are making us self-focused, even selfish, and less able to work in a group.
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When impulse rules and is beguiled by iconic stories, when we are the permanent centre of our
own attention, and when that attention is fragile and easily seduced, our empathy with the points
of view and needs of others suffers. And, once again, it has direct consequences for what we need
in order to function well in the modern and rising post-industrial society.
That society is even more complex. Many occupations are becoming context-defined and depend
on the complementary skills of our collaborators and team members. Lone cowboys are gradually
losing their prairies. As they say in the digital project world, “The unit of delivery is the team.” For
this, impulse control and empathy are required. Successful teamwork is a balancing of energies:
introversion vs extroversion, different communication styles, and consensus on a shared mission
or objective. Teamwork trains us in introspection and self-understanding. Todd Rose has written
about this, especially what is probably the most useful and yet least-known conceptual tool for
thinking about an individual in a team environment: the “jagged profile.”
This is a simple but powerful concept. We all have more and less pronounced sides to our personalities, especially when measured against a specific professional or group context. Take that staple of job recruitment ads, “a good communicator.” This is possibly one of the lamest descriptions
around, a meaningless concept unless it’s put into a specific context. What communication skills
are we talking about? Great at presenting in front of a dozen senior people, or just to their own
team? Great one-to-one, but hopeless at brainstorming? Excellent at written communications, or
barely able to write anything coherent? There are many, many sides to “a good communicator.
Which of them is crucial in this particular context?
The same could be said for various other characteristics companies and recruiters use to describe
the positions they are hoping to fill with good candidates. “Energetic” (what kind of energy: a
steady, but slow marathoner, or a fast and short sprinter?). “Smart” (able to troubleshoot on the
spot or glib to the point of annoyance). “Driven” (able to deliver, no matter what, or pathological
OCD). Here’s one from my own experience, but, in this case, it’s carefully thought-through: one
of the four “buckets” of characteristics that Google uses to evaluate candidates is “Googliness,”
meaning the right mental/cultural match, in which one strong dimension is “thriving in chaos.”
In other words, chaos shouldn’t paralyse us, but be treated as an opportunity to radically change
things for the better, or to seize on a commercial opportunity. Chaos favours the agile, the nimble,
the flexible. Chaos is good, if treated right. So, if you don’t index well on this trait, you may have a
tough time in companies like these…
A team is an assemblage of personalities put together for a particular context or a particular objective. Understanding the personal, our own, “jagged profile,” and those of the others around us,
helps with “synergy”—another favourite business buzzword. Like a team of astronauts or special
forces, complementary skills and personalities matter, as it leads to less bending to fit in and less
stress. There is more understanding and acceptance of everyone’s contribution to the whole, of
the “me-shaped hole” that appears in our absence.
Needless to say, we don’t learn about this in school, or later. We are emotionally illiterate, which
often means team illiterate. Yet our survival depends on acting in groups, large and small, globally
and locally—just like it did in our evolutionary past.
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5. Statistical literacy
In a world full of numbers, knowing how to read them is paramount. From an early age, we are
told that the truth is in the numbers, that they equal science, that our decisions should be “evidence-based” and that if we are to avoid mistakes of the heart—an utterly blind and irrelevant
organ, as far as our decisions are concerned—, our choices had better be supported by numbers.
What we have to learn, too, is that many vested interests have become spectacularly skilful at
manipulating numbers to influence our opinions and decisions, to reduce our understanding, to
mislead and, again, seduce us. Many commonplace phrases reflect this, from “99% of statistics tell
only 49% of the truth” and Disraeli’s famous “There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies and
statistics,” to Andrew Lang’s “Most people use statistics like a drunk man uses a lamppost—more
for support than illumination.” In short, general numerical literacy is not enough: we need practical statistical literacy, too.
Our days and our screens are full of graphs, stats, percentages, averages, wind-battered numbers
standing alone in the spotlight without a context, orphans temporarily adopted by anyone eager
to use them as credible testimony for their stories and their excuses. Statistics are the ammunition
for the guns of stories, and we are the clay pigeons being smashed by their fusillade. As with other
illiteracies in this essay, it is tragic how much this particular one contributes to our civilisational
naivety. Although Hans Rosling and a few others have been valiantly fighting this fight, without
systemic support we will continue to fall victim to another, even more insidious enemy of rational
thought.
Examples are all around us. Understanding the difference between “average” and “typical” leads
to a wholly different perception of reality. If the average salary in a country is €450, but a typical
salary, that is, the most common, is €250, what does that tell us about the quality of life there? In
mass marketing, “average” is one of the most dangerous numbers to base a decision on, which is
why successful companies use them with caution. “Typical” is closer to reality.
Or take understanding the base for measurements: the starting level from which change is measured, whether it’s a rise or fall. If the economic growth of a country is a bit higher than neighbouring countries, but it started from a lower base and the typical growth for a similar country starting
from a similar base would be expected to be even higher, are we looking at political success or
spin? “Lies, damned lies and statistics.” Whatever claims to be the King, context is always God.
Probably the biggest blind spot we have in this kind of literacy, again, due to our cognitive heuristics, is our fundamental inability to deal with probability. The human brain simply doesn’t understand real statistical probability, largely because we are wired to find narratives in everything.
Although it’s perfectly statistically possible that a basketball player will have ten successful throws
in a row, even the beginning of the series makes people think that the player is “hot,” “in the flow,”
or some other more-or-less magical thinking about the possible reasons. We fabulate probability.
The same goes for bad patches at work, in exams, during presentations, and in other evaluating
situations. Statistically, it’s a given that some people who have otherwise been diligent in the
same activity will end up with nerves, poorer concentration, lower physical energy, distracting
thoughts due to external events, and various other factors, leading to a lower performance on the
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day of a major evaluation—and they will be punished for that. Understanding probability is yet
another reason why final exams of various kinds are a crude, sometimes cruel, yet statistically not
very robust way of evaluating someone’s abilities—yet another thing that Rose has written about.
Our brain loathes incoherence, the feeling of randomness is horrifying to us, and the brain counteracts it with narratives, stories that bring “certainty” about reasons for events or their probability. This is exacerbated during times of upheaval and uncertainty, like the Covid-19 pandemic, if
the culture we are part of has a proclivity towards this kind of thinking, or if various manipulators
nudge us into their narratives as the answer to our anxieties. A lot of superstition, wrong bets,
wrong interview candidate evaluations, and wrong investments are driven by this phenomenon.
Narrative and statistical illiteracies are cousins happily lodging in the same room of our mind—to
our common misfortune.

6. Creative literacy
Someone once called creativity “the last resource”—what we do when we don’t know what to do.
Creativity is the closest to real magic in our individual and collective endeavours. It leads to new
industries, new perspectives, new inspirations, new resources, and new ways of solving problems.
And yet, as documented by many activists fighting for global school reform, something tragic has
been happening with this vital force in school.
Some years ago, NASA developed a special creativity test for its scientists, and then, just out of curiosity, decided to use it to test 1,600 children as well. What they found astonished them: at 4 and
5 years old, fully 98% of the kids fell into the “genius” category, creativity-wise. When the test was
repeated with the same children five years later, the results plunged to 30%, and by the time they
were 15, only 12% were in the genius category! Tested again when they reached adulthood, barely
2% of these young people registered at that level. The conclusion was that school, as we know it
today, systematically kills our creativity, our natural state of being, the superpower we are all born
with and posses until the merciless press of the industrial educational and employment system
squeezes it out of us. This is hardly a new phenomenon and it has been explored in painful detail
by distinguished scholars such as Sir Ken Robinson and, again, Todd Rose.
Creativity is about being “new” and “different” by definition, departure from the norm, change,
shake-up, and disruption—all of the bothersome qualities most of our official environments are
trying to avoid at all costs. As creative beings, we have managed to produce the mother of all paradoxes: we’ve built a civilisation that treats its most fundamental and magical trait as an enemy,
a nuisance, an illness that should be eradicated with processes, measurements, and systemic and
cultural norms that punish deviation. A new educational system requires a new ideology of, not
just acceptance, but active celebration of the “neuro non-typical,” eccentricity, radical thinking
and contrarianism of all kinds—as long as it doesn’t jeopardise the safety, security and personal integrity of others. And I mean this in the most basic, not symbolic or status, terms. Given the nature
of our current educational systems, this literacy is likely to be the most difficult one to implement,
for two main reasons.
The first was mentioned at the beginning of the article: a system based on standardisation and
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mass averages, teacher training and the evaluation of their—and their students’—performance,
and the daily structure of activities. All of this is fundamentally opposed to creativity. The second
reason is the understanding and acceptance of the very notion of creativity by departments of
education and their governments.

One last word
Curricula for these new kinds of literacy already exist, along with literature, thought leaders and
methodologies. Nobody can credibly say that we don’t know how to pull off this new enlightenment project. We even have an abundance of successful experiments—and not just in Finland.
The only thing that we truly lack is the lack of systemic will to even try it. The challenge to the status quo is simply too huge.
It makes me wonder why. After all, these literacies abound in various branches of the economy,
with a lot of money invested in supporting and developing them. Advertising, political propaganda, sales and the whole of the entertainment industry make a killing through archetypal
storytelling, impulse-stimulating tactics, attention-hacking, super-rational team organisation,
and intensive, rational use of data. Creativity is written all over consumer-based industries. These
people truly understand how human nature and our cognitive heuristics work—but they have
weaponised this knowledge. Sometimes they use this understanding to develop new ideas that
genuinely improve the way we live our lives. But I can’t shake off the feeling—and my insider experience confirms it—that, most of the time, it is used against us, in an ideological system that
puts profit above people and above the planet.
These weaponised lilteracies have led to a stealth methodology, the “black ops” kind of thinking,
to use an expression by Mara Einstein, that slips vested interests under the radar of our attention
and our understanding. Enlightening people through these new literacies would fundamentally
shift the balance of power, our perceptions of reality and our priorities in life, as well as our very
selves, and the political and economic systems we believe in—or at least support, even if we don’t
believe in them, for all different human reasons… But no one in power will like it and that’s why
this article will be treated as just another utopian proposition without any chance of actually being implemented. After all, the six illiteracies are the recipe for control.
Still, that vicious circle has to be at least weakened, if not broken, if we care about ourselves, on this
speck of dust we call the planet Earth.

The article was written in February 2021
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Human capital,
competitiveness and
Ukraine on the world
map
Author: Valeriya Ionan

Valeriya Ionan, Deputy Minister for Eurointegration, Ministry of Digital
Transformation of Ukraine

Ukraine’s Ministry of Digital Transformation (MinDigital) was established in 2019 as a new ministry
with a non-standard state approach as a ministry with people-centric projects, a clear vision, plans
and philosophy. Its creed is “Transforming the lives of people, institutions and business for the
better with the help of digital technologies.”
This youngest and most effective Ministry was set up not just to fulfil a presidential programme
called “Government in your smartphone,” but for Ukraine to make a huge leap through the development of a digital economy, online services, and a growing IT industry, and to become even
more competitive globally.
• MinDigital has four strategic goals to reach by 2023:
• 100% of public services accessible to individuals and business online
• 95% of the population, social infrastructure and main roadways covered by hi-speed internet
• 6 million Ukrainians involved in the program to develop digital skills
• Increase the share of IT in the country’s GDP to 10%.
It’s clear that the complete digitalization of Ukraine needs to take place quickly and effectively
across all sectors. For this purpose, a resolution was passed that approves the post of Chief Digital
Transformation Officer (CDTO) in all ministries and regions.
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Digitalization is not just about technology, it is about transformation, about processes and, above
all, about people. It is people who change the country and people for whom the country is changing to become a more convenient service, a country in which inept bureaucrats turn into useful
service personnel, while government services become every bit as good as service from a private
company.
How does digitalization affect human capital? Among all its goals, MinDigital prioritizes digital
literacy: today this is as important as the ability to read, write and speak.
There are several all-European standards for teaching and evaluating digital competence:
• European Computer Driving License (ECDL/ICDL)
• European Digital Competence Framework (DigComp)
• Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI)
• European Certification of Informatics Professionals (EUCIP)
• European e-Competence Framework (eCF).
Ukraine is adapting the DigComp framework and begun its adaptation with this framework for
individuals. According to the European framework, digital literacy involves five blocks, each of
which is broken down into competencies:
• Information and data literacy
• Communication and collaboration
• Digital content creation
• Safety
• Problem solving.
In adapting this framework to Ukrainian conditions, we saw the need to add yet another block:
computer literacy.
All told, MinDigital has set a goal of teaching 6 million Ukrainians digital literacy by 2023. First, we
ran a study that showed that digital literacy is below the basic level for 53% of Ukrainians. Moreover, 47% of Ukrainians aged 18 to 70 are interested in developing digital skills. Then, in order to
reach our goal, we launched the “Diia.Digital Education” project, which has two components, one
online and the other offline.
The online component is osvita.diia.gov.ua, a national online platform in digital literacy that already offers access to more than 45 educational serials. All the serials have been developed in
the innovative “edutainment” format, combining learning with amusement. These shorts involve
experts and famous Ukrainians who chat, improvise and joke around.
The serials available on the platform at this time included: basic digital skills, digital literacy for
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teachers, digital literacy for civil servants, serials for parents on internet safety for their children,
cyber-bullying for teenagers, paying utility bills online, digital technology for the handicapped,
digital lawyers, electronic signatures, personal data, friendly digital finance, and more.
The offline component is a partner hub across Ukraine, based on which teaching is organized or
where people can gain access to digital gadgets.
Over 2020, more than 1.5 million Ukrainians visited the Diia.Digital Education portal, of whom
more than 440,000 registered for courses. We also set up a network of 6,000 digital education
hubs all across Ukraine.
With our partners, we also launched a platform for hybrid and distance learning for pupils in
grades 5 through 11 called The All-Ukrainian Online School. The platform materials were audited
and comply with the country’s educational standards. Pupils using the platform have access to
video explanations, outlines, tests, and an opportunity to track their learning progress. Meanwhile,
teachers have contemporary methods and examples of how to apply new educational technologies.
Separately, there is a national project for developing entrepreneurship called Diia.Business. Its
online component is a portal with free consultations for entrepreneurs at https://business.diia.
gov.ua. Plans are for the offline component to offer open business support centres. In 2020166, we
opened Diia.Business support centres in Kharkiv and Mykolayiv, as well as a Diia.Business centre
for students and future entrepreneurs in Kyiv.
Another project we are implementing with our partners is an Enterprise University called YEP.
Through this program, the discipline called “Innovative entrepreneurship and managing startup projects” has been integrated into the curricula of bachelor or master’s programmes at 76
Ukrainian universities. Feedback from both students and instructors suggests that it is one of the
most useful courses at their universities.
We have also been pleased to work with U-LEAD with Europe, which has made it possible for MinDigit to successfully implement national projects aimed at digitalising the country, establishing
e-democracy, expanding infrastructure and developing municipalities in Ukraine’s oblasts.

The article was written in February 2021
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This article was written in early 2021.
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Local municipality as
a pillar of direct support
to Industry
Author: Prof. Vladimir Prebilič

Vladimir Prebilič is Mayor of the Kočevje Municipality, as well as
Professor at the Faculty for Social Science, University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia

INTRODUCTION
This paper is a case study of Kočevje, Slovenia, in how a local municipality functions as a pillar of
direct support to Industry 4.0. The municipality of Kočevje, located along the southern border between Slovenia and Croatia, is Slovenia’s largest municipality by area. With a population of 15,500
it is also one of the least populated, with 90% of its area covered in forests. In 2014, unemployment
in Kočevje was 26%, a sad record for Slovenia. The reasons lay in an uncompetitive economy with a
low level of added value, and a continuous brain drain as young and educated residents emigrated.
The first challenge was to establish the necessary conditions for attracting new investments and
generating new jobs. This was made possible through various forms of tax holidays and breaks for
investors, providing suitable locations for new companies to build facilities, lowering the price of
land, and persistently removing administrative barriers to investment. Gradually, 400 jobs were
generated in Kočevje, which was proportionally by far most in Slovenia, given the population of the
municipality.
However, with all the new jobs came a new challenge: finding a suitably qualified and skilled workforce. The partners, most notably Japan’s global Yaskawa Corporation, expected the local municipality to build a bridge between the town’s education system and its economy. Although Slovenian
law gives the local municipality no formal influence on education and it cannot change the curriculum, a way was found to meet the expectations of the partner and form cooperation. This became
a case study for Slovenia and the European Union.
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SETTING UP AN OPEN
ROBOTICS PROGRAM
Since municipality of Kočevje did not have this kind of knowledge, of course, its administration
took advantage of the Business Incubator public institution, whose founder and owner is Kočevje.
The first step revealed that primary schools in the municipality were highly humanities oriented
and no subjects in robotics were taught. Moreover, the system itself did not promote enough
technical knowledge, which is a necessary basis for the 21st century.
In most cases, programming, process thinking, and robotics were completely unknown to schoolchildren. Moreover, most had no opportunity to encounter these at home, so their interest in technology was waning. At this point, we gave the professional team at the Business Incubator the task
of designing an interactive form of voluntary courses in the basics of programming and robotics.
Based on the positive impact of a pilot project at one of Kočevje’s primary schools, in which the
entire generation of fourth graders was put through a robotics basics program, we proposed and
encouraged local schools to adopt a more open primary education curriculum that would provide
basic technical knowledge for primary school pupils. Thus, the local municipality took on the role
of establishing a bridge among the primary school system, the Business Incubator, and the local
economy.
Today, the Kočevje Business Incubator runs a series of robotics workshops for the whole generation of primary school pupils. For pupils in the 2nd triad, 3rd through 6th grade, it runs a program
with LEGO WeDo 2.0 robots. With the help of scientific projects, pupils learn about technique, natural phenomena, physical concepts, and the basics of programming. Curiosity, analytical thinking,
social skills, critical thinking, and problem-solving are encouraged in pupils. It is crucial that this
whole generation is equipped with this knowledge, as it is all too often the case that only children
of ambitious parents who can afford paid after-school activities have access to this type of knowledge.
The response of the children has been remarkable. By playing on managed projects, five key goals
were reached:
• Modelling research and designing solutions
• Getting to know science through real life examples
• Gaining basic programming knowledge
• Learning cooperation and presentation
• Learning critical thinking and problem-solving
A program for learning the basics of how to program simple KUBO robots without using a computer was developed for pupils in the 1st triad, grades 1st through 3rd. After testing, an unexpected
positive response was observed among the children, showing that they were receptive to this
type of programming learning. Teachers all over Slovenia also showed great interest in this kind of
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playful education during class lessons.
Today, all three primary schools in Kočevje, encompassing over 1,500 pupils, are integrated into
the program, which means that every year 250 new pupils or 20% of the entire public school population will learn the basics of programming and robotics. The curriculum developed in Kočevje
has already been transferred to 56 primary schools through teacher training in Slovenia, where
the program is now being followed by 260 teachers.
Because of the COVID-19 crisis, workshops were held as webinars in 2020 and 2021, and more
than 800 teachers and pupils have participated so far. The real results are reflected in the much
greater interest in technology among young people, enrolments in the mechanical engineering
program now triple what they were before, and companies actively involved in the school system,
where they contribute additional resources, teaching aids and even their engineers. In short, the
municipality of Kočevje has not only become the site of an international corporation, but also an
environment where the municipality actively coexists with the company and ensures a future for
young people without having to emigrate. Indeed, 2020 showed a reverse trend as young Kočevjites return to their hometown, housing is being built, and the population is on the rise for the first
time in 30 years.

CONCLUSION
In the future, it will be important for economies to focus on learning and be closely linked to the
public school system. Industry 4.0, meaning the digitalization of processes—robotics, the automation of production and further digitalization of business processes as a whole—represent the
future of the younger generation’s professions. This means that public education systems need to
change or supplement their curricula to be more adapted to the opportunities and needs represented by companies.
The Slovenian initiative to introduce robotics into the primary school curriculum in the first and
second triads was also noticed by the European Commission. Our team was invited by the EC to
Pori, Finland and Brussels, Belgium to present examples of good practice on this subject. At the
end, we were selected as one of the 6 best examples of how to introduce robotics in primary education at the EU level.
The article was written in February 2021
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Investing in education
is an investment in the
family! How educational
reforms affect children
and teachers
Author: Andriy Zakaliuk

Andriy Zakaliuk is a history teacher and the principal of the Lvivskiy
Lyceum under the Lviv City Council.

By investing in education, we are contributing to real change. Why? Education, first of all,
means people who change us every day. Each in their place, each in some small area that we
often don’t even notice, these people can actually transform the fate of a child.
I believe this because I myself followed this path, from pupil in a very ordinary school to principal
of a lyceum. My story began on January 16, 2014, when I was appointed principal of the #2 Boarding School in the city of Lviv. At that time, I was only 27.
The school had 126 children, some 26 of whom were either orphans or had been deprived of parental care. All these children spent the night together at this school. In other words, it was a
standard public boarding school at the time. There was almost no material support and nearly 100
staff worked at the school: teachers, counsellors and technical personnel.
In fact, this school had a terrible image, as there had been plenty of scandals over abuse of position that tarnished its reputation. As to the kids, there was nothing new there, either. Little positive
was ever said of the kids, everybody kept saying they were bad, and no one gave their interests
much thought. The main problem was the stereotype of “boarding school kids,” and the kids
all knew it. It was very hard to work with them because they had been deeply disappointed in life.
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And really, this was probably one of the worst boarding schools, not just in Lviv, but in the entire
oblast.
But I came in prepared to change all this. And I began to act: the main accent now went on the
time that all the staff began to spend with the kids. Moreover, it was not just about school
learning, but also quality free time. Our job was to hear them, because every one of these kids
had a difficult back story, a difficult fate, often very complicated life experiences. All too often this
experience could easily set their further fate and the rest of their lives. We began to take trips with
the kids, to go on excursions, to spend holidays together, to organise camps for them, and together we conquered the peaks of the Carpathians.
The next challenge was to give the teachers more freedom, because their every step was being
controlled and that made things very difficult for them, too. We completely let go the educational
process, so that the teachers would firstly feel themselves free and then be able to create and
teach the children the way they wanted. After all, many of them were actually decent, experienced professionals.
We also trained the teachers and searched out new professional development opportunities for
them. We participated in a variety of programmes, workshops and courses so that they could pick
up the kind of knowledge that is impossible to hang on to during the working process itself or
through the standard formal things that our educational system offers.
Over five years, we replaced 70% of the staff. This was not through some kind of forced dismissals,
but the people who didn’t see themselves as part of the school’s future moved on to another job
or retired of their own accord. During the first year, we replaced nearly 100% of the school’s administrative staff.
In order to change the educational system, we also needed to attract sponsors. One pretty universal problem was the complete lack of funding. We had next to no sponsors, with the exception of
a few small items. It’s hard to talk about improving the quality of education if there are almost no
supplies or equipment. We began to look for sponsors and we eventually found them. As it turned
out, there were quite a few of them, nearly 20 organisations and dozens of individuals. Our sponsor funding soon increased by 30 times.
Another of our objectives was to establish international cooperation. In short order, our children
were able to travel on big exchange programmes to Italy and the US, where they could enjoy a
vacation. They also took part in learning, cultural and educational camps in Poland, Germany and
Switzerland.
One key task was setting up a series of clubs so that the children could not just get a quality education in class, but also develop themselves outside the classroom. We brought a huge number of
educational, athletic and artistic groups to the school, too.
It was also very important for us to break the cycle where every graduate of a boarding school
immediately went to a technical-vocational school. We began preparing the kids to take the independent external exams or ZNO at the end of Grade 11. We looked for sponsors who would cover
the cost of tutoring for the kids and the results are clear: 70% of the graduates from our boarding
school in the last few years were admitted into post-secondary institutions on state scholarships.
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THE KEY RESULT OF ALL
THESE STEPS—TRUST
Nor did we stop at this. We understood perfectly well that, no matter how good a boarding school
is, no matter how well supplied and equipped it is, it will never replace living parents for a child.
We decided to go the path of reforms to the boarding school system.
We got everyone involved who had any relationship to boarding-school reforms, both local government agencies and community organisations. The Lviv Educational Foundation helped us
enormously and we’ve taken every step in this reform jointly with them. We even travelled together to visit families that needed help.
The upshot was that we decided to close the Lviv Public Boarding School #2 in 2018 and establish
the Prosvita Lyceum in its place. By the way, the kids themselves came up with the name “enlightenment.”
Part of the premises was separated into a Child Support Centre, where about 20 kids continue to
board. These are children who, due to a variety of circumstances, have been unable to return to
their families.
Many folks are afraid of reforming boarding schools because they think a lot of people will lose
their jobs. But the main principle behind this reform is that everyone is important. Of course,
the kids are the core, but our experience has shown that, having reformed the boarding school,
we’ve even been able to generate new positions. Not a single person was let go because of the
closure of the boarding school. We’ve been able to establish conditions similar to a family situation
within the context of the school, while the school proper has become an ordinary school where
ordinary children go to learn.
And so, the idea that educational reform is necessary for educational institutions to function effectively in Ukraine is consistently being confirmed in a slew of examples like those above. One small
step at a time, we have changed the lives of kids because we understood that every step we take
and everything that we do affects the fates of real children, their pain, their lives and their experiences. That is why we had to really pay attention to this, in order not to traumatize the children,
not to somehow bring more unhappiness into their lives.
Investing in education is an investment in the family. We understood that, if we teach children
properly, if we invest in their education, the results will soon be evident. Later on, these children
will bring something good and worthwhile to their own families. They will come back and be able
to change something themselves.

The article was written in February 2021
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How business gained
trust of citizens and
how the state can, too
Author: Sofia Opatska

Sofia Opatska is Vice Rector at Ukrainian Catholic University (UCU)
and a Founding Dean of the Lviv Business School.

TRUST IN BUSINESS
When the GfK Custom Research group carried out a survey of the values of Lviv residents in 2007,
it revealed that most Lvivians had a very negative attitude towards wealthy, successful entrepreneurs. Fully 68% of respondents said that they thought commercial activities had a terrible impact
on the environment and did not meet the interests of the community. Further, 59% said that businesses mercilessly exploited their employees, and 57% claimed that they had accumulated their
capital largely through dishonest means. Doesn’t this sound just a little like the myth about the
kurkuls and the soviet levelling process?
The study was initiated by members of the Univ Group167, including Lviv businessman Yaroslav
Rushchyshyn. When they saw the results, they understood that they had to immediately do
something to change public opinion about entrepreneurship. After all, small and medium business underpins sustainable growth in pretty much all countries, while a strong middle class is the
foundation for a civil society. This conclusion was confirmed during the Euromaidan and Revolution of Dignity, and once again when the COVID-19 epidemic hit the country.
The key step to change paradigms of thinking is education, but we need to remember that this is
a long path. And so, in 2008, UCU’s Lviv Business School was established, one of whose key aims
was to teach Ukrainian entrepreneurs to understand the global language of business and to com-
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Univ Group – an informal community of intellectuals united by the idea of creating a long-term strategy for Lviv.
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municate through it, as well as to help them enter world markets and present the new Ukrainian
entrepreneur at home. Now in its 14th year, the community at Lviv Business School continuously
debunks the myth about “dishonest exploiters.”
After a while, we saw how, when push came to shove, Ukraine’s business community began to
take on certain government functions. We all remember how important a role the middle class
played on the Maidan, during the Revolution of Dignity and when the war in eastern Ukraine began. It was entrepreneurs who then provided the Ukrainian army with many of its necessities. In
2020, we saw, once again, how invaluable the middle class is. Despite the very difficult situation at
many companies, business threw its forces and resources to protect the medical professionals on
the frontline of the battle against COVID-19, buying ventilators and essential medications. Once
more, socially responsible business owners joined forces and helped the country at a critical turning point.
The post-Maidan epoch was significant for yet another phenomenon: business people, including
successful owners and top managers, chose to work in the public sector in order to support systemic reforms in Ukraine. Those who weren’t prepared to leave their businesses helped financially
and invested in education for the new generation of public administrators. It was precisely a group
of Lviv entrepreneurs who founded the UCU Lviv Business School’s Good Governance programme
after the Maidan. Many of the first graduates of this programme went on to work in government
agencies and municipal governments, while three were elected to the Verkhovna Rada.
So, we can assume that trust in business has improved, not the least because of the role Ukrainian
entrepreneurs have taken on themselves at those times that were critical for the country.

TRUST IN PARTNERSHIPS
The biggest indicator of trust or distrust in business is the quality of the partnerships that are
established. Challenges in any partnership can firstly be overcome through quality corporate governance. Did the partners agreed to ground rules and begin to work on that basis or is everybody
operating based on their own understanding of the conditions of the partnership?
One example of a successful partnership and good corporate governance is the Lviv Business
School, which has several founders as well as Supervisory Board and Advisory Council. A particular feature of LvBS is that it was founded under the Ukrainian Catholic University, the only such
institution in the post-soviet region. The founders spent a long time coming to an agreement
originally, working things out with care and in great detail. The result was that in 13 years, we have
never had any problems related to corporate governance. On one hand, everything is clearly regulated. On the other, everybody was in agreement from the very start, there is trust, and so there
is no reason to revisit the regulations with any frequency. In short, if the statutes and partnership
agreement have been properly put together, not just as a formality, the partnership can work.
Today, our partnership is evolving, especially in terms of cooperation among competing companies. For instance, Lviv’s IT cluster brings together companies that compete amongst themselves on the market for both labour and customers. They were able to agree about joining forces
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because there was a common understanding of the need to develop the market and that only
together—in this case through an IT cluster—would it be possible to influence and change one of
the key sectors of Ukraine’s economy today.

TRUST IN LEADERSHIP
The 2008 world financial crisis demonstrated that leaders and top managers may have been competent but they lacked leadership qualities. They did not exhibit the necessary virtues, as if to say
that business ethics were for weaklings. In fact, crises like the one in 2008 and the one today with
the pandemic don’t help foster trust because people are afraid and tend to close ranks. And yet
it’s precisely here that leaders play a key role in restoring trust.
Indeed, the 2008 crisis gave the impulse for a study by the Ivey Business School to develop a concept for “Leadership based on Character,” encompassing three main components: competence,
character and dedication. The concept further defines the character of a leader as including 11
elements: drive, collaboration, humility, humanity, integrity, courage, temperance, accountability,
transcendence, justice, and judgement.
The virtue of accountability is most strongly linked to trust. If a person remains unaccountable,
most likely few will trust then. To be accountable means to be prepared to take responsibility
for your decisions, actions or complicated issues and those of the institution you are part of, as
soon as they arise. Together with responsibility, this means being prepared to admit a problem in
public. Studies by the UCU Leadership Centre in Ukraine show that precisely accountability is the
virtue that demands active development among business leaders and especially public administrators. It is the key to developing trust in leaders.

TRUST IN INSTITUTIONS
Historically, Ukrainians have been inclined to trust individuals rather than institutions. And so, we
are constantly looking for some leader who will come and solve all our problems. Instead, we need
to revive institutional trust, as it is the key to building democracy and tackling corruption, especially through personal action and personal responsibility.
It starts with our family, our building and our tenants’ association, with how we build relations in
our team, our organization, our community and our country, the process of developing institutional trust. For instance, why not take an interest on how much you pay in taxes every month and
where it all goes. This could be the first step to controlling your government, instead of just giving
it credit and marking time until the next vicious election campaign.
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Distrust of government:
Its historical roots
in Ukraine
Author: Prof. Olena Stiazhkina

Olena Stiazhkina, philosopher and historian at the National Academy
of Science of Ukraine

In order to understand the historical roots of distrust in government, post-communism and
post-colonialism are a good place to start. For Ukrainians, the experience of being part of the
soviet empire, the successor to the Russian empire, was extremely dramatic, involving numerous social catastrophes such as the destruction of the intelligentsia, the Holodomor, mass
deportations, and powerful social engineering aimed at creating the New Soviet Man, that is,
a local proletariat with an international and class consciousness.
Both the catastrophes and the social engineering were generated in Moscow, although the system of government and intergovernmental relations was not a simple binary opposition between
the centre and the periphery. The system of government relations penetrated the entire social
sphere from top to bottom and was reproduced at every level: at the level of enterprise and the
kolhosp, schools and hospitals, the family and the community, and so on. It involved or formed a
multilayered hierarchy—what Caroline Humphrey,168 calls a nesting hierarchy.
In reality, this meant that the instigator of any form of persecution, violence or force was the
local powers-that-be. The visible persecutors were not in distant Moscow, but the person’s own
local elected representative, government official, police officer, head of an enterprise, and so on.
It was locally that all the lists of “enemies of the people,” “kurkuls,” “nationalists,” “spies,” and “ac-

168
Quoted in A. Yurchak, “It was forever, until it was over. The last soviet generation,” Moscow, Novoye Literaturnoye
Obozrenie, 2014, p. 214 (in Russian).
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complices” were also drawn up. The chairs of local councils and the directors of local penal facilities were directly involved in organising arrests, carrying out food searches, resettlements and
deportations between the 1920s and the early 1950s. Thus, the most rational strategy for relations
with those in power was to maximally distance yourself from it and to a priori judge local government, like the central one, as a profoundly hostile institution.
Despite all the seemingly democratic procedures of soviet elections, not on local deputy was ever
truly elected: they were all appointed from above. On one hand, this strengthened the strategy of
distancing but, on the other, it shaped a persistent paradigm of distrust in elections as a complete
soviet profanation.
It’s worth noting that for a certain contingent of Ukrainians, participating in soviet games
provided a social lift: career, improve personal material standing, joining the elite, and so on.
Still, including Ukrainians in administrative, representative or party structures in soviet society
was directed at the interests of the imperial state, not the community. Despite all the lip service
to “common happiness,” this configuration of relations between the state and the citizen, those
in power and ordinary people, treated the individual as a cog in the wheel of the mechanism for
a socialist victory on a global scale. Thus, people tended to see local representatives and government agencies as links that were not decision-makers but merely followed the Kremlin’s orders.
But when it came time to complain, people generally wrote their letters to the capital, Kyiv and
Moscow, and the union-wide papers.
The “normalisation” of the soviet project, which began in the mid-1950s, stopped, and even condemned, for awhile at least, repressive practices, and so local government agencies stopped being
the instigators of terror, moving more into the realm of economic and administrative functions. In
the late soviet period, relations between the people and their local governments no longer posed
the threat of repression. Instead, they began to involve corrupt “deals” that affected the resolution
of domestic, educational, medical, residential, and other issues. This new configuration was clearly not the manifestation of a paradigm of trust, since those in power “sold” their services, opportunities and permissions to those who could afford to pay for them.
Between the corruption component and the alienation from their local governments that ordinary Ukrainians had picked up during more repressive times, the institutional habits inherited by
the young Ukraine affected both the government and all the country’s elected bodies. Lack of
skill in the functional duties and the level of opportunities available to local government bodies,
together with their traditional orientation on decisions from the “centre,” gradually transformed
them, especially at the town and county level, to (1) subordinate local “back-ups” of the oblast and
central branch of government, (2) “trading centres” involving the corrupt sale of government services and state assets, (3) the place to gain the status of privileges for a person’s resume and career
advancement, (4) and controlling and disciplinary agencies for the power to audit budget-funded
and non-budget organisations that made little sense to the average voter.
To this day, the style of organisation and functioning of governments at the town, county
and city level still reflects its soviet—both communist and colonial—past, in terms of the lack
of a real tradition, leading to the absence of well-entrenched mechanisms of responsibility and
accountability. Local bosses report to their higher ups or to their shady sponsors—oligarchs, poli-
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ticians, and so on. The absence of public oversight, as a real and not just declarative mechanism,
is the main factor behind the distrust that continues to fester as long as the situation remains
unchanged.
In the end, distrust in government, whether through traumatic soviet experience or the corruption of the post-soviet government environment, leads to the maintenance of a “safe” distance
between the people and those in power, and to inaction on the part of voters — “since this doesn’t
make a lot of difference”— to somehow change the situation. In a 2020 survey run by the Heinrich
Böll Foundation in Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson Oblasts, 61.5% of respondents admitted that they had shown no initiative whatsoever regarding interaction with the government
or their community. Only 9-10% of those surveyed said that they had turned to community enterprises and institutions in their own town, signed petitions, appealed to their local elected representative — through the mayor’s office, the executive committee, the county council, the village
council, or the county administration. And only about 40% of this group said that their efforts had
led to a positive result.169
In short, considerable focused effort is needed to establish a playing field and the rules of trust
between Ukraine’s citizens and their administrative and elected bodies: (a) understanding the
historic experience and the reasons underpinning distrust, (2) studying the functions, duties, levels of responsibility of government agencies and its free use, (3) establishing proper oversight
mechanisms, and (4) undertaking a symbolic re-formulation of the soviet notion “the people for
the state” to the contemporary “power to the people.”
Ultimately, trust is a verb that appears there where citizens begin to take action rather than just
waiting, demand results and oversee them. Based on the studies mentioned here, homeowner
associations (HOA) in urban areas are becoming more and more a good example of the opportunities and success of collective action to improve their own space. They are rapidly becoming
mini-labs in practicing common effort and responsibility. Not all the experiences have been equally successful, but they are drawing people’s attention.170
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Human Safety: Estimations and expectations among residents of four oblasts of Ukraine (Donetsk, Luhansk,
Zaporizhzhia and Kherson), Heinrich Böll Foundation, Kyiv Bureau, Ukraine, 2020, pp. 50-51.
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«We need to distinguish
trust and faith, because
trust should not
always be blind»
— a conversation between
Larysa Denysenko and
Volodymyr Yermolenko
Larysa Denysenko is a writer, lawyer and civic activist.
Volodymyr Yermolenko teaches philosophy at the University of KyivMohyla Academy and is the director of analysis at Internews Ukraine,

Yermolenko: In the piece you wrote for our collection, “Ukraine in histories and stories,”
you talk about an important feeling you can sense in Ukraine, among different people, different groups and different identities, “The majority is like a minority.” Ukrainians feel like
a minority, although they are a majority, Ukrainian speakers feel like a minority, Russian
speakers feel like a minority, although they are certainly a majority, and so on. This sense of
being constantly under threat is sometimes real and sometimes imaginary. And it seems to
me that we are all inclined at times to exaggerate this threat. But then we get the feeling
that we are the minority and are surrounded by predators who only wish us harm. Clearly,
when people feel this way, trust isn’t going to happen, right? So how can we deal with this?
Should we be reconsidering our sense of threat, learn to distinguish the real threats f rom
the imaginary ones?
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Denysenko: My sense is that we can’t not be affected by the habit of living in an environment
where right does not make right but might makes right, and we see a strong person and a strong
state in the form a strong hand, even in violence. This is such an outdated form of leadership and
view of leaders, both men and women, for those who dominate to thunder, punish, pressure, suppress, and prohibit those who are subordinate and that’s considered a completely normal form of
communication.
We often walk around with fists clenched, constricted by circumstances, by people, by distrust, by
the desire to seem bigger, meaner, more influential. Do you remember the phrase, “for everyone to
be afraid, for no one to laugh at me”?
To walk with open palms, relaxed hands, our fingers ready, not for a fight but for making music,
touching another, satisfying each other. We can’t allow ourselves that, it’s not the right time. That’s
only for the chosen few. Can you imagine that we are walking around in the constant expectation
that we’re about to get smacked? We’re constantly holding our breath, and that means holding our
very lives.
Of course, we have to resolve all the “you owe me/blame me for...,” all those conversations between
generations, and conversations with those who represent different identities and traumas, talking
honestly, not measuring who owes someone more, to try to live out those events of the past that hurt
us the most in the current time. But we also should then think about the “I appreciate/ respect you
for....,” because we have to add light, bright colours to our future. The palette always seems to have
more tubes of dark colours.
There are no universal recipes, other than to reconsider our attitude towards strength and our own
responsibility, to respect our own subjectivity and a legal approach to resolving conflicts by understanding that this is not going to hurt, that this is a manifestation of strength, that this ensures trust,
and that it guarantees justice.

Yermolenko: That’s quite interesting, how we have to separate the notions of strength and violence. In Ukrainian and in Russian, the two words have the same root. And in our culture, where, for
so many centuries, people thought primarily about how to survive, there’s a huge risk that they will
become even closer. As if to say, he is strong who can engage in violence. We don’t reflect enough
on the fact that violence is mostly a manifestation of weakness. An inability to find any other leverage over others. The inability to persuade, to get people to follow you, to attract them with ideas or
emotions.
On the other hand, the word “strength” has quite a few other meanings in our language. For example, in Marko Vovchok’s novel, “The Living Thought,” the word “strength” is a key concept and is
synonymous with the word “freedom.” “Strength” means being in charge of your life, being able to
make decisions on your own and stick to these decisions. Strength and freedom are also key words
in Lesia Ukrainka’s vocabulary. It’s very interesting that so many of our classical women writers
wrote so much about strength—and very interestingly at that.
But let’s return to the idea of trust. It seems to me that we sometimes exaggerate the level of distrust
in our society. Trust is a kind of physical energy: if it goes down in one area, it grows in another one.
Remember how, in the nineties, people started to believe in the White Brotherhood, psychics, UFOs,
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new messiahs and so on, because suddenly their trust in something great disappeared, their society
collapsed like a house of cards and this huge element of faith that suddenly found itself without an
object of worship plunged into something else.
The same happened in politics: if distrust in one group skyrockets, people almost fanatically trust
others, and then are quickly disillusioned in these new ones. This magical flowing of trust into distrust is what accompanied us on our Maidans and in our elections: the 2019 election was the most
striking example. I also think we are missing some kind of reasonable balance between trust and
a critical view of reality. Our people seem to always swing between blind faith and blind distrust.
At this point, we probably need to distinguish trust and distrust, because trust need not always be
blind.

Denysenko: I like to joke that the way we operate, we crown someone in the morning and in the
evening we trample that crown underfoot. And that’s in the best case. Have you seen that in the
global ratings, we are among those countries where people say they are unhappy? Well, we can
discount the fact that we deliberately act as though we are unhappy to some extent, to avoid being
jinxed, but it’s hardly surprising that a TV show about psychics continues to get high ratings, no matter what’s going on. That’s my idea of a joke.
But it seems to me that this distrust also arises because we are tired of struggling, of barely surviving,
of suffering, but we know that we know how to do this: how to protest, and how to suffer through just
about anything. Yet we don’t quite get that, in order to blossom and live really well, you have to put
at least as much effort as into the confrontation or the suffering.
This is also all linked into the idea of an adult life, being in charge and taking responsibility. Blind faith
and blind distrust really are a lot less energy-intensive. One gives you happiness, the other rage, and
so there’s an impression that we live in these emotional extremes. The question is, how long can an
organism go on like that?
There’s another interesting psychological conundrum here. We don’t trust him, her, those in power
because we have reason to believe that this is a lie, a danger, a manipulation or just because it pisses
us off? Because someone has to be at fault and they’re it!

Yermolenko: I really like what you said about having to put at least as much effort into living
well as into merely surviving. That’s spot on! Being happy is also an effort, feeling pleasure is an effort, seeing something good where the media or politicians keep insisting that you see only what’s
bad—is also an effort. And here, seems to me, ia one of our typical characteristics. In Ukrainian history there was plenty of psychological ascetics or sado-masochism, but little hedonism. When the
western world went through its periods of hedonism, such as in the 18th century of the second half of
the 20th, our history mainly taught us to “suffer.”
What’s interesting is that lately we are seeing some kind of new hedonistic revolution in many areas
of life—despite the war and all the anguish! I think that more and more people are beginning to
discover these new geographies of joy and it’s very important that they keep expanding.
There’s one more aspect to this. You often hear in our circles that Ukraine’s problem is that people
treat reality as a zero-sum game. If I win, that means someone else has lost. If someone else wins,
that means I will definitely lose. This then leads to an attitude that success is somehow suspicious.
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If others are successful, that means they got there at my expense! In other words, success is really
theft. This is a kind of post-soviet echo of Proudhon’s anarchic principle, “property is theft.”

Denysenko: I agree absolutely, and that’s why success needs to be as glaring and visible as possible. It should be the first to announce you. So that no one ever thinks that we are the side that lost in
this life. After all, that’s the way losing is perceived. Not because someone just made a mistake, not
because they were wrong, for instance, not because someone else played dirty, not because winning
in this situation wasn’t actually important. To not succeed is a little death.
It seems to me that, precisely because of this, corruption is tolerated among us as a normal means
of attaining success. Because someone in a government job has the option, so it’s stupid not to take
advantage of this. On the other hand, it would be decent if the government grabbed some successful thieves by the collar and threw them behind bars. But none of this really has anything to do with
us, the little guys. This is where people easily turn into an audience and once again give up power
over their own lives.
Look at what we are coming back to. Successful people are hated and envied, admired and imitated. We’re back on the emotional merry-go-round. People think a lot less about what constitute the
measure and the price of success, what it really means, and what constitutes success specifically for
me and what makes it so. What do I do in order for my life, the life of my family and my community
to become better?
In any case, is a better life for the community at all about success?

Yermolenko: I think we really need to fight this kind of envy, with this feeling that “success is
theft,” to raise people to feel that society can be built on a positive-sum game, where I win and you
also win. On the other hand, when this principle of a win-win game goes too far, it can also turn
into a weakness. Look at how some European leaders to this day believe that you can come to an
agreement with Putin’s Russia, that you can play a positive-sum game with Russia. We Ukrainians
understand that this is not the way it is. We know that if we try to play a positive-sum game with
Russia, it will be perceived as a weakness, because their goal is not to have both sides win, but for
their opponent to clearly lose. It’s possible that you will lose as well, but your opponent is supposed
to lose a lot more. So we need to look at the positive-sum game a bit sceptically as well. For instance,
you can’t trust a crook.

Denysenko: Russia is exhibiting very outdated behaviour of a strongman leader. It acts like it’s
unbeatable, although its leadership is evolving before our very eyes. I expect that this behavioural
model will remain only in a few textbooks as a geopolitical atavism. But its persistence is ensured
by the fact that (a) no one seems to notice it and instead they try to imagine that this partner is one
what values parity; (b) others are mesmerized although they may say otherwise; (c) others take it
into account, not because they respect it but because they are afraid to break their necks. But you
can hardly even call this a healthy instinct, never mind a healthy critical attitude, to treat someone
playing a shell game as an equal.
But you brought up some examples of geopolitical attitudes towards the Russian Federation, especially in Europe, although our citizens are often also impressed by precisely this kind of display of
strength. It’s unfortunate that the display platform happens to be us... but then... Just watch them
give what for...!
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Yermolenko: I’d like to ask you about a field you know a lot better than I do, the law. With law,
trust is a key component, especially trust in the arbiter. John Locke, one of the main liberal philosophers in European intellectual history, wrote that the search for an arbiter is the main basis
for the social contract that gives birth to the state. People need an arbiter when they enter into a
dispute, when they need a third party to establish justice. And only trust in this third party makes
law possible. The very notion “rule of law” is translated in Ukrainian as “the supremacy of law,”
although it could also have been translated as “the right of law,” or “the government of law”,
meaning the case of a state where the law rules and not a dictator, a messiah, a king, or even a
group of oligarchs. In order for this model to be developed, there has to be trust in those who are
generating these laws, but above all in those who interpret them.
Denysenko: Trust in the system of justice is a very important factor in both a country’s success
and the happiness of its people. Because justice, security, guaranteed rights, and the inevitability
of punishment, are fulcrum that ensure this system and are of great value to most people.
We can’t just ignore cases of judiciary wrongs, but neither can we engage in a game of public
pressure and anger versus telephone justice and the dictates of those in power. This is bombarding the judiciary on all sides, when the public has no trust and their elected representatives also
distrust the system. If Justice saw this every time on its scales, the cups would rattle like crazy.
Judges need to understand that they cannot tolerate corruption or the reputations of inappropriate individuals within their system. Disciplinary and anti-corruption entities must adhere to
laws and procedures. They must be objective and unbiased, to ensure both basic conventions and
constitutional principles, as well as human rights and freedoms.
It all sounds to simple and ordinary, but for some reason, it all too often doesn’t work.

Yermolenko: But, on the other hand, I can’t help but thinking that rights can only arise in pluralistic societies. I mean in societies where might no longer makes right, because there is a certain proportion of players who have equal power. Either they balance each other or they are able
to come to agreement with each other. I hope that Ukraine, a country that by its nature is a very
pluralistic society—ethnically, linguistically, culturally, geographically, climatically, confessionally, and even oligarchically—is now engendering precisely the situation that will germinate the
rule of law: when Ukrainian players themselves become interested in it and rule of law becomes
their recipe for survival. Or am I mistaken?

Denysenko: You and I have been talking about strength and law. I’d like to return to the beginning of our conversation. I believe in the force of law and I’m convinced that the conduct of both
individuals and communities will foster it precisely because the ecology of the judiciary will become far healthier as a result. This happens when the law and knowledge about individual rights
and freedoms, and about responsibility, move beyond the codes and textbooks and become part
of the worldview of every individual.
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Annex 1

International Expert
Exchange 2019
Empowering Municipalities
Building resilient and sustainable
local self-government
Date: 13 December 2019
Venue: Vel. Zhytomyrska 20, Kyiv

AGENDA
08.30 Registration & Welcome Coffee
9.15

Opening and Welcome
Vyacheslav Nehoda, Deputy Minister for Development of Communities and Territories
Frederik Coene, First Councellor, EU Delegation to Ukraine
Bastian Veigel, GIZ Programme Director, U-LEAD with Europe

9.30

Setting the scene
Keynote: “Structural Reforms in Member States of the EU – Role of the European
Commission”
Florian Hauser, European Commission’s Structural Reform Support Service, Competence
Centre Public Administration & Governance

10.00 Panel discussion: “What is necessary to empower the hromadas in 2020 and beyond?”
Georg Milbradt, Special Envoy of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany for
the Ukrainian Reforms in the Areas of Governance and Decentralisation
Serhii Sharshov, Director General, Ministry of Development of Communities and Territories
Tony Levitas, Senior Fellow at Watson Institute, Brown University.
Moderator: Alexandra Fehlinger, GIZ Deputy Programme Director, U-LEAD with Europe
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11.00

Explanation of parallel sessions pitches by respective moderators

Territorial Reform I.

Local Self-Government I.

Local Social-Economic
Development I.

Moderator: Nick Thijs,
U-LEAD with Europe

Moderator: Alexandra Fehlinger,
U-LEAD with Europe

Moderator: Graham Meadows,
U-LEAD with Europe

Pawel Swianiewicz,
University of Warsaw

Manuela Söller-Winkler,
U-LEAD with Europe

Timo Cantell, City of Helsinki,

Mariana Semenyshyn,
U-LEAD with Europe

Georg Milbradt, Special Envoy
of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany

Rivo Noorkõiv,
Geomedia Consulting

Rapporteur: Iain Mackie,
U-LEAD with Europe

13.15

Lilia Maliarchuk,
U-LEAD with Europe
Rapporteur: Rahel FreistHeld, U-LEAD with Europe

Urs Thomann & Vadym Denysenko,
CANactions
Jose Cervera,
U-LEAD with Europe

Rapporteur: Jurij Kobal,
U-LEAD with Europe

Lunch break

14.00 Parallel sessions - Round 2
Territorial Reform II.

Local Self-Government II.

Local Social-Economic
Development II.

Moderator: Mariana Semenyshyn,
U-LEAD with Europe

Moderator: Alexandra Fehlinger,
U-LEAD with Europe

Moderator: Graham Meadows,
U-LEAD with Europe

Felix Rössel, ifo Institute Dresden

Tony Levitas, Brown University

Pavlo Ostapenko,
U-LEAD with Europe

Yuliia Sybirianska,
U-LEAD with Europe

Viktor Tymoshchuk & Tamara
Beresh, U-LEAD with Europe

Dr. Ulrik Kjaer,
University of Southern Denmark

Rapporteur: Rahel Freist-Held,
U-LEAD with Europe

Rapporteur: Iain Mackie,
U-LEAD with Europe

Radomir Matczak, Marshal Office
of the Pomorskie Region, Gdansk
Howard Harding & Mojmir
Mrak, U-LEAD with Europe

Rapporteur: Jurij Kobal,
U-LEAD with Europe

16.00 Coffee Break
16.15

Headlines from the parallel sessions
Short debrief by the rapporteurs
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16.30

Panel discussion: “How civil society and citizens influence the reforms?”
Dmytro Gurin, Member of VRU Committee of Organisation of State Power, Local Self-Governance, Regional Development and Urban Planning
Nila Ostrovska, Head of Krasyliv AH, Khmelnytsky oblast
Volodymyr Paniotto, Director General of the Kyiv International Institute of Sociology
(KIIS).

17.45

Closing words and invitation to reception
Bastian Veigel, GIZ Programme Director, U-LEAD with Europe.
Moderator: Astrid Kohl, Team Leader, U-LEAD with Europe Programme
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International Expert
Exchange 2020
Development of municipalities: Trust,
Institutions, Finance and People
10-11 December 2020

Thursday 10 December 2020
10.00-11.30

Governance for Development
designing a decentralised model to foster development of the regions
and local self-government in times of uncertainty

10.00 Opening and Welcome
Olha Stefanishyna, Deputy Prime Minister for European
and Euro-Atlantic Integration of Ukraine
Matti Maasikas, Ambassador of the European Union to Ukraine
Bastian Veigel, GIZ Programme Director of U-LEAD with Europe

10.20 Explanation of the flow of the conference,
workshops, interaction and engagement facilities, online material
Iyevgen Dukhovych, Senior Advisor on Reform Communication
and Dialogue

10.30 – 11.30

Panel discussion: “Governance for Development”

Oleksiy Chernyshov, Minister for Communities and Territories Development of Ukraine
Matti Maasikas, Ambassador of the European Union to Ukraine
Ole Egberg Mikkelsen, Ambassador of the Kingdom of Denmark to Ukraine
Anka Feldhusen, Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany to Ukraine
Tomaž Mencin, Ambassador of the Republic of Slovenia to Ukraine
Moderator: Bastian Veigel, GIZ Programme Director of U-LEAD with Europe
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Rapporteur: Anna Bunyak, North Regional Hub Manager, U-LEAD with Europe
11.30-12.00

Interactive break

12.00-12.45

Keynote session
“Transparency, Trust and Public Services”

Jyrki Katainen, President of Finnish Innovation Fund SITRA
Moderator: Andrej Horvat, GIZ Deputy Programme Director of U-LEAD with Europe

12.45-13.30

Interactive lunch break

13.30-15.00

Workshop 1
Institutions and Development
ensuring the right set-up for regional and local development policies

Reto Steiner, Dean of ZHAW School of Management and Law
Gregor Virant, Director of OECD SIGMA
Viktor Tymoshchuk, Chief Expert, U-LEAD with Europe
Programme’s support to improved administrative service delivery
Wolfgang Drechsler, Professor of Governance at Tallinn University of Technology
Nataliia Shapoval, Head of KSE Institute at Kyiv School of Economics
Moderator: Janez Šušteršič, U-LEAD with Europe Programme
expert on political economy, former Minister of Finance of Slovenia
Rapporteur: Yelyzaveta Zhukovska, Advisor, U-LEAD with Europe

15.00-15.15

Interactive break

15.15-16.45

Workshop 2
Finances and Responsibilities
finding the balance and division of resources and responsibilities
for multi-level governance

Georg Milbradt, Special Envoy of the German Government
for decentralization, good governance and public service reforms in Ukraine
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Anthony Levitas, Senior Fellow at Watson Institute, Brown University
Viacheslav Nehoda, Deputy Minister
for Communities and Territories Development of Ukraine
Oleksandr Slobozhan, Executive Director of Association of Ukrainian Cities
Iryna Ozymok, Local economic development
program manager at Western NIS Enterprise Fund
Moderator: Thomas Meyer, Сoordinator of Good Governance Cluster at GIZ Ukraine
Rapporteur: Iain Mackie, Principal Strategy Advisor to the
GIZ Programme Director, U-LEAD with Europe

16.45-17.00

Interactive break

17.00-17.45

Keynote session
«Future is a story: narratives for radical social transitions»

Lazar Dzamic, Xoogler, creative strategist and university lecturer
Moderator: Helge Arends, Team Leader, U-LEAD with Europe

****************

Friday 11 December 2020
DAY 2

Keynote session

10.00-10.40

«Institutions and the Fortunes of Territories»

Andrés Rodríguez-Pose, Princesa de Asturias Professor & Professor of Economic Geography, Director, Cañada Blanch Centre, London School of Economics
Moderator: Angeliki Mavridou, Advisor, U-LEAD with Europe

10.40-10.45

Interactive break
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10.45-12.15

Panel session
Trust and Development;
ways to build and sustain trust for a better cooperation at the local level
and in ‘big politics’

Monica Brezzi, Head of Division for Governance
Indicators and Performance Evaluation at OECD
Sophia Opatska, Founding Dean of Lviv Business School,
Vice Rector Academic Affairs at the Ukrainian Catholic University.
Olena Styazhkina, Philosopher, historian at National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Andriy Kolomiytsev, Head of Pryuitivska hromada (Ukraine)
Moderator: Volodymyr Yermolenko, Philosopher, lecturer at
Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, analytics director at Internews Ukraine
Rapporteur: Tetyana Tatarchuk, Head of U-LEAD with Europe Chernivtsi Regional Office

12.15-13.00

Interactive lunch break

15.15-16.45

Workshop 3
People and Development
importance of social capital for development

Yulia Fediv, Executive Director of Ukrainian Cultural
Foundation, Head of Creative Europe Desk Ukraine
Yuriy Fylyuk, CEO of Promprylad.Renovation,
founder of Teple Misto platform in Ivano-Frankivsk
Andrii Zakalyuk, History teacher and director „Lvivskyi“ lyceum of Lviv City Council
Vladimir Prebilič, Mayor of Kočevje municipality; Vice President of
the Local Self-Government Association (Slovenia), lecturer
Valeria Ionan, Deputy Minister of Digital Transformation for European Integration
Moderator: Mariana Semenyshyn, Team Leader U-LEAD with Europe
Rapporteur: Yaryna Stepanyuk, Advisor, U-LEAD with Europe

14.30-14.45
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Interactive break

14.45-15.30

Rounding-up interview
What have we learned: more trust, better Institutions, responsible
finances, creative people – strong local development?

Larysa Denysenko, Human rights activist, writer, media expert
Interviewer: Volodymyr Yermolenko, Philosopher, lecturer at
Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, analytics director at Internews Ukraine
15.30-15.40

Closing words

Bastian Veigel, GIZ Programme Director of U-LEAD with Europe
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